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INTroDUCTION
Mark Twain left school at the age of twelve and went on to become one
of America 1 s best knavn and loved nationalistic authors.

In spite of the

shortness of his tenure, he reveals in his writings a unique insight into
mid-nineteenth century "schooling."

Most of his remarks and descriptions

about education, people, and life in general, are satirical and humorous.
Pis novels, short stories and addresses reflect his society and cast shadONS
upon our avn.

Since education is an integral part of society, his views

also reflect the educational ideas of the time.

This dissertation will

examine the ideas of Mark Twain concerning the child and education.
For Twain, education has myriads of faces.

In Chapter Three we will

probe 'I\vain 1 s theories and ideas about education as they are revealed in his
writings.

Education is "schooling" in the formal sense, confined to the

classrcx:m.

In its informal sense, it is also a river, playing pirates,

graveyards, superstitions and "making do for yourself" on an island.

Twain

feels that formal schooling is necessary to learn reading, writing and
figuring; but the more important aspects of it is what one learns fran
nature, the Aunt Pollys and society in general.
Twain 1 s writings are very involved with the concept of the child.

His

literature consists mainly of "boy-books" such as Tan Sawyer and
Huckl~ Finn.

of childhcxrl.

He dwelt Irost of his literary life in the wonderful time

His Tern Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn are studies of youth

v

maturing through ranantic exploits and finally being initiated into a
society.

His children are universal canposites of all children, both past

and present.

'Ihey contain the qualities, mischievousness and shortcanings

of all children.
'.IWain traveled frequently, kept voluminous journals about each trip,

and eventually recorded his impressions in book form.
unkind things about each place he visited.
level so he has world fame.
children he met with a

f~

He wrote kind and

He wrote on an international

'Ihe children in his books incorporate all the
embellishments.

This dissertation will analyze 1

his "boy-bcoks" in order to forrrrulate 'IWain 1 s concept of the child as
revealed in his literature.
'IWain 1 s books were often cynical and written in tongue-in-cheek
style, so special care must be taken not to misinterpret or misrepresent
his ideas.

'IWain also claimed to be a first class liar and many of his

stories are exaggerated tall tales.

He seems to tell his most outragous

lies when he is trying to make his satire as biting as possible.
'IWain 1 S books are written mainly about the little
else they are autobic:graphical.

IP.an

in society or

Whichever way 'IWain chcoses to write, his

ideas and opinions are firmly reflected and elaborated upon.

He sets

himself up as an expert on almost everything, so of course he has an
opinion on just about everything, usually biased.

He writes with a "pen

warmed up in hell. "
We look at schooling in the mid-and-late nineteenth century America
and see hCNJ the carman schcol movement began and prc:gressed.
and their teaching methcxls are mentioned and carmented on.

vi

The teachers
'IWain 1 s

ONn

1

vi~

of nineteenth century schooling

is studied to see h<M7 indicative it ·

is of the times.
And lastly, we synthesize 'IWain' s concept of the child and his vie;vs

on education and see what implications we can draw for present styles and
methcxls of education.
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CHAP'IER I

LIFE AND ViDRKS OF MARK 'IWAIN I 1835-1910
'Thlo

exciting events happened in the year 1835, the birth of Mark

'l.Wain arrl the discovery of Halley 1 s Canet.

One event shook the literary

world with meteoric force and the other shook the astronanical world.

The

canet arrl Mark 'l.Wain came in together and '1\vain died, as he had predicted,
when the comet reappeared in 1910.
Mark '1\vain was born Samuel Langhorn Clemens in Florida, Missouri, a
small hamlet that shewed pranise of becaning a boan tc:wn if the Salt River
could be navigated.

When '1\vain 1 s father, Jorill Marshall Clemens, realized

that this would not happen he ,moved four-year old !"'..ark and the rest of the
family to Hannibal, Missouri in 1839.
Hannibal was to becane the background scenery for the Mississippi
River novels of Mark '1\vain.

Hannibal might have remained an cbscure tc:wn

· in Missouri if Twain had not inmortalized it in The Adventures of Tan Sawyer
and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
To sketch a brief biography of a famous person such as Mark Twain, it

is always best to consult the subject 1 S

a.tm

works.

To scme degree, ·Twain

scholars are very fortunate since he wrote his c:wn autobiography.

'1\vain 1 s

Autobiography, a classic piece of American literature and history, is the
pra:3.uct of the rrost popular American author of the late nineteenth century.
l

2

The Autobiography is not just a chronological progression fran birth to
death, but rather a ccmplex character analysis of the errotional and
psychological make-up of 'IWain.

'IWain himself admits that, "this

Autobiography of mine is a mirror and I am looking at It!YSelf in it all the

tiJre ... 1
After a long, rich life, 'IWain died at the age of seventy-five.

life proved to be an inexhaustible mine of recollection.

His

Most of his works

are based on these recollections and can therefore be said to be
autobiographical to sane degree.

His Autobiography was to capture these

memories and dispense them with irony and humor in his inimitable way.
'IWain did not want his Autobiography published until one hundred
years after his death but finally relented and allc:wed a fe.v chapters to
be printed while he was still alive and the canplete collection after his

death.

'IWain was always a volatile personality and interspersed his life

with periodic eruptions against persons, places and events which he felt
called for his judgment.

Therefore, when he started his Autobiography, he

warns the reader that he is speaking fran the grave and can therefore
. speak more freely.

'IWain states in the Preface that "when a man is

writing a book dealing with the privacies of his life-a book which is to
be read while he is still alive-he shrinks fran speaking his whole frank
mind; all his attempts to do it fail. " 2

He then proceded to write

whatever was on his rambling mind.
1

Charles Neider, 'Ihe Autobiography of Mark 'IWain (New York:

& Brothers, Inc., 1959), p. 13.

~eider, Autobiography, Preface.

Harper

3
rrwain's premature birth left him a sickly and troublesane baby.

His

parents did not expect him to survive but he surprised them by beccrning a
rarnbuncious, precocious child.

He never seemed to tire in his

mischievousness and his rrother had to discipline him constantly.

'IWain

recollected in his Autobiography:
"You gave me rrore uneasiness than any child I had," she said
to him once, in her old age.
"I suppose you were afraid I wouldn't live," he suggested, in
his tra.rquil fashion.
She looked at him with that keen hurror that had not dulle:l in
eighty years. "No; afraid you would," she said.3
His inborn mischievousness was a source of his many childhcx:rl escapades
which usually found him in trouble with either his parents or other people
in totm.

Sane of his escapades resulted in his nearly drCMn.ing several

times, srroking behind the barn and getting caught, rolling rocks dONn a
hill at sanctirronious carriages headed for church services, bouncing
watermelons off his brother

H~nry's

head and finally, in an effort to find

rrore ranantic adventures, he ran away from hane several times, only to be
pranptly apprehended and punished.
Hannibal was ideally located on the banks of the mighty Mississippi
River.

'Ihe river and 'IWain' s impish nature gave birth to two of his rrost

rena.vned novels, Tan Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn.

Tan and Huck, the two

central characters, are a canposi te blend of boys that 'IWain

in Hannibal.
of characters.

gr~

up with

'Ihe rest of Hannibal provided 'IWain with the other panorama
In creating these great books, 'IWain turned to himself and

his a,.m experiences.

3

.
.
k
.
Albert B1gelavv
Pa1ne,
Mar '1Wa1n:
Brothers, Inc., 1912}, Vol. I, p. 29.

A Biography (New York:

Harper

&
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As Twain grew up, he developed neurotic and exaggerated feelings of

guilt.

A reason for these feelings can probably be traced to the

impressions the sensitive young boy received fran the Calvinistic Sunday
school that he was nade to endure.

The fearful superstitions of Negro

slaves that were a part of his Hannibal boyhood also helped to nurture and
instill fears in the little boy who both feared and loved the Negro tales
of magic arrl voodoo.
As

a boy, Twain loved to go to the Negro quarters behind his father 1 s

house and beg them to tell him exciting and mysterious stories.
Brashear, a noted Twain scholar, noted:

Minnie

"It was the Negroes that rrost

delighted Samuel Clemens-Aunt Hannah with her charms against witches and
Uncle Dan 1 1, faithful and affectionate good friend, ally, and adviser to
the boy.

He was the original of Jim in Huck Finn and Tan Sawyer Abroad. "4

Brashear quotes Twain:
'It was on the farm that I got my strong liking for this race
and my appreciation of certain of its fine qualities. . . . I
knew the look of Uncle Dan 1 1 1 s kitchen as it was on the
privileged nights, 'When I was a child, and I can see the 'White
and black children grouped on the hearth, ... and I can hear
Uncle Dan 1 1 telling the immortal tales which Uncle Remus Harris
was to gather into his book .... I can feel again the creepy joy
'Which quivered through me when the time for the ghost story was
reached ..• the last story of the evening and there was nothing
between it and the urrwelcane bed. 5
Besides religious and nagical influences, Twain as a boy had a
variety of other disturbing experiences which probably augmented his
already neurotic fears.

&

As a young boy he witnessed slave beatings and

4Minnie M. Brashear, Mark Twain:
Russell, Inc., 1964) , p. 58.
sib..

~.,

p. 58.

Son of Missouri (New York:

Russell

5
scM

other cruel ties inflicted upon this gentle race, a murder in cold

blocrl arrl various corpses littered his young, inexperienced life.

It has

even been rurrored that he crept into a rocrn where they were perfonning an
autopsy on his deceased father.

All of these seeds were planted early in

childhocxl an:1 erupted with stormy force into his merrory in

literary years.

hi~

later

Throughout his literary career, these merrories came back

repeatedly to haunt TWain and inculcate guilt feelings.
For young Sam, ho.vever, the rrove to Hannibal was a joyful occasion.
For the young boy, Hannibal and its environs, proved to be an Elysium
consisting of the river, bluffs, hills, caves, large tracts of prairies an:::1
wide expanses of virgin forests.

Hannibal grEW right up to the forest.

He

could watch the mighty and ranantic river boat queens lumber under their
load to the delta at New Orleans and pretend and wish that he were the
daring pilot navigating the boat.

On the river flo.ved the rrainstream of

American life, whether it was a working cargo ship or a luxury delta queen,
to stop briefly at Hannibal and offer dreams of adventure and glory to the
envious young boys.
'Ihe beauty and fun that Hannibal offered was often interlaced with
tragedy.

The young boys had big caves to explore and sanetirres to get lost

in like Tan and Becky did.

The forests and river teemed with garre and

expeditions were launched to provide fcxxl and adventure.

On these

expeditions the boys absorbed and learned much Indian lore and survival in
the wilderness.

In the wintertime the river froze and the boys were able

to skate, rrost of the time against parental permission.

It was on one of

these adventures that tragedy struck when Sam and Tan Nash, a friend, were
out on the river late at night.

'Ihe ice was breaking and they tried to

6
reach shore, but Tan missed a floe and was flung into the frigid water.

As

a result, Tan became ill and eventually came dONil with scarlet fever which
left him stone-deaf.

Many years later, this was one of the reminiscences

on which Twain based his novelette, The Mysterious Stranger.
In the surrmer the boys swam and rarped in the muddy waters.

In the

process of learning to swim, Sam came close to death on more than one
occasion and had to be hauled out of the water in a linp sputtering
condition by his cohorts.

'IWo of his best friends were drONiled and it was

a rare time without a fatality.

This of course did not deter Sam in the

least bit; after all, he considered himself the hero and leader of the
gang of boys and he could not let them dONil or surpass him in any of their
adventures .

In this sense we can compare the young Twain to Tan Sawyer.

As Delancey Ferguson stated:

"The greater part of the education that would

matter most when he became a writer, he a<:xJuired outside school, "6 and
that "the first seven years in Hannibal, Sam Clemens was prcbably
blissfully unconscious that he was getting any education at all." 7
Hc:wever, there was school to contend with and rebel against.

After

the family reached Hannibal, Sam, aged four and a half, was sent to a
school kept by a stern disciplined NE.W Englander, Mrs. Horr.

According

to Twain, he distinguished himself the very first day when he repeatedly
broke her rules, and she insisted on disciplining him.

She ordered him to

go outside and cut dONil a sturdy rod with which to inculcate the rules.·
Sam, always the precocious child, came in with:
6Dei.ancey Ferguson, Mark Twain:
& Russell, Inc., 1967), p. 24.
7

~.'

p. 28.

Man and Legend (NEW York:

Russell

7
... a cooper's shaving •.. two inches broad, a quarter of an inch

thick, and rising in a shallcw curve at one end .... I stood
before her in an attitude of meekness and resignation which
seared to me calculated to win favor and sympathy, but it did
not happen. She divided a long look of strong disapprobation
equally between me and the shaving; then she called me by !'To/
entire name .•• and said she was ashamed of me. . . . She said she
would try and appoint a boy with better judgment in the matter
of switches, and it saddens me yet to remember hcw many faces
lighted up with hope of getting the appoinbnent. 8
This is a typical example of his school days.

Because of his irrpish

nature, he was constantly in disfavor with his teachers.

He was a chronic

day dreamer, bored by the more conventional subjects such as arithmetic and
geography.

He enjoyed reading and it came easy for him.

He also proved to

be a remarkable speller.

TWain's mother was a devoted Presbyterian while his father professed
no religion.

Jane Clemens forced her children to attend Sunday school and

as they got older they had to endure the service.

The preaching was dull

and .banbastic with strong emphasis on calvinistic damnation.

As Ferguson

details:
Sam heard long expositions of pre-destination and hell-fire,
which began by scaring and ended by boring him .... But the
preaching and teaching bit deeply all his life; he thought
of theology and philosophy in terms of the Hannibal Presbyterian church, ... and based his c:wn explanation of human life
upon a mechanistic theory which was calvinism minus Gcxl. 9
His mother was constantly pressuring him to becane an intimate acquaintance
of the Bible.

No matter hcw reluctantly the boy learned the Bible, enough

managed to stay with him to affect his writing.

TWain never developed a

scriptural style but he often resorted to the Bible to flavor or color his
writings.
8Neider, Autobiography, p. 32.

9
.
Ferguson, Mark TWa.J.n:

Man and Legend , p. 25 .

8

Besides the Bible, Twain also absorbed other literature found in his
hane·

His father avned a copy of Don Quixote which Twain read vigorously

many times.

This is evident in his later works such as Tom Sawyer and

Huck Finn as they emulate the Don and Sancho Panza.

There were books in the

better hanes of Hannibal and the tavn even boasted a book store and a
library.

John Clemens had sane education and firmly believed in education

for his children.

He had an ample library \vhich Twain sporadically and

unmethodically put to good use.

He devoured the classics and history books.

In all his early reading, Twain was mainly passing the time; but all
the books remained in his mind and memory, storing up information tc:wards
the day when he would draw upon it for his avn book.

Brashear says about

'IWain' s reading habits:
The most notable thing about his earliest Wanderjahre is that
in his first taking stock of the world, he vJent habitually to
books, partly because his nature craved a larger experience
than his trade put him in the way of getting, but partly also
because of his desire to correct and broaden his avn bnpressions.lO
Everything that Twain later recalled from his childhood was not based
on books.

There was the anecdote and the tall tale of the shifting American

frontier.

'Ihe anecdote served many purposes , to teach, to hurror or to

sermonize.

Above all, the tall tale was one of the most beloved devices to

make one forget the hardships of the frontier and be reminded of the humor
of the West.

'Ihe tall tale became a piece de resistence in the mout{l of

expert narrator such as Twain.

a.c'1

The tall tale began with a believable

premise and gradually led the unsuspecting listener on a road of absurdity
until the listener realized too late that he had been had.

Twain success-

fully incorporated the tall tale into his lectures and after dinner speeches.

10

Brashear, Mark Twain:

Son of Missouri, p. 213.

. ·~

9

'When Sam Clemens left Hannibal, he had a fair cmprehension of the
world of books and had made a good many excursions into it.

His family's

library, the tcwn library, and the local bookstores had aroused his interest
in books.

The li tera.ry seed that had been planted in Hamribal would flaver

in the works of Mark TWain and draw an international audience.
The death of his father in 1847 ended 'IWain' s childhood.

Remorsefully,

he re'1\8.T11beroo all his sins of disobedience and wanted either to repent or
erase them fran his troubled conscience.

His nervous anxiety rested on the

brink of hysteria and the only calming influence was his nother.

In

ccrnforting him, his mother asked him to strive to be as good a man as his
father was.

Sam promised her this and then begged her not to make him go

to school anymore.

Though Sam was only twelve years old, his mother

relented since even the small sum Mr. Cross demanded was a bUrden on the
fatherless fa""Pil.y.

According to Paine:· "Mrs. Clemens and her son Samuel

nON had a sober talk, and, realizing that the printing trade offered
opportunity '-or acquiring further education as well as a livelihood, they
agrero that he should be apprenticed ... ll And so the fledgling boy took
his

firs~

step leading to a distinguished literary career.

At i::he time, the printing trade seemed to be the only logic..al craft
in which he could continue his education.

When his brother Orion returned

to Hannibal in 1849, he bought the Hannibal Journal a'l.d Sam
for hira.

~vent

to work

'IWain remained in his brother's office until 1853, 'When he

decided he was ready for greater challenges and left to find his trade in
nore exciting places such as St. Louis, Ne.w York and Philadelphia.
11

.

.

,

.

Pa.llle, MarK 'l\.va.ln:

- .
h
A B1ograp Y, Vol. I, p. 7 6 .

He

10
wrote to his brother, Orion, about the big cities and his impressions of
them.

Orion found the letters to be IIDre interesting than the local small

tONI1 gossip and so he printed them in the Journal.
starting, although not on a

larg~

'IWain 's career was

scale, and his words were being printed.

Meanwhile Orion's Journal in Hannibal was forced to close down due to
mismanagement and lack of funds.

Orion bought a paper in Muscatine, lava,

and invited Sam, after his Eastern experiences, to cane and help him print
it.

'IWain remained with him for a short time during 1854 and then decided

that he wanted to go earn IIDre money in St. Louis.

He returned to his old

place on the St. Louis Evening News where he remained until the spring of
1855.

\Vhen Orion bought the Ben Franklin Book and Job Printing Office in

Keokuk, lava, he elicited the help of his two younger brothers, Sam and
Henry, to help him run it.
It was here, in Keokuk, that one of 'IWain 's ITOst important events
occtirred:

a fifty dollar bill was fortuitously blown into his hands and

he immediately made plans to sail for the Amazon--an area he read about anj
was detennined to see.

He had grown tired of the sleepy little town and

the grim printing shop and his appetite for travel had already been
aroused by his trip to the East.
He decided to take a steamer down the Mississippi to New Or leans and
catch a ship to take him to the head of the Amazon.

In 1857, he boarded

the ship the Paul Jones and set out on his journey.

It was while he was

traveling down the Mississippi River that he became acquainted with the
pilot, Horace Bixby.

When 'IWain reached Net~ Orleans he found out that

there was no ship to the Amazon; he then pleaded with captain Bixby to
take him on as a cub pilot and teach him to navigate the 1,200 miles of

11

river.

The energetic pilot agreed, and 'IWain was able to fulfill his child-

hcxxl dream of becaning a river boat pilot.

The river absorbed his energies

fran 1857 until 1861 when the Civil War broke out and river boat travel
and shipping came to a virtual standstill.

Ha.vever short this tenure was,

it provided him with sane rich material for his future books.

One of his

greatest books, Life on the Mississippi (1883) is a nostalgic memoir of his
exciting pilot days.
When the War broke out, 'IWain went to Hannibal and with a group of
friends fonned a battalion to rid Missouri of Union soldiers.

Missouri

was a slave state and voted to stay with the Union; but sentiment was torn
in two between the Confederacy and the Union.
St. Louis and other points.

Union soldiers took over

The Governor, Claib Jackson, called for fifb_{

thousand volunteers to repel the Union soldiers.

'IWain and his

"battalion" rallied behind the Governor and were carmi tted to the Southern
CauSe.

Though 'IWain was violently anti-slavery, Paine says:

"That by

this time, ('IWain) like Lee, decided that he would go with his State and
lead battalions to victory. "1 2

'IWain was infuriated with the take-over

by the Union soldiers of Missouri; he fought to get rid of them.
not fight to keep slavery; for he finnly op:[X)sed it.

He did

The battalion, the

Marion Rangers, did not see any real fighting and spent rrost of their

tirre retreating fran the front.
enough of war and dispersed.

'Iherefore they decided they had had

'IWain later recounts this episode in his

short story, "'Ihe Private History of a Campaign that Failed."
humorously relates:

He

"I could have becane a soldier myself, if I had

12Paine, Mark 'IWain:

A Biography, Vol. I, p. 163.

12
waited.

I had got part of it learned; I knew rrore about retreating than

the man that invented retreating. " 13

'IWain felt so unsuited for military

life that he "retired" after a few rronths.
At the same time his brother Orion's newspaper and printing career was
collapsing, and he had to abandon the trade.

Because Orion had supported

Abraham Lincoln's election by printing favorable accounts, he was appointe)
secretary of the Terri tory of Nevada.

When 'IWain heard this, he prarptly

joined his brother and the two of them "lit out for the terri tory" to
conquer the West.

The journey to and in the West is described with

amazing accuracy in his rolicking book, Roughing It, published in 1872.
Once in the Nevada Terri tory, 'IWain attacked silver mining with
youthful exuberance.
instead.

He dreamed of making millions but lost his shirt

He did not remain undaunted by his misfortune long and when the

Virginia City Enterprise offered him a reporter's job, he gleefully
accepted.

Up to this time 'IW~dn had been writing letters and editorials

under many pseudonyms such as "'Ihanas Jefferson Snodgrass" or "Rambler"
or "Josh."

When he reported serious assignments he signed them Clerrens;

but when his humor and fantasy surfaced, he used the Mississippi
leadsman's call, "Mark 'IWain," meaning two fathans-twelve feet, safe
water.

Again he reverted to those exciting days on the river and

preserved sane of those mcments in his o.vn alias.

He was gaining

notoriety for his primitive, wild, uncouth tall tales and his literary
career was blossaning.

13
.
(
Freder1ck Anderson ed.) , A Pen Warrred-Up in Hell (Ne\v York:
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His career on the Enterprise ended suddenly when 'IWain refused to
fight a duel; a duel he had instigated by baiting the other paper with
insulting editorials.

He never could hold his tongue and felt it healthier

to leave the state than to fight the duel or go to jail.
Near the end of May, 1864 , 'IWain went to San Francisco and took a
position with the San Francisco Morning call.
troubled him.

His job with the Morning call

He was irate over the injustices he witnessed but was told

not to report then.

He became inflamed over the mistreabnent of the

migrant Chinese workers who were being exploited by the people of San
Francisco.

He disregarded his orders and wrote scathing exposes about the

corrupt police department and politicians.

He was soon dismissed and foun,j

himself looking for other employment.
For three months, fran December to March, 1864, 'IWain lived in
calaveras County I California I pocket mining with his friend Jim Gillis.
They never did strike it rich but the corner.::.Stone for his literary
reputation was laid here.

'IWain 1 s friend and author Artenus Ward on the

East coast, wrote and asked 'IWain to write a story that he could print in
. a new book of h1.1!IDr.

'IWain had heard in a tavern the celebrated jurrping

frog tale and decided to write it and submit it to Ward.

This marked

another turning point in the diverse life of Mark 'IWain; this was the real
beginning of his reputation as an author on the East Coast.

"The

Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County" yarn proved to be his
greatest personal and literary triurrph of this period, for this piece
introduced him to national fame.

The story incorporates all the best in

'IWain 1 s colloquial style, his gentle wisdan of human nature, and elaborate
and canplex canic effects.

It is a je.vel of Southwestern humor.
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In 1886, the Sacramento Union sent him to the Sandwich Islands as
Hawaii was then called, as a travel correspondent.

He furnished impressive

accounts to his enployers.

In Roughing It, he incorporated his Hawaiian

adventures into the book.

This was only the beginning of his career as a

travel correspondent, an occupation which would take him to Europe several
times and even around the world.

'When he returned fran the Islands in 1866,

he began his successful lecture tours.

Once his literary reputation was

established, it did not take long for his reputation as an outstanding
lecturer to becane kncwn.

'When he needed money, which was quite often, he

would resort to lecturing until he earned enough money to overcame his
financial difficulties.

He occasionally received as much as $1,600 for

one lect).lre.
After his successful lecture tour in California and Nevada, he sailed
for New York in December of 1866.

He had agreed to furnish the Alta

California newspaper with articles and sketches fran both New York and his
proposed excursion on the Quaker City to Europe and the Holy Land.

In

June of 1867, the Quaker City sailed with one of America 1 s most farrous
and best loved hurrorists as a passenger.

The results of the correspondence

was later published in a book entitled, The Innocents Abroad (1869).
'While the boat was docked in the Bay of &nyrna, 'IWain happened to see
a small miniature of Olivia Langdon in her brother Charles 1 cabin.

He

fell in love with the picture and was determined to meet the girl.

'When

the pilgrims arrived back in New York, Charles Langdon invited 'IWain to
the Langdon hane to meet Olivia.
her:

'IWain later lovingly reminisced about

"It was forty years ago; fran that day to this the sister has never

been out of my mind or heart. " 14

l~eider; Autobiography, p. 174.
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After a two year courtship, 'IWain ma.."T.ied his Livvy in February of
1870 amid the splendor of wealth in his father-in-law's mansion.
m:mths of marriage were uneasy due to Olivia's illness.

The first

She had been an

invalid when she was younger and never fully recovered from her affliction.
'!heir son, Langdon, was born in 1871 but succumbed to pnemo.rlla in 1872.
Fran 1872 until 1873 the Clemens 1 spent rrost of their time abroad in
England where 'I\vain was lecturing and being entertained by a11 adoring
public.

He was laying the basis for a later world-\vide fame.

His first

lecture trips abroad were wildly triumphant and remained so with

eve~-y

future trip.
When they returned to the United States, they settled in Hartford,
Connecticut.

Here 'IWain collaborated with his neighbor and friend, Charles

Dudley Warner15 on his first novel, 'lhe Gilded Age (1873).
'IWain 1 s first attempt at pure fiction.

This novel was

Other interesti.ng books soon

folla.ved, namely, Tan Sawyer in 1876, A Tramp Abroad in 1880, and
The Prince and the Pauper in 1881.

In 1883, Life on the Mississippi was

extended frcn "Old Ti..'Ues on the Mississippi" into novel fo:L'TI:.

This book

eventually led to the birth of his rrost famous novel in 1884, !Iuckleber:ry_
Finn.

After his business failures, he penned the bitter satire

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur 1 s Court to recoup sane of his losses.
The wint.ers WE>..re spent by the Clemens' in their house in Hartford; bu-L
the sunmers were enjoyed at Olivia's sister 1 s farm in El!rira, New York.
Here at Quarry Farm, in a che=>_rful airy study specially built for him,
'!Wain's best works first saw the light of day.

Here we was able to relax

15Char les Dudley Warner was edi t..or of the Hartford Courrant and
noted for his essavs
.... and travel articles .

.. \
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and becarB the dedicated father to his three girls--Susie, Clara and Jean.
nc:wever, this ideal life did not stop him fran becaning enchanted with any
nf!.tl

fangled device and sinking money into wild schemes which eventually led

to his business collapse.
Before the collapse of his business, he managed to build an incredible
house at Nook Fann, an exclusive literary area of Hartford.

He worked

closely with the architect and t()(Jether they finally produced what could
mildly be ternro a white elephant.

'!Wain had always had eccentric taste,

and this house appeared to be the culmination.
'!Wain mingle<J. with the literary cro.vd and became a devoted friend and
admirer of William Dean Ho.vells.

Here he was able to enjoy the best of

both worlds--his family and friends.

Olivia and Ho.vells 16 were his first

critics and proofreaders , and 'IWain allo.ved them to red pencil all his
manuscripts.

'IWain loved to tease Olivia by writing something objection-

able only to watch her frustratingly strike it out.
zest for playing practical jokes and pranks.

He never lost his

Olivia lovingly referred to

him as "Youth," and he reciprocated by living up to it.

As his best

friend Howells said:
He was a youth to the end of his days , and had the heart of
a boy with the head of a sage; the heart of a good boy, or a
bad boy, but always a wilful boy, and wilfulest to show him-self out at every tirre for just the boy he was .17
'IWain received inm2nse pleasure at repeating to his family and friends
remarks of praise for his books.

He delighted in reporting his

16 '11'
.
.
W1 1am Dean Howe 11s--novellst
and cr1. tic;
also wrote travel books;
Rise of Silas Lapham an:l Venetian Affair; editor of The Atlantic Monthly.

17
william Dean Howells, My Mark 'IWain (Baton Rouge:
University Press, 1967), p. 7.
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achievements but became violently upset when the praise turned to criticism.
r:rwain had a life-long habit of profanity.

Since he was considerate of his

family, he tried not to curse in their presence.

When he becarre irate and

felt the need for venting his anger, he locked himself into the bathroan

and "cussed" until he felt the anger leave him and be replaced by his nornal.
sweetness.
TWain became obsessed with the Paige Typesetter and thought it would
revolutionize the printing world.

Until nON, all type was hand set; the

Paige would set the type automatically and accelerate the printing process.
TWain sunk enormous sums of his awn money and also some of Olivia's
inheritance into this failure.

He finnly believed until his total business

collapse that the Paige would bring him untold wealth.

After the failure

of the typesetter, TWain's partnership with his nephEW Charles Webster's
Publishing House also collapsed.

Both ventures failed and TWain was in

debt for $100,000, an exorbitant sum in those days.
H. H. Rogers, a Standard Oil executive, agreed to untangle and
straighten out '!wain's finances.

He managed to save the copyrights of

TWain's books by transferring them to Olivia, and helped to pay off the
debt through wise and shrEWd budgeting and bookkeeping.

Because sane of

Olivia's money was involved, TWain was stubbornly determined to clear
himself of the debt so they would not have to suffer moral disgrace.
In 1891, nvain closed his house in Hartford and settled his family in
Europe.

Since they were almost canpletely broke, they found it cheaper to

reside in Europe, where TWain could give financially successful lectures.
They spent a grt'Zlt part of their lives in transit.

Traveling first began

for Twain as a means for prcd.ucing interesting let·ters for newspapers and

18
material for travel books.

Travel was second nature to the restless Twain

and eventually it led to his international fame and prestige.
since Twain was detennined to pay off his debts, he set out on a worldwide lecture tour in 1895.

The family had came back to America for a brief

pericd in 189 5 to plan the around the world tour.

They decided to leave

susie and Jean in America and took their middle daughter Clara with them to
act as secretary and nurse to Olivia.
This tour, as others before, was an enorrrous success.

They visited

India, Ceylon, New Zealand, Australia and South Africa, with other stops in
between.

The results of this tour is the impressive double-volume,

Foll~Jing

the Equator, published in 1897.

leg of the journey.

Tragedy struck them on the last

They had planned to have Susie and Jean join the rest

of the family in England when they received a telegram that their beloved
daughter Susie was ill.

Mrs. Clemens and Clara sailed for America

.inmEidiately, while a grieving Twain, all alone, received the telegram
saying his beloved and favorite Susie had died of rnenengi tis.

She died at

the tender age of twenty-four and took all the sunshine and joy out of the
family's life with her.

From Susie's death in 1896 until 1900 the family

resided at various places in Europe.

They did not return until all the

debts had been paid.
'Ihere was little literary output in Twain's later years .

In 189 4,

Pudd 'nhead Wilson was published and two years later in 1896, Twain's
favorite novel, The Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc was published.
He pressed one of his favorite characters , Tan Smvyer into service by
writing Tan Sa\vyer Abroad in 1896.

Aside fran his book on Christian

Science in 1907, he mainly wrote short philosophic pieces such as

c
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"What is Man?",

11

'Ihe Man 'Ihat Corrupted Hadleyburg, 11 and the cuJmination

of his despair and pessimism, "'Ihe Mysterious Stranger. "
Though he ceased to publish, TWain did not cease to write and he began
many manuscripts but was unable to finish them.

Bernard DeVoto as literary

executor of TWain 1 s estate, remarks about these unpublished pieces:
11 • • •

as a series of efforts by Mark TWain to free himself fran resp::msibility

for the misfortunes he believed he had brought upon his family. " 1 8

DeVoto

admired "'Ihe Mysterious Stranger" as the rrost irrportant of the unfinished
pieces because:
... largely he saw in it an act of self-healing. He found the
meaning of the book in the fact that it gathered all the
unbearable scenes of man 1 s rneaness and COtJardice and cruelty,
the whole blocdstained panorama. of history 1 into a single
vision which then is declared to be but a dream.l9
In 1904 1 Twain took his beloved Olivia to Florence, Italy, to revive
her failing health.
'!Wain.

After her long illness, she died leaving a despondent

With her death, his pessimism and fatalism became even rrore bitter

and denouncing than it was in his earlier works.

He wrote very little

during this time and spent rrost of his days playing billiards with his
friend and official biographer, A. B. Paine.
'!Wain.

Paine was a close friend of

He was also an author of juvenile stories and the editor of the

children 1 S magazine, St. Nicholas 1 fran 1899-1909.

TWain trusted him and

his judgment and alla.ved him to publish his Autobiography after his death.
For TWain scholars, this three volume tane is indispensible.
18
Bernard DeVoto, "The Symbols of Despair," in Henry Nash Smith (ed.),
11trk TWain: A Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 185.
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In 1909, Christmas Eve, tragedy touched his life again with the death
of his youngest daughter Jean.

His last living daughter Clara had married

arrl was living with her husband in Europe.

The highlight of these unhappy,

sorra.vful years was an honorary degree fran Oxford University which he
received in 1907.

He had received other awards and acclimations but cher-

ished this one as the most honorable.

And indeed it was for a self-educated

man who had left school at the age of twelve.

He was so proud of his scarlet

Oxford robes that he even donned them for his daughter Clara's wedding.
In 1910, "The Wild Humorist fran the Pacific Slope" succumbed to
angina.

Again Haley's Comet streaked across the sky.

He had always

insisted that he and the Canet' s life were intertwined, and that he would
go out when the Canet reappeared.

'Ihis tirre he was not spinning one of

his outrageous tall tales.
As TWain reminisced about his life, he often gave forth with

inaccurate statements, either due to faulty rrerrory or he just decided
certain incidents needed added coloring or flavoring to be appealing.
TWain's predeliction for determinism can be seen in his own reflections
on his career.

He asserted that he had always done the thing his tern-

peranent had ordained him to do.

For example, he became an author

because his nature prescribed him to be an author.

As he stated in his

last literary piece of work, "The Turning-Point of my Life":

"Circurrr

stance, working in harness with my tanperament, created them all and
canpelled them all.

I often offered help ... but it was rejected. n 20

This determinism will be explored in subsEqUent chapters.
20
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'.Ihis, then, is the general outline of 'IWain 1 s life.

In this disserta-

tion, we are also interested in probing his inner life since it shaped his
concept of childhcxxl.

What was the source of 'IWain 1 s creative irrpulse?

What drove him to his literary achieverrent?
must examine heM' 'IWain reacted to his
in understanding his characters.

derived fran personal experience.
same extent autobiographical.

<Nln

To answer these questions, we

experiences.

This will aid us

Just about every word 'IWain wrote is
In this sense, rrost of his books are to

Besides the Autobiography of his personal

recollections, his novels such as Roughing It and Life on the Mississippi
are a mixture of fiction and autobiography.
His novels such as Huck Finn and Tan Sa'\J.lYer are also autobiographical
to sane extent in that they are based on actual personal relationships,
places and events as 'IWain rerneiTbered them fran his
experiences.

<:M'n

childhcxxl

They are not entirely autobiographical because 'IWain 1 s

imagination and pen used considerable poetic license to make them rrore
readable and enjoyable.

Through his use of poetic license, 'IWain was able

to project his genial and humorous personality into his works.
'IWain 1 s works are an artistic blend of reality and fantasy.
of reality reflects 'IWain 1 s

<:M'n

reality of life and experience.

The seed
He was a

nnrally staunch member of society in spite of his banbastic effusions
against the "damned human race. 11

His satirical pen beca:rre his soap-box

for venting his irate feelings against the corruption and deceit he
encountered.

'IWain fervently believed that literature of any real value

had to emanate from an author who was willing to contribute his whole
being to his works.

The author 1 s works must reflect the author 1 s life.

''There is nothing, 11 he wrote Mrs . Fairoanks , whan he met on the Quaker

22
City excursion ship:
that makes me prouder than to be regarded by intelligent people
as 'authentic.' A name I have coveted so long-& secured at
last! I don't care anything about being hurrorous, or poetical,
or eloquent, or anything of that kind--b.-,e end & aim of lTljT
ambition is to be authentic--is to be considered authentic. 21
Books which allCMed him to draw freely on the merrories of his youthf1;.l
days were his best.
times.

He was strongly attracted to the past and more idyllic

He spent hours and days brooding over it.

As he grew older, he

dwelt more and more in the past and the wonderful Missouri world which
appeared so different than the cruel present one.

In his vivid rrteiiDry, the

old v1or ld tended to take on colors and qualities which helped to ease the
pains of his prese..."1t bitter world.

He turned that past world into the

material that art is made of.

.

His ancestors were men and women who settled the Middle Border states
and the fertile Mississippi valley, arriving fran the East and South.

In

the wilderness tl1ey hoped to carve out images of the older more civil l1ames
that they had left.

Politically they belLwed in the Declaration of

Indepen:lence and econanically in the Puri t m work ethic.

Their narrCM

view of tl1e Bill of Rights excluded Indians and Negroes.
Mark Twain was born during this time of simple unmechanical expa'1Sion
of the RepUblic and H1e westward migration.

Delancey Ferguson analyzes:

"It fonned his spirit and background; in his darkest m:rnents his thoughtS
still expressed themselves in the patterns he had learned in Missouri a.'l.d
on the River before the Civil War. " 22
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Mark 'IWain was also a son of the South.

But as his friend Ho.vells

was later to state:
He was the :rrost desouthernized Southerner I ever knew. No man
:rrore perfectly sensed and :rrore entirely abhorred slavery, and no
one has ever poured such scorn up:m the second-hand Walterscotticized, pseudo-chivalry of the Southern ideal. He held
himself res]_X)nsible for the wrong which the white race had done
the black race in slavery, and he explained, in paying the way
of a Negro student through Yale, that he was doing it as his
part of the reparation due fran every white to every black man.
He said he had never seen this student, nor ever wished to see
him or kno.v his name; it was quite enough that he was a negro. 23
'IWain grew up with Negroes for his father had a fEW slaves, but he never
lost respect for this innocent race.

He became infuriated at slave

beatings and the threats of selling a slave do.vn the river by white o.vners
galled him.

To 'IWain, the worst treab'rent of a slave was to break up his

family unit and send him do.vn the river into the deep South where anirrals
were treated :rrore humanely than the slaves.
always be stigmatized with

th~

He felt that the South would

blot of slavery.

'Ihe imnediate American environment played a role in 'IWain 1 s increasing concen1 for social and ]_X>litical issues.
violent and turbulent pericd.

'Ihe later 1880 1 s were a

'Ihe press was filled with the varied

demands of dissident groups who demanded regulation of railroads,
break-up of monopolies and imprisonment for ]_X>li tical crooks to save the
nation fran ruin.

Labor was being organized into unions and the Olicago

Hayrrarket Riot in 1886 exposed the anxieties underlying these :rrovernents.
After the Civil War ended, capitalism and industrialism be cane
firmly entrenched in American society.

'Ihe westward migration was waning

and American society was beccrning urbanized and rrechanized.
23
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hiJr!Self became a conspicuous worshipper of the new industrialism, for not
manY adored the machine as he did.

His adulation entered his literature

and he praised the machine age in his novel, A Connecticut Yankee.

He was

drawn to the business scions such as Andrew Carnegie and Henry Ford but yet
at the same time he hated the new way of life in the industrial age and
wrote bitter reports about the rren who were shaping and directing the
national destiny.
For with the Civil War, '!Wain saw the death of the vital Mississippi
as the central living artery of the nation; it was replaced by the vast
railroad network.

And as Lionel Trilling has ruefully noted:

"The war

that brought the end of the rich Mississippi days also marked a change in
the quality of life in America which, to many rren, consisted of a
deterioration of American rroral values. " 24

'IWain often carmented on the

despair he felt over the quality of life, the lo.v morality and the bad
taste of the populace.

In the first part of his book, Life on the

Mississippi, we find a glo.ving report of the turbulent energy of the river,
only to be confronted in the second part with the rrelancholy reminiscence of
the rich Mississippi days.

'IWain rrourned the passing of the river trade.

'IWain reflected on a past which seerred particularly charming.

He

lovingly re-created those details from memory with the astuteness of a
local colorist.

He wanted to accurately give the right flavor and aura to

those idyllic days.

Walter Blair writes:

"His accuracy, typical in the

1880's, extended, so far as he could make it extend, to even the recording
24
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of the dialects of the section.

And in his depictions there were elements

of te:nderness far more characteristic of the later aut.,.or than of the
. t .. 25

.

earl1er humor1s .

'IWain wanted to make sure that his readers would

experience his feelings for the river as he had experienced it.

It is an

aspect of the human condition to reminisce and to find the past a better

arrl rrore innocent time than the present.
'IWain, fundamentally, was a hurrorist.
lecturer and after-dinner speaker.

His hurror made him a popular

It gave his works endearing qualities.

His folksy wisdan, subtle, complex and moral, fol.lll.d expression in humor.
He helped restore the Southwestern humor which had been lost in the Civil

war. ';:he culmination of this humor is seen in

Tom Sa"W'.Jer and HuC'..k ·Finn.

'Ihrough his characterization, best in anecdotal pieces of narration,
'IWain created laughable figtrres who breathed the breath of life.

He could

make them cane to life, as he did with Huck, Tan, Jim, Colonel Sellers
and Pudd 'nhead Wilson.

He depicted them, according to Blair:

"Quickly in

a framework, and then let them talk so revealingly that their mere way
telling a sto:ry made them intimate aC'X]Uaintances of the reader.

o~

Mark

TWain accomplished a wide range of character portrayal visioned but not
achieved by earlier humorists. n26
a humorist.

'IWain, in short, could not help but be

His works are, in a sense, a sunrnary of nineteenth-century

native American humor.
2

Blair surrmarizes:

"They are a climax, as v·lell, to

\val ter Blair, "Tom Sawyer, " in Hcn:ry Nash Smith (ed. ) , Mcrrk 'I'wain:
A Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood CJiffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall;
Inc., 1963), p. 25.
26

.

~' p. 26.
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its develop-rent.

'Ihey had, to be sure, its faults; but rrore inportant,

in their best passages, they revealed the developrrent of its artistry in
.

the works o f a gemus.
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Wherever Twain went, he became interested in the educational system.
He became especially happy when he found prosperous and successful schools.
He was easily inpressed by the vast scope and variety of learning that was
going on in the schools.

He was deeply flattered whenever he found himself

in the caupany of learned men on an equal footing.

He never stopped

learning and in his later years surrounded himself with academic books to
help him improve his mind.
historical.

'Ihese books were usually scientific or

His rrost absorbed reading was done in history, and history

first awakened his intellectual curiosity.
ranantic; the haunting past charmed him.

He found history dramatic and
But because he was not

systematically trained, he sometimes generalized from insufficient data
in his historical novels.
emotion.

What he lost to inaccuracy he made up for with

He delighted in using his mind.

Twain •s mind as:
seldan are.
an eager one.

Edward Wagenknecht describes

"It was not a great mind; the minds of creative artists

But it was a thoroughly good mind and an interesting mind and
Within the limitation that circumscribed him, he loved to

think things through. "

28

Whenever Twain departed fran fact, he usually

explained to the reader with a preface, the reasons for his departure.
At least it gave the readers an inkling of his prevarication.

Jane Clemens,

his mother, had probably already learned the truth when she enunciated:
27
28
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"All sam 1 s pronouncerrents must be discounted 90 per cent, the remaining 10

per cent being pure gold. "

29

.,I

William Dean Hc:Mells, Twain's friend of forty years, kne.w the enigmatic
author best.

His book, My Mark Twain, an intimate eulogy of their friend-

ship, states:
Among the half-dozen, or half-hundred, personalities that each of
us becanes, I should say that Clemens 1 central and final personality was something exquisite. His casual acquaintance might
knc:M him, perhaps, fran his fierce intensity, his wild pleasure
in shocking people with his ribaldries and profanities or from
the rrere need of loosing his rebellious spirit in that way, as
anything but exquisite, and yet that was what in the last analysis
he was. They might came away loathing or hating him, but one
could not knc:M him well Vlithout realizing him the rrost serious,
the rrost humane, the rrost conscientious of men.... You could
offer Clemens offences that would anger other men and he did not
mirrl; he would account for them from hunan nature; but if he
thought you had in any way played him false you were anathema
and maranatha forever. . . . He went farther than Heine, who said
that he forgave his enemies, but not till they were dead. Clemens
did not forgive his dead enemies; their death seemed to deepen
their crimes, like a base evation, or a Cc:Mardly atterrpt to
escape.... He was generous without stint; he trusted without
rreasure, but where his generosity was abused, or his trust
betrayed, he was fire of vengeance, a consuming flarre of suspicion ... that had to burn itself out .... He would not, and
doubtless could not, listen to reason.... As Clemens grEW older
he grEW rrore merciful 1 not to the wrong 1 but to the rren who were
in it. They were often the source of his wildest drolling ....
He considered it in such hopelessness of ever doing it justice
that his despair broke into laughter.30
Hcwells 1 sunrnary is probably the best available and rrost reliable.

Hcwells

was not only a friend but also a trusted critic of the Twain manuscripts.
Twain relied heavily on Hcwells 1 suggestions and was willing to delete
nnst items that :E1avells found objectionable.

Their friendship was rather

29 Ib"d
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strange, for critic and author usually are not that cordial.
'!Wain 1 s miscellaneous writings include a variety of material.
workS consisted mainly of novels, short stories, and essays.

His

In his essays

and short stories, his moral and philosophical beliefs predc:rninate.
of his most moralistic and controversial essays include:

Sane

"Extracts fran

Mam 1 s Diary," 1904; "King leopold 1 S SolilCXIUY," 1905; "What is Man?" 1906;
"Eve 1 s Diary," 1906; "captain Stonnfield 1 s Visit to Heaven," 1909, and
published posthumously, "The Mysterious Stranger," 1916.
His principal novels and the works he is most noted for consist of:
The Gilded Age, 1873; The Adventures of Tan Sawyer, 1876; The Prince and
the Pauper, 1882; The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, 1884; A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur 1 s Court, 1889; The American Claimant, 189 2; Torn
Sawyer Abroad, 189 4; The Tragedy of Pudd 1 nhead Wilson, 189 4; and Personal
Recollections of Joan of Arc, 1896.

Besides novels based on fiction,

'!Wain was also famous for his travel books and reminiscences.
books such as:

His travel

The Innocents. Abroad, 1869; Roughing It, 1872; A Tramp

Abroad, 1880; and Follo.ving the Equator, 1897, are based on his many
foreign excursions.

His personal recollections, blended with biography,

can be found in Roughing It, 1872; Life on the Mississippi, 1883; and
Autobiography, 1924.
With his sketch, "The Celebrated Jl.li!ping Frog of calaveras County,"
Mark 'IWain gained the recognition which inspired him to produce other
works.

His first full-length novel was a travel book relating his trip to

Europe and the Holy Larrl.

He titled it, The Innocents Abroad and publishej

it in 1869, just two years after the Jurrping Frog.

The Innocents was

imnediately recognized as being a new type of travel book that even the

29
oonservatively staid Atlantic Monthly deigned to review it.

'Ihis review

alerted discriminating readers to the "Wild H\.l!IDrist fran the Pacific
Slope."
'Ihe Innocents Abroad was 'IWain 's first full-length literary venture.
Before he wrote it, he had created a reputation as being a wild, uncouth
author who could only produce exaggerated tall tales.

After its publica-

tion, it was realized by the public that he was more than just an ordinary
yarn-spinner, but an author of sane magnitude who was worthv.1hile to read.
He had recorded his European travels with the innocent eyes of a Midwesterner.
'IWain was no longer operating under the cloud of the primitive man of the
west after he became accepted in more sophisticated Eastern circles.

Jarres

Cox notes:
One of the chief distinctions of 'Ihe Innocents Abroad, is that it
established an American point of view tONard E.'urope as apposed to
a Southern, Western, or New England point of view. FollONing hard
upon the Civil War, it represented an attitude of national assurance and confidence which neither the nation nor its travelers had
had before the war.31
Most American literature at this time was gazing deeply at
and values .

American life

'IWain did the opposite; he looked to Europe through American

eyes.
For a first attempt the book is very clear and readable.

His other

attempts had been grounded in the vernacular and with the Innocents he
proved to be a master of English prose.
writing his

ONn

In it he parodies guidebooks while

travel book built around the impressions he aCXjuired.

31
Jarres M. Cox, Mark 'IWain: The Fate of Hurror (Princeton, N. J.:
Princeton University Press, 1966), p. 38.
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His other novel, Roughing It, published in 1872, at first glance seems
to be a travel book also because of his detailed description of his overland journey, the West and his trip to the Islands.
takes the
frontier.
of Europe.

rea~

In Roughing It, 'IWain

into the geography of th_::_ir cwn country and into the

There is a freshness here that was not found in the revered past
To sane degree it is a travel book, but rrore important it is

also autobiographical because it envelops 'IWain 1 s personal life, flavored
with picturesque speech and colorful recollections.
Roughing It covers the pericxi of 'IWain 1 s life fran his "retirerrent"
as a confederate soldier in 1861 through his experiences as a miner and
reporter in Nevada and california and the Hawaiian Islands until 1866 .
Roughing It is written closer to his actual experiences , so for its autobiographical content it is more accurate than the later Autobiography.
the first time, 'IWain loosened his descriptive pen.

For

It took him out of the

realm of pure, straight journalistic reporting of the passing scene and
put him in the picture of hurrorous writer.

He recounts tall tales, invents

anecdotes and dramatizes episcxies out of all proportion to what really
·happened.
With his next novel, The Adventures of Tan Sawyer, 'IWain crossed into
the area of childhocxi, where he made sorre of his greatest discoveries and
contributions.

'IWain 1 s triurrq:>hs of boy-literature invariably inspire

readers to conjure vivid merrories of their cwn childhocxi which have been
either forgotten or discarded.

'IWain kept alive the clirnate of boyhocxi

and transferred to his books the deepest feelings and pulsations of that
tirre. . 'IWain, himself, called Tern Sawyer a "hymn" to boyhocxi and rrost
readers experience the wannth and naturalness of this account of gra,ving up

31

in a Missouri river to.vn in the mid-nineteenth. century.·

· !?t1

Sa;vrer was Twain {s fifth full-length volume, but the "first of his

boOks, 11 as Ferguson says,

and appealing whole.

'~which

has stcx:xl the test of t.ime as a coherent

He had reached full grcwth at last, thanks to Sam

clemens' boyhcx:xl in Hannibal. " 32

'IWain finished Tan SaW'Jer at the

beginning of July of 1875, and ·.vas anxious for Ho.vells 1 opinion.

After

canpleting the book, he had serious doubts if i·t would be successful and
was not aware of the fact that he had \·rritten a boy's book at all.
wrote Ho.vells:
adults. " 33

"It will only be read by adults.

::::::t is only written for

Ho.vells obliged and read the manuscript but differed with

'IWain 1 s impressions of the reading audience.
he should:

He

" ••. treat it

explicitly~

Ha-1ells informed 'IWain that

a boy's story.

Gro.vn-ups 'ltlill enjoy
'

it just as much if you do; and if you should put it forth as a study of
boy character frau the grON.n-up point of view, you'd give the wrong key to

it. n 34

Twain agreed, as he always did with his friend's criticisms, and

accepted his revisions without question.

Fortunately for the English

language, Tar Sawyer was printed as it stood and became so successful tl1at
it encouraged and prodded Twain into enriching the language with more
literary works.
Tan Sawyer is autobiographical in many details, spirits and

personalities.

Aunt Polly is Jane Clemens with no embellisbrrents beyond a

. dialectal crudity of speech whi.ch Mrs. Clemens did not possess.
3

Sid is a

~erguson, Nai"k. ~aiJ1: ·~ ·~ ·~<;J~, p. 182.
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parOOY of 'IWain' s gentle brother Henry and the demanding cousin Mary is
based on his sister Pamela.

And the main character, Tan, with his reckless

escapades and remorseful penitence, is Sam Clemens in childhood.

Though

Tan is loosely based on Sam Clemens, Torn is also a canposi te of all the
young boys living in mid-nineteenth century America.
Even though the book deals with rrorbid subjects such as graverc::bbers,
murder, and death, Frank Baldanza feels:

"It ultimately exonerates the

values of the small tONn in which 'IWain 1 s generation grew up, and, by
extension, the small tONn that each of us carries in his memory if only as
3

kind of historic heritage. n35
The wonderful achievement that 'IWain reached with Torn Sawyer becomes

more distinct when viewed against the dull failure of The Prince and the
Pauper.

The failure of this book is universally ackncwledged and the

reasons given for it are as diverse and conflicting as the characters in
the book.

One of the rrost corrmon accounts for the book 1 s failure is that

'IWain was off his hare ground, the Mississippi, and did not really knew
English life as he knew river life.

James Cox noted:

"Since he was

unable to assimilate the texture of the alien history into his book, he
surrendered the marvellous realism of Tan Sawyer to the strained sentiment
of The Prince and the Pauper." 36

Another often heard argument is that

since Tan Sawyer had been met so well by a juvenile aud.ience, 'IWain merely
prcx:luced

not.~ing

rrore than a juvenile book meeting the demands of his

35
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junior audience.

With its publication in 1881, audiences wanted 'IWain to

turn back to his previous broad western humor rather than struggle with
archaic quaintness and antiquarian cuteness.
Though '.IWain had meant to write the book solely for a juvenile
audience, nevertheless he wrote a book for adults.

The Prince and the

Pauper is a valuable guide for anyone interested in '.IWain's social thought
and criticism.

Cox further asserts:

"His democratic impulses and broadly

liberal hcrrnani tarianism are evident here in a way they had never been in
his earlier work. ,J?

In it he reveals his disgust for :rronarchies and

proves through careful manipulation of his characters that Prince and
canroner are one; only their training makes them act differently.
Again he deals with one of his favorite devices, switched identities.
Tan Canty, a poor boy, resembles the Prince to the last facial detail.
The Prince, bored with court life, decides that he wants to trade places
with Tan.

The change takes place, and the rest of the novel tells hav the

Prince suffers through many injustices and is made aware of the evils in
his kingdan.
himself.

Tan, mea.nvvhile, in the role of the Prince, is enjoying

The Prince, on coronation day, finally returns and is cravned.

He forgives Tam and starts a bloodless rule lasting until his death a few
years later.

The Prince and the Pauper was a labor of love for '.IWain.

He

wrote it under the guidance of his daughters and the Saturday Morning Club.
Because of this, it remained one of his favorites.
'Ihe two books follaving The Prince and the Pauper stand at t'f}e climax
of 'IWain's purely literary achievement.
37
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in 1883, and Huckleberry Finn, in 1884, are to be considered together not
only for their i.rrportance in the developnent of 'IWain as a writer, but also
for the contEmporary recognition and success.

Both books were forming

themselves in the author's mind simultaneously; the writing of both extended

aver a period of alJrost ten years; and both had the vigor to persist in
spite of many personal and business reverses of the author.
Life on the Mississippi began as a series of articles for the Atlantic
Monthly under the title "Old Times on the Mississippi," in 1883.
exposes the rich legacy of river lore inherited by 'IWain.

'Ihe book

The book opens

with a mixture of personal, historical and personal material about the
river and its geography.

The opening chapters also include 'IWain' s

experiences as a cub and pilot.

Here 'IWain is at his best both factually

and humorously.

Revievers, such as the Atlantic Monthly, who had hesitated to revie.v
any of 'IWain' s work, revieved his river book, and found it to be a wealth
of information concerning the history and geography of the Middle Border.
With Life on the Mississippi, 'IWain had earned the recognition as
sanething more than just a humorist and yarn-spinner.

He was beginning to

be recognized both at hane and abroad as a great literary figure.

'IWain

decided to return to his old Mississippi haunts and collect rna.terial and
refresh his memory.

"Life on the Mississippi resulted fran this trip, "

as DeVoto noted, "but it had a greater i.rrportance in that it turned him
back to Huckleberry Finn. " 38

About half-way through, 'IWain had thought

of burning the manuscript of Huck Finn; with refreshed vigor fran his
38
Bernard DeVoto, "Mark 'IWain at Work," in Barry Mark's Mark 'IWain 's
Huckleberry Finn, p. 31.
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recent trip, he finally published his greatest work, 'Ihe Adventures of
~ckleberry Finn in 1884.

'IWain worked on Huck Finn at intervals over a period of seven years,
fran 1876 to 1883.

During this time he managed to canplete A Tramp Abroad

and The Prince and the Pauper, an::l expanded "Old Times on the Mississippi"
into the book Life on the Mississippi, and gathered various shorter
sketches into three other volumes .

He was continuing with his prolific

writing, but when he hit a snag in Huck Finn and did not knav where the
story was going, he pigeon-holed the manuscript and concentrated on other
matters.

With encouragement fran his wife and friends he was persuaded to

finish his masterpiece.
Huck Finn is a sequel to Tan Sawyer.
fran the earlier work.

It retains most of the characters

Huck Finn has been the source of extravagant praise

arrl the rrost critical analysis of any of Twain 1 s works.

Huck 1 s character has been probed.

Baldanza writes:

Every aspect of

"It is superior to

Tan Sawyer because it is a more serious and disturbing view of the same

small tavn; by nav the violence and brutality that served a rnelodrarratic
. purpose in the earlier books have been refracted through the profound rroral
issues of slavery and human dignity ... 3 9
The theme of Huck Finn is the same as that of Tan Sawyer.

It is the

grCMth of a young adventurous boy to adulthcx::d and the final acceptance
of his adult rroral responsibilities.

As the title indicates, it is an

adventure, and Twain takes us davn the river in the eyes of the vagabond
Huck.

The prose is in the vernacular because Huck tells us his avn story
39Baldanza, Mark Twain:

An Introduction and Interpretation, p. 103.
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in his avn words without the intrusion of a narrator.

'Ihe scenery comes

alive as the reader sees it for the first ti.rre with his avn eyes.

The

dialect is that of the river country.
At the end of Tan Sawyer, Huck and Tan are heroes and get to keep the
rroney recovered fran the robbers.

Huck, deciding to run away fran his

father, builds a raft and starts dCM'l the Mississippi.

On Jackson's Island

he meets Jim, a run-away slave fran Miss Watson, the sister of the Widav
Douglas who was trying to civilize Huck.

Huck and Jim join forces and with

an iron detennination decide to reach free terri tory.

Their journey

together has a destination; it is an escape fran slavery into freedan.
They want to sail dCM'l the river to cairo, Illinois, to find passage for
Jim up the Ohio River and to freedan.
Huck, who floats davn the river on his raft with Jim, serves as a
conscience for an entire era and culture.

Never reconciled to what he sees

in tCM'l after tavn, he undergoes traumatic revelations of human depravity

that sicken him.
America.

Huck is a shrewd boy traveling through the mainstream of

DeVoto remarks :

It is only because the world he passes through is real and only
because it is American that his journey escapes into universals
and is im:rortal. His book is American life formed into great
fiction. . . . Sanevlhere in the person of Mark Twain, who wrote
it, must have been an artist-as American. 40
Socially, rroralistically and historically, the book was an unblemishe:J.
tri'llil'ph for 'I\vain.
appealing.

Besides its many messages, it is readable and

'Ihe success of the book lies in the fact that it has

40Bernard DeVoto, "'Ihe Artist as American," in Claude M. Simpson (ed.),
Twentieth Century Interpretations of .Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 15.
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miraculously managed to transcend :rrost of its limitations.

As Claude

simpson accurately summarized:
Its language is vernacular, raised to an uncarrnon paver of effectiveness; its milieu is heavy with local color ... its hero is a poorwhite isolate whose simplicity of vision never blinds him to
innate truths; its dedication to adventure assures us surface
excitement which cannot obscure an underlying critique of human
nature. 'IWain builded better than he knew. He could never quite
duplicate the tri1.111ph. 41
Bernard DeVoto praises it further and attributes its success to the fact
that:
It is an adventure story, but beneath the adventure story are
stratified layers of recognition and response, national, and
personal, of merrory and of desire. Many voices are speaking,
fran our past, fran our reverie, and fran our dream. It is
best to accept that harmony without trying to analyze it
further. No book has :rrore of America in it, or :rrore delight.
Like all great works of art it is unique. All the world reads
it for the first time.42
Huck Finn exposes both sides of human nature; all the gocd in man
alo!fg with all his failings. , These are the qualities that endeared the bcxJk
to a world audience and made it a great world novel.

'Ihe bCXJk is a deep

arrl thorough study of civilized man, his fears, dreams and foibles.

'Ihe

lessons the bCXJk teaches are timeless and simple.
Huck Finn represents the eternally mischievous young boy; he stands
as a figure of irreverent and boyish fun who pricks the false :rroral
pretensions and sham of the river tCM1 society.
lion of the heart and soul of our nation.

It is a true representa-

I.auriate Lane feels that

Huckleberry Finn is a great world novel because:
41 .
.
.
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At the heart of Huckleberry Finn lies a story about real htrrnan
figures with genuine moral and ethical problems and decisions,
figures placed in a society which we recognize as having everywhere in it the flavor of authenticity-the whole canbination
treated, ~~r the most part, as directly and realistically as
possible.
'Ihere are also brutal rranents in Huck Finn, as there were in Tan Sa-wyer,
but yet both books remain a hUIIDrous narrative.

Twain discovered the

epit.are of his hUIIDr in Huck Finn.

He was to try many times to repeat

this success but failed miserably.

He was never able to duplicate the

hurror, satire and errpathy of Huck Finn.

"That is why," James Cox

maintains, "Huckleberry Finn stands not only chronologically but critically
at the center of Mark Twain 1 s career, and why any study of Mark Twain is
irrevocably anchored to it. " 44
'Ihe world of Huck and Tan is a boy 1 s world and in his satiric book,
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur 1 s Court, Twain is reaching into an
adult world.

The world of the leading character, Hank Morgan, an effi-

cient superintendent in a Hartford machine shop, is the world of adults.
Hank Morgan is transported into a sixth-century feudal world, where he

assumes the role of a superman inventor in an effort to industrialize the
Arthurian world by speeding up history by several centuries.

He does

somehow manage to revolutionize by bringing the printing press, electricity,
dynamite and other nineteenth century technology to the people.
When 'l\vain was ruined by the Paige typesetter, he penned
~Connecticut Yankee to help pay off s~ of the debts.

.
l.n

43

Because of this

Lauriat l.a.ne, Jr., "Why Huckleberry Finn is a Great World Novel,"
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1

financial set-back, Minnie Brashear contends:

"It is possible that the

irrpOrtance the machine had ass1.11Ted in his mind stimulated his imagination
... to the grotesque, retroactive exercise of projecting a Yankee rrechanic
into sixth-century England. "

45

A Connecticut Yankee was written after almost five years of silence.
It was written after 'IWain reached his climax with Huck Finn.

It was his

last futile attempt at fiction and everything that follo.ved was anticlima.ctic.

It marked the end of his masterful creative years and precedes

his disillusionment with life, deaths in his family, and business failures.
'IWain said this to Ho.vells about the book after he completed it:
Well, my book is written-let it go, but if it were only to
write over again there wouldn 1 t be so rna11y things left out.
They burn in rre; they keep multiplying, but no.v they can 1 t
ever be said; and besides they would require a library-and
a pen warmed up in hell.46
In Hank Morgan we can see the young 'IWain.

One of the Yankee 1 s

'

principal components is the image of the self-made man--an image that
'IWain greatly admired and identified with.
see what 'IWain is really saying.

Upon closer study, one can

He is looking at the deplorable

conditions that mankind has been laboring under and what that venerable
institution, the church, has done to propagate these evils.

Many pages of

the book relate neither to humor or comedy but are simply illustrations of
the injustices and cruelties inflicted upon the people through a corrupt
church and despotic monarchs as 'IWain felt they existed in the Middle Ages.
The book exposes the evils of man and the training he received fran the
45Brashear, Mark 'IWain:
46 Paille,
.
.
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rorrupt institutions he had created.

In A Connecticut Yankee, Twain,

speaking through the Yankee, is seen by Henry Nash Smi. th as :
He (the Yankee) is voicing the aut~or's disillusionment with the
glittering promise for man's continuous moral improvement held
out by the doctrine of progress . . . . Just as Mark 'I\vain had
poured all the capital. .. into the type-setter, he had invested
all his political enthusiasm, his humanitarian emotion, and his
hope for the future of his country in the idea that the ccmron
man was the prime creative force in history.47
When Hank Morgan claims that the populace of Arthur's kingdom is a mass of

human muck, it is a judgment by the author about the population of America.
This is a turning point for Twain!s idealism.
Most things Twain wrote and published after A Connecticut Yankee were
pale canpared to his previous successes.

At a loss, he attempted to

revive his old friend Tern Sawyer once more in an effort to recapture those
golden days.

This resulted in Tan

Sa~.\yer

Abroad and Tom Sawyer Detective.

Neither attempt could duplicate the freshness and vigor of the original.
, Pudd 'nhead Wilson belongs to the decade of the 1890's during vmich
Twain suffered a series of personal disasters:

the bankruptcy of his

publishing company, the failure of the typesetter, and the final blo.v,
. the death of his most cherished daughter Susie.

Most of his works

during this period are his J?OOrest accanplishments.

Pudd' nhead Wilson

was written in Europe but its setting was a mythical Dawson's Landing on
the Mississippi and can rightly be called the last of his Mississippi
books.

Its place belongs right after Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn, not that

it approaches their excellence.

"The plot, " Cox surmises, "of

47Henry Nash Smith, Mark Twain: 'Ihe Development of a Writer
(Ca.mbridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard Uruvers1ty, 1962), p. 186.
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PUdd 1 nhead Wilson greatly inhibits the possibilities of episcxlic freedan

-

which the other two books so arrply ernl:xrly. n48
In Pudd 1 nhead, 'IWain takes us back to the old slave-holding South
"In Pudd 1 nhead

which he kne.v so well.

Wilson~·

Cox noted, "he carre to

grips with the animating issue of slavery in a sustained effort which,
challenging him more deeply as he wrote, called upon the deepest resources
of his imagination. " 49

Again, 'IWain deals with the subject of switched

identities as he did in The Prince and the Pauper.
child and a white child are involved.

This tirre a black

The white child, Tam Driscoll 1 s

mother dies in childbirth and the black slave, nurse to the boy, Roxy,
switches him with her
father.

ON.t1

boy who also happens to be the son of Tom 1 s

Roxy is a light skinned Negro with only a drop of Negro blocrl,

but still that drop makes her all Negro in the eyes of Dawson 1 s Landing.
The story deals with the gro.vth of the two diverse boys and their
involvement with Roxy.

Tan

murders his father and in a final trial

scene, Pudd 1 nhead Wilson exposes him as the murderer through the use of
fingerprints, a ne.v method of crime detection that was just coming into
vogue.
Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc was another serious atterrpt at
history.

'IWain considered this his favorite book, but the revie.vers did

not share his enthusiasm.

He felt that the only way to put out a

serious book would be for him to write it anonymously.
family:

"I shall never be accepted seriously over my

48eox, Mark 'IWain:
49 Ibid.

Fate of Humor, p. 226.

He said to his
CMn

signature.

\
42

people always want to laugh over what I write and are disappointed if they
don't find a joke in it....
undertaken.

It means rrore to me than anything I have ever

I shall write it anonymously. ,SO

Ho.vever, when the publica-

tion date arrived, he relented and signed the book, Mark 'l.Wain.

Arrerican

reviewers objected and the English critics according to Brashear:
" ... distrustful still of the author's irreverence, but always much
interested in his personality and sturdy character, referred to him at
this time as 'a charming writer of whimsical historical ranance. ,,51
And that is all Joan of Arc turned out to be, a sentimented tribute

brimning with kindness for the young virgin that 'J.Wain had fallen in love
with and idolized.

As Maxwell Geismer ruefully concluded:

was Sam Clenens' worst book.

"(Joan) •..

'Ihis was perhaps the single exception to the

Mark Twain rule that there is always something of value in even his worst
work.

It is difficult to find anything of interest in Joan of Arc-

except its badness . ro 52
Fran 1895 to 1896, 'J.Wain made a lecture tour of the southern
hEmisphere.
travel book.

'Ihe result of this trip was FollCMing the Equator, his last
'l.Wain was sixty years old when he started the trip and the

book reflects his age.

It does not have the freshness and vigor of

Innocents Abroad or A Tramp Abroad.

'Ihe Equator book relies too heavily

on quoted matter and factual material; 'J.Wain was reliving his
experiences vicariously.

He was using the dull, useless information as

SOPaine, Mark 'J.Wain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 9 59.
51
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"fat" to fill out his flimsy tale rrore quickly so he could get it published

and make sane rroney.

The book is useful for the educator because 'IWain

unleashes tirades against school systems both at hare and abroad.
regards it as :

" ... full of bitter wisdan. . . .

Ferguson

'Ihe journey had shCMn Mark

among many other things the seamy side of errpire-building; he had few
illusions about white civilization before he started; he had none when he
ended." 53
A short commentary should be offered on some of 'IWain's short stories
and sketches because they reveal to us the man as much as his novels
if not more in the philosophic essays.

do~

In "Is Shakespeare Dead?" 'IWain

pursues the old problem of the authenticity of the author of the literature
of the man called William Shakespeare.

'IWain rests his whole argument on

the one fact, that Shakespeare as a country bumpkin actor, could not have
such a thorough understanding of the law as the author of that great bcdy
of literature :possessed.

His argument is exaggerated and bombastic; it

has all the pitch of a wild-eyed traveling medicine man of the early West.
In short, the 'IWain library would not suffer too harshly if this piece
were omitted.
Because 'IWain did not consider the Bible to be divinely inspired, we
find him whiling away many an hour, throughout his entire career, at
humorous diaries of Biblical figures.

Not all of this material has

reached print, but sane of his rrore humorous pieces have, such as "Adam's
Diary" and "Eve's Diary."

Adam is :portrayed in a typical danesti.c

setting who is constantly being pestered by the W1Wanted busy-body Eve.
5 3perguson, Mark 'IWain:

Man and Legend, p. 274.
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.Adam views the arrival of cain an::1 Abel as one of Eve's inexplicable
tricks.

The diary of Eve is more serious; it presents Eve as a typical

house.-Jife put on the earth to irritate man.

Her love of beauty leads her

to experiment with the laws of nature; she insists on naming the anima.ls,
flavers and other natural phenanena.

What saves the piece fran over-

whelming bitterness is the blind devotion that Eve shavs tavards an
indifferent .Adam.

It has been suggested that Eve was the ernbodirrent of

olivia catering to '!Wain's Adam.
Olivia's irrevocable disapproval suppressed the publication of his
after her death he published it in
-philosophic piece "What is Man?"; but
.
1906.

"What is Man?" is the rna jor document in '!Wain's philosophic cache.

The plot is a dialogue between an Old Man, representing '!Wain, and a
Young Man, perhaps representing the youthful '!Wain.

They discourse an::1

argue about the nature of man and his place in society.

It is a very

deterministic piece of work written by an embittered old man groping for
answers to deep moral questions.

The plan for this book had haunted

Twain for many years an::1 he finally gave vent to his feelings by setting
his enotions davn on paper.

'!Wain considers "What is Man?" to be a large

part of his philosophy of life.

To the question of What is Man?, the Old

Man answers :
Man the machine-man the impersonal engine. Whatsoever a man is,
is due to his make, and to the influences brought to bear upon
it by his heredities , his habitat, his associations. He is .
moved, directed, CQ\1MANDED, by exterior influences-solely. He
originates not.rung, not even a thoughf:"54
S4.."Mar
"k rn
.•, ;n I "What l. s Man?. II I ln
•
Charle s Nel. d er (ed . ) , 'Ihe canp1 e te
.J..wu...o..
Essays of Mark ~vain (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963),
p, 337.
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'Jhese exterior influences are directed by trair4ng.
must not be indiscriminate; it must be:
training in wrong ones.

Ho.vever, this training

"Training in right directions

~

Inest:ima.bly valuable is training, influence,

education, in right directions-training one's self-'-approbation to elevate
its ideals. " 55

These interesting points will be further probed in the

dissertation, especially on the chapters on education.

For 'IWain finnly

believed in the pc:wers of training--it was man's only rreans to better
himself.

In it he saw the hope for mankind's salvation.

Thus concludes a brief biography and analysis of the enigma we call
.Mark 'TWain.

He rose fran the obscure beginnings of the West to world fame

through his literature.

He survived many business and personal tragedies

only to triumph in his books.
devotion to childhood.
frontier.

He had a special fondness and exquisite

He splendidly recreates those colorful days of

t~e

He did not limit himself to a certain area; he traveled widely

and reported painstakingly his experiences and irrpressions then shared
them with the reading public.

Fran him we receive unlimited information

about the country and the state of the world fran 1835 to his death in
-1910.

But most irrportant, he has left a legacy for educators about the

schooling during this time.

In the follo.ving chapters we will prc:be sorre

of Twain's theories and views of education and his views of

child~ood.

In Chapter II we will discuss childhood and what it was like to gro.v up
during those turbulent times as they are expressed in TWain's literature.

55· Twain,
·
''What 1s
· Man.?" , m
.
Ne.1:"der, p. 340 .

CHAPTER II
CHilDHOOD IN MARK 'IWAIN Is LITERATURE
Before we attempt to analyze 'IWain 1 s theories of education, it will
be helpful to first study his visvs of childhood as they are expressed in

his Autobiography and other works.

His visvs of children and their

capacities greatly influenced his educational ideas.

He used children as

his source for formulating objectives and describing the learning process.
'Ihrough his natural love for children he was able to arrive at a IrOre
natural fom of education than was being expressed in the schools during
the nineteenth century.
Mark 'IWain' s love for children was legendary.
later reminisced:

His daughter Clara

1

"Father took very strong likes and dislikes, but he

loved almost all children and had a charming way with them that quickly
won their affections. nl

'IWain 1 s rapport with children was an obvious

feature of his writing on childhood themes that has been une:rualed in
literature.

A large part of his world-\vide literary reputation was based

largely on his l:x::xJks about children, rnainly boys .
'IWain not only wrote about children, but lived their lives through
his

CM7l1

three girls.

He never hesitated to join into their games.

lc1ara Clemens, My Father Mark 'IWain (New York:
Inc., 1931), p. 274.
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often frolicked and played with them and helped them to stage amateur
theatricals based on his

ONn

works.

He enjoyed their tyrannizing affection

arrl "dusting off of Papa" whenever he had blundered against sane precept
of good etiquette.

He amused and consoled them with his many improvisational

stories spun by his creative mind.
As a man, 'IWain valued freedan in hum:m beings and extended this

virtue over to his

CMn

children.

They were allCMed all the freedan they

could handle; the children were even encouraged to express their opinions
in their charming girlish ways.

Because he was so renamed in his day, th2

clanens' household entertained many i.rrq:ortant and famous guests.

'Ihe girl:;

were permitted to visit with them and could partake of the festivities at
the dinner table--a custan unheard of in Victorian times.

'IWain felt that

these experiences could be only beneficial and educational for his girls.
'IWain did not savor the role of disciplinarian; he happily relegated
that role to his gentle wife.

His temper was too volatile to be just.

Twain himself conceded this:

"The children have been taught to conceal

nothing fran their rrother.

They have been taught to cane to her and

confess their misdeed, . . . and trust the matter of punishment to her,
kno.ving that her perfect fairness can always be relied on."

2

Though he did not have the heart to punish them, 'IWain did not
hesitate to play tricks on than.

He persuaded Clara that her calf would

gro.v up to be a pony even after the "p:my" had begun to sprout horns and
began rrooing.

He enjoyed the forbidden as any youngster would; he

secretively let Clara keep her pet squirrels even after they had chewed
2

. Farmly
.
Caro1'l11e Thanas Hamsb erger, Mark 'IWam
a::m (New York:
Citadel Press, 19601, pp. 62-3.
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up the wcxxlwork.

When he heard his youngest, Jean, praying for a goat, he

rushed out to buy her one to see the smile break out on her face.
If any of the girls were ill, Twain played the role of nurse with

gusto.

After Clara hurt her leg in a tobaggon accident, the Clemens 1

cancelled an invitation with the follONing declination:
will have to stay home and keep her a:mpany. " 3

"The rest of us

It would have been

unthinkable to leave their ill daughter without the companionship of her
parents and sisters.

Twain spent the whole ti.ne entertaining her with

amusing stories and surprised her by having one hundred valentines sent
to her.
'Ihe house at Nook Fann rocked with happiness and joy with this closeknit family.

Twain 1 s love for his wife spanned forty years; his dedication

to his dlildren was unlimited.

He shONered the affection on them that he

had been deprived of in Hannibal.

His Hannibal days were considered

idyilic for a grONing boy; but errotionally they were empty.

His mother

was a warmhearted, kind wanan; but it was the tyrannical and cold father
whose personality pervaded over the household.
_this strange household:

Kenneth Lynn remarks of

"Thanks to this strange, austere, loveless man,

the Clemenses were reserved and fonnal with one another at all times; at
night they shook hands before going to bed-a warrrer gesture would have
been unthinkable. " 4

Because of the strained relationship 'IWain had with

his father, most fathers in his works are depicted as cruel and tyrannical.
3Harnsberger, Mark Twain Family Man, p. 24.
4
Kenneth S. Lynn, "Huck and Jim," Yale ReviEW, XLVII, No.3 (.Mardl,
1958) I . 421.
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BUt in spite of his tortured relationship with his father, the
Missouri world re."11ained a world of innocence and freedan.

It was a world

where a naked boy could indulge in such hedonistic i.rrpulses as ffi'Tirrming in
the river, fishing for supper, steal a smoke or retire to a cave to
meditate.

The entertainment was mostly of the hare-made

vari~ty.

The

amusements in Hannibal run almost parallel to those in Torn Sawyer:
picnics, yarn spinning, candy pulling parties, wild berry hunts, circuses,
"hell-fire" revivalists, medicine shCMs, mesmerists and sanetirnes even
"cultural" events such as stage plays.
It was these idyllic m::::m=nts that haunted 'IWain when he was discoursing
or writing.

These were the rnorrents that were hnnrtalized in his boy

literature.

His "hymns" to boyhood, as he liked to call them, were

totally child-centered; a rarity in American fiction until 'IWain.

The

early and mid-nineteenth century was still too steeped in the Calvinistic
doctrine of child damnation to allCM children to be recognized as members
of society.

'IWain becarre a true pioneer in this wilderness; his boy-bo..>ks

carved the path for future authors.

He presents a liberated version of

He took young boys and cast them in roles previously only

child nature.
held by adults.

political rulers.

He let his boys be vagabonds 1 heroes , detectives and
Since most of the adults playing t.'lese roles were

rrerely grCMn up children, 'IWain observed that it was logical to put these
children into these central roles.

'IWain W?S repulsed by the dogma of

child-danmation and eve...n became irritated with the Bible and God when "he
(God)

.

slaughtered ••• his hannless little children. nS

5AJbert ' 1
. 1 Mark Thralll:
.
BJ.cre eM Pa.J.ne
Brothers, Inc., - 1912), Vol. I, p. 412.

Twain attacked the
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calvinist doctrine which held that children by birth and nature were
totallY depraved and stood outside the church and society.
Olli1

He freed his

children and his characters fran these constricting beliefs.

believed in the natural goodness of the young.

He

His boy characters were

the antithesis of the Calvinistic miniature adult.

They were allo.ved to

indulge in frivolous escapades , mock the conventions and disobey the rules
of society.

'IWain 1 s children characters are allo.ved to be children and

revel in the joys, games and mischievousness that make up such a large
part of dlildhood.
By the tirre 'IWain had settled his family in Connecticut, most of the
traditional puritan beliefs of child deprivation had been brushed aside.
Children were being recognized as good human beings who deserved their
full place in society.

'IWain was overjoyed to see these beliefs disappear

for he had gro.vn up and suffered under their strict and loathsane burden.
· 'Ihe Presbyterian Sunday School in Hannibal was the prime force in
indoctrinating little Sam.

As a result of this indoctrination, 'IWain gre.v

up with a devastating conscience that tonnented him to his death.

He was

constantly being threatened by a God-like figure and eventually became a
disbeliever in religion.

'IWain felt that Gcx:1 had done a poor job with

creation; he further maintains that if creation were left up to him he
would have done a better job.
the creation of the

11

To him, Gcx:1 1 s idea of the supreme joke was

darrmed human race. 11

This eventually led to 'IWain 1 s

peculiar pessimism that grew stronger as the years progressed.

Darrel

Able has given a succinct vie.v of this pessimism:
His pessimism was the effect of his vie.v of the world 1 s
absurdity; Mark believed that all of his actions were strictly
determined, yet he felt responsible; he believed that men were
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generally kindly, yet they murdered and used each other mercilessly; he knEW that he was a happiness-machine, yet he knEW
it only because he was also a suffering-rnachine.6
'1\Yain spent his life, either in his works or private norrents , monotoring
his conscience.

His short story, "Carnival of Crime" is a reconciliation

of his conscience with his nature.

'Ihrough his conscience, he spent many

agonizing moments suffering neurotic guilt pangs over incidents he felt he
could have oontrolled.

He blarred himself for his brother Henry's death,

his son's death and for all the miseries he inflicted on his family with
his naive business sense.

His life was a battleground between his

conscience and his actions; he always strove to do the right things, but
was never certain if he did.

'Ihis same struggle becares one of the high

p::>ints of Huck Finn.
~vain

not only became disgusted with himself but also with the rest

of the human race.

With a satiric and sarcastic pen, his legacy of

humOrous writings depicted the horrors of humanity.

Twain did not only

write to amuse; his deeper purp:>se was to shaN the sham and foibles of
human nature.

Janet Smith has noticed that:

" ... just to stay sane, it

. was necessary for him constantly to unpack his heart, either in his art
or to his long-suffering family and friends, of the poisonous stuffwithin him. " 7

He released his venan not only in adult books but also in

his children's literature.

6
Darrel Able, A Si.'Ttplified J~pproach to Mark Twain (Great Neck, N. Y. :
Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 1964), p. 102.
7
Janet Smith (ed.), Mark Twain on Man and Beast (NEW York:
Hill &. Co., 1972) , p. 14.
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It is the innocence of inexperience that make Twain's boy heroes so
likeable; any blarre for moral ineptitude falls on the adults that the
child imitates.

It is the decadent society which causes the child 1 s moral

decay and indecision.
influenced.

Surrounded by evil, the child cannot help but be

Albert Stone states:

"His (Twain) childish figures not only

are ccmnents on adult hypocrisy, sentimentality, and cruelty, but stand
for a ooral nonn by which the false values of a Sunday School society are
. d ged . " 8
being JU

'IWain 1 s heroes, possessing perfect innocence, progress from lON-davm
outcasts as Huck to realms of splendor, as Tan Canty the pauper.

Keeping

his heroes young and innocent, Twain was able to make them grav without
compromising their integrity--something usually not possible with adults.
In the novel, 'Ihe Gilded Age, Washington Hawkins, one of the main
characters , grONs fran childhood to adulthood.

'IWain, havever, never lets

Hawkins lose that innocent nai vi te that makes him morally laudable.

Twain

would not allON Hawkins to be a true gravm man; he was no more gravn than
Tan Sawyer.

The only good and pure characters in his works are those that

. possess the attributes usually associated with children--no matter haN
ludicrous this might appear in print.
'IWain believed that the child is intrinsically good and all his
childhood literature flONs fran this important point.

lmy evil that is

present in the books canes fran the evil influence and training that a
child receives fran its society and its institutions.

If society is evil

and reflecting bad influences, the child will be affected.

Society

8
AJhert E. Stone, Jr., 'Ihe Innocent Eye: Childhood in Mark 'IWain 's
Imagination (New Haven: Yale Universitv Press, 1961), p. 44.
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conditions the child.

In a decadent society as in the slave-holding

south, a child. grevv up thinking that slavery was just and good.
.beei1 rolded to accept these vie;.vs.

guidance and inspiration.
Iris elders.

He had

The child looks to the adult world for

He learns by imitating b'le ways and habits of

I f t.he examples are corrupt they can only have a detr.irrental

effect on the child.

The adult is set up as a rnod.el for the child to

imitate and learn fran.

_TWain did not have the same easy aplomb in the adult world that he had
in the duldhood world.

Just as he never let Washington Hawkins grew up,

so he never let his other charac"tP....rs reach adult maturity.

For to reach

that level, Twain would have to deal with countless new prcblerns that
confront adults, such as sexuality, hypocrisy, greed, and vi<:lence.

In

the adult world, 'lwain sees lies as the core of the decadence--be it lies

to society or lies to oneself.
contend with these fixations.

In his youthful world he does not have to
For children put a high premium on truth;

this is what they demand fran a hypocritical world.

It is fairness that

children defend :rrost; and when this sense of fairness has been betrayed by
adults the children are forced to become the liars that they so despise.
'!hough they are forced to lie to compete in an unjust world in their
defense, they

refr~

fran lying to themselves as adults often do.

honesty- is one of the sterling qualities of c.lU.ldhQOd.

Self-

That is why Mark

'!Wa.in felt th<;t it was irrpossible to car:cy Tan Sawyer or his other boys
beyond boyhood for j:_;f be. did, Tan Sawyer " ••. would lie just like all the
otn.er on~hor$e mm of I.tterat-ure and the reader would conceive a hearty

'i
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conterrpt for h.irn, "

9

as he wrote to HONells.

Adulthocd for 'IWain carried connotations of corruption, disappointments
and sorrONs.
sarre pitfalls.

The process of maturation will endON children with these
'IWain' s jaundiced view of adults prohibited h.irn fran

carrYing his characters into the adult world.

For to let them mature would

be to sacrifice their integrity and honesty to their struggle for survival
in a o:mpetitive world.

GrONing up for 'IWain .implied accepting all the

dlaracteristics of society.

'IWain

SCM

dishonesty and hypocrisy in most

societies so that children by their proximity to a society would accept
these characteristics and beccrre liars and hypocri ts like the rest of the
JX>pulace.

It is inevitable.

evil by 'IWain.

HONever, adulthocd is not always regarded as

He feels that if a child is surrounded by the right

influences exerted by the gocx:1 institutions, he does have a chance of
escaping the evil and corruption.
will offset these evils.

'IWain thinks that the right education

If the child· grONs up in an honest atmosr:here,

his chances to turn out as a noble adult will be highly .improved.

For

'!Wain feels that the environment is all-.irnportant in the canplicated

maturation process.
'IWain' s obsession with childhocx:1 resulted in five novels concerning
boys, seven novelettes and countless short stories and sketches depicting
various r:hases of childhood.
Tan Sawyer and Huck Finn.

His two most famous, of course, are

These two are his greatest triumfhs; both

literally, intellectually and financially.

They both involve recapturing

9Frederick Anderson, William M. Gibson and Henry Nash Smith (eds.),
Selected Mark 'IWain-HONells Letters: 1872-1910 (Cambridge: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 1967), p. 48.
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a lost d1ildhcx::xi and the painful initiation into society.

Tan Sawyer

should not be read merely as an adventure sto:ry concerning the antics of
a misd1ievous young boy; rather 1 it and Huck Finn should be read for the
trUth that is found in their pages.

'IWain 1 in the Preface to Tan Sawyer 1

gives his reasons for the book:
.r-bst of the adventures recorded in this book really occurred;
one or two were ex:t=eriences of my ONn 1 the rest those of boys
who were schoolmates of mine. Huck Finn is drawn fran life;
Tcm Sawyer also 1 but not fran an individual-he is a combination
of the characteristics of three boys whan I knew, and therefore
belongs to the composite order of architecture.
'Ihe odd superstitions touched upon were all prevalent
among children and slaves in the West at the period of this
sto:ry-that is to say, thirty or forty years ago.
Although my book is intended mainly for the entertairurent
of boys and girls, I hope it will not be shunned by men and
wanen on that account, for part of my plan has been to try to
pleasantly remind adults of what they once were themselves,
and of hON they felt and thought and talked, and what queer
enterprises they sorretimes engaged in.lO
As 'IWain has stated in the above Preface 1 much of the action was true

to iife as he rerrembered it.

The St. Petersburg of Tan and Huck was the

transposed Hannibal; the high-jinx of the two adventurers were those of
'IWain and his gang.
'IWain.

'Ihe hero 1 Tan Sawyer 1 can just as easily read Mark

Tan's most endearing quality is his ranantic nature Emanating fran

the stories he has read and believes in acting out in his imagina:ry world.
Through Tan, 'IWain is able to act out his

ONn

make-believe world with his

pen.

Tan is possessed by the chival:ry of Arthurian times; he revels in
the fellONship of Robin Hcx::xi; and the bravado of pirates and roobers cause
him to organize his

ONn

treasure hunts.

These were not the same values

10
Mark 'IWain, The Adventures of Tan Sawyer (New York:

Inc., 1965), p. 1.
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that the Sunday School was straining to instill in the small boy.

'Ihe

desired modes of oonduct in the Calvinistic atmos:r::here of the tc::M1 were
those of:

scbriety, rreekness, virtue, reverence and honesty.

Tan is not so much the rebel of the tCMn as we suppose him to be.

He

is actually a child struggling to accammodate his imagination to the
standards of his society as they are lain dCMn by his Aunt Polly, the
sunday School and Mr. Lbbbins , his teacher.

Tan is the universal boy.

Like oountless boys before and after him, he is confronted by alien and
hostile institutions.

When the pressures of society

be~

too strong,

Tam takes off for Cardiff Hill or Jackson's Island to enjoy the redemptive
pc:Mers of nature and his oohorts.

Here they can play out their fantasies;

but always manage to return to the tCMn that they are a part of.

'Ihey are

fully integrated into that river ta.vn society and cannot shed its shackles
corrpletely.
TWain does not depict his boys as evil; only high-spirited and
playful.

'Ihey are not the antagonists of the novel.

relegated to the half-breed Injun Joe.

'Ihat role is

Injun Joe is not a part of that

. society, he is different from those pious people, which makes him the
outsider and the cause for the conflict in Tan Sawyer.

To avoid a

confrontation between good and evil, Injun Joe must be destroyed before he
destroys the hero, Tom Sawyer.
In the first chapter of the book it is stated that Tom was "not the
M::xlel Boy of the village.
loathed him. nll

lL

He kne.v the mcdel boy very well though and

When Tom does meet the mcdel boy I he :inl:r"oodiately licks

.

.....Iwa111, Tom Sawyer, p. 6 .

i
I
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him because his citified airs "ate into Tan 1 s vitals." 12 'Ibis was Tan 1 s
way of asserting his place in the a:mnunity 1 s hierarchy.
retreats 1 Tan calls after him:

"Na-1 that 1 11 learn you.

who you 1 re fooling with next time. nl 3

As the ne.v boy

Better look out

Tan, as usual 1 was not allaved to

go unpunished for this incident and Aunt Polly had the perfect punishment
for him--to white.vash the fence on a beautiful Saturday morning.
'IWain hated the model boy as much as Tan did.

'IWain sCM the model boy

as an eternal prude, the darling of the Puritan Sunday School by his good
manners and behavior.

The model boy did not engage in pranks , was not

disobedient, or told lies.

'IWain descrilies him in Tan Sawyer:

..• the M::xlel Boy 1 Willie Mufferson, taking as heedful care of
his mother as if she were cut glass. He always bro'..lght his
mother to church, and was the pride of all the matrons. The
boys all hated him, he was so good. And besides, he hag been
11
thrONI1 up to them" so much. His white ha.J.dkerd1ief was
hangL"'lg out of his pocket behind, as usual on Sundaysaccidental!y. Tan had no handkerchief, and he looked upon boys
who had as snobs . 14
Fbr 'IWain, the model boy never got dirty, went barefoot or tore his
clothes.

He occupied his time with genteel things rather than rough-

housing.

A model boy dresses like the one in Tan Sawyer:

well-dressed ••• on a week-day....

"This boy was

His cap was a dainty thing, his close-

buttoned blue cloth .r:oundabout was ne.v and natty, and so were his
pantaloons.

He had shoes on-and it was only Friday.

necktie. " 15

In this outfit, the boy 1 s movem::mts were constricted and

12 Ibid. 1 P• 7 •
l 3 Ib'd
1. ' p. 9 •
14-Ibid., pp. 30-31.
15
Ibid., p. 7.

He even wore a
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forced him to be gocrl.
Tan was the exact op}X)si te of the model boy.

Tan breaks all the

rules, ccmnits every minor indiscretion which the model boy would
diligently avoid.

He steals, lies, threatens his brother Sid, fights the

new boy in the village, shCMTs off outrageously in Sunday School by
conniving to win a Bible he did not earn and disrupts a church service
the release of a pinch-bug on a dog.

wit.~

Tan plays hookey without thinking

about the consequenCEs , his attanpts at learning to smoke and his running
cway to Jackson's Island only to turn up at his

0t1n

funeral serviCE are

rrockeries of the accepted behavior of the rrodel children of the day.
For Twain, Tan's behavior is the more natural and realistic behavior
of young boys.

'Ihe model boy behavior is stilted and artificial--he is a

true representation of the Puritan's miniature adults.
tavn sees Tom's behavior as evil and wicked.

The Calvinistic

Twain sees it as a perfectly

spontaneous reaction by a child to a wonderful natural world and a
rebellion against the stuffiness of a boring village life.

Twain

applauds Tan's behavior loudly.
Tan manages to turn the boring M1itavashing chore into a profitable

adventure.

He made a gar-ce of it and soon becar-ce the envy of the other

boys who paid him with marbles , a kite, a dead rat, a key, a piece of
chalk and other cbjects of wealth only dear to a young boy.

'lhrough his

cleverness he was able to persuade the boys to paint the fenCE while he
loafed and counted his rewards.

After the jcb was done, Tom mused:

"· .. it was not sum a hollCMT world, after all.

He had discovered a great

law of human action without kno.ving it--narrely, that in order to make a

man

or a boy covet a thing, it is only necessary to make the thing
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difficult to a ttcun.
Tan is the All-Arrerican boy.
t,aNard success.

All his actions are carefully directed

When he is bored he acts out fantasies or manages to get

involved in sare prank to relieve the IrOnotony.
sassy.

He is fresh-faced and

He teases animals, not maliciously but only for fun.

girls but is shy and tongue-twisted around them.
prcwess and agility at every opportunity.

He loves

He shews off his athletic

He dislikes school and plays

hookey when the climate is nicer outside than in the classrocm.

He

exaggerates his accomplishments and brags about his feats of valor.
fanatically indulges in games sudl as marbles , tag and hoops.

He

He

remenbers to say his prayers even when he runs away to Jackson's Island.
I,

All in all he is a natural boy reacting in a natural fashion to events ,
people and places.

For 'IWain this is the natural boy.

A boy totally at

ease in his environrrent and ready to change at a manents notice.

He is

a complete child enjoying the brief sparkling moment of childhood.
In this sense, 'IWain agrees with Rousseau about the make-up of the
natural child.

Rousseau sees the natural child as:

... bright, eager, vigorous, care-free, ccmpletely absorbed in
the present, rejoicing in abounding vitality. I see him in
the years ahead using sense, mind and p::wer as they develop
from day to day. I viev him as a child and he pleases me ....
I feel as if I were living in his life and am rejuvenated by
his vivacity. . . . His person, his bearing, his muntenance
reveal assurance and contentrrent. Health glcws in his face.
His finn step gives him an air of vigor. His ccmplexion is
refined without being effeminate; sun and wind have put on
it the honourable imprint of his sex.... His marmer is open
and free without the least insolence or vanity.... Habit,
routine and custan mean nothing to him. . . . His games are his
occupations . . . . He goes into everything he does with a
pleasing interest and freedan.l7
16'IWain, Tan Sawyer, p. 14.
17Jean JaCXJUes Rousseau, Emile, trans. William Boyd (Nev York:
Teachers Collt::ge Press, COlurrbia University, 1971) , pp. 65-67.
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Both are in agreem::mt on the fact that a child is good and must be directej
in only positive directions.

Both enjoy the freshness and vigor of youth

and accept the mild as an erbcd.iment of those qualities.

The pranks are

seen as an extension of the mild's nature; he is not malicious.

He is

only involved in the 'exquisite process of becaning aware of his world and
learning to live in it.
The mismievous incidents are not the only issues evident in Tern
sawyer; there are also deeper rroral questions and values investigated.

Tan

is not so much an imp when he takes the physical punishment due to Becky
after she tears the page in the teacher's anatomy book; nor is he an imp
when he runs the risk of expJsing Injun Joe as a murderer; and it is not
the impishness in him that languishes over Injun Joe's death in tire cave.
Rather, these are the moral values and judgments inherent in the "good"
"bad" boy.

He is "bad" according to Sunday School criteria, but in Twain's

standards, he is "good."

If 'Twain had allo.ved Tc:m to remain the to.vn .imp,

his character would not have any h1.m1ani ty or depth and he would soon cease
to gro.v as a good person.

It is Torn's impish nature that endears him so

avidly to his author and readers.
Tan sho.vs off during the entire novel for the entertainment of the

audience; he must be stage center at all ti..rres or his personality gets
lost fran us in the shuffle.

To maintain his inflated ego, Tern very

carefully manipulated the actions and responses of the to.vn to his
escapades.

Every :rroverrent is staged to electrify the audience and thrust

him into the li.rrelight; such as the ti..rre he and Huck and Joe returned for
their o.vn funeral; or the ti..rre Tan proudly displays the gold he has found
to the astonished to.vnspeople; and lastly, his heroic saving of Becky in
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the cave.

Tan basks in the admiration and gloxy.

In any other world, these practical jokes would have perpetrated
hostility and hatred, but here in the calm, idyllic St. Petersburg, the
people are tolerant of Tan's pranks and are willing to forgive him.

The

ta.m expects Tan to misbehave; and they love him all the more for it--not
because they condone his behavior but because he makes them see the world
as a less serious place, a place where there is ti.rre for make-believe and
play.

They becane collaborators with Tan in this burlesque; he helps them

create this illusion of play.

James Cox said:

"'Ihe truth the dream

invariably canes to is play-a play which converts all serious projects in
the to.vn to pleasure and at the same time subjects all the adult rituals
by revealing that actually they are nothing but dull play to begin

with. " 18

Tan's playful make-believe errerges as the real reality of the

book 1 exposing the false panpousness and oietv of the dull pleasure of the
adult society.

'Ihe sham and false values of the corrrnunity on the

Mississippi spring fran the narrON-rninded custans and religion.

Religion

is rrerely a fonn of exercises aided by ffi211loxy; and children are forced to
recite and I'IBIDrize two thousand verses of the Bible.
or spontaneity.

'Ihere is no freedan

'Ihe claws of restriction smother the free spirit until it

too is absorbed by the sham pervad.ing all of life.
Torn

is a direct outgrONth 1 an appendage 1 of his ccmnuni ty; his nature

is conditioned by the superstitions and modes of the village.

All his

actions flo.v fran this conditioning; even though he may break the rules
once in a while--his behavior is still relegated and controlled by Aunt
James M. Cox, Mark 'IWain: The Fab~ of Humor (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton Un.i versi ty Press 1 1966) 1 p. 141.
18
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pollY and his neighbors.

Armt Polly and the toNn have tried to cut his

freedan and force him into that shabby mold referred to as res:pectabili ty.
Tcm

and his pranks are so closely associated with the ccmnunity that

a study of Tau Sawyer is not only a study of the All-American Boy but also
a study of the mid-American, mid-nineteenth century All-American small
tCMJ1.

Tan is a mirror of that

society~

this is hav 'IWain saw life as it

was passing then.

Just as society molded Tan, so it molded 'IWain 's

perception of it.

Harry Warfel describes this society in his introduction

to Tan Sawyer:
Arrong the villagers are pJseurs , proud of their little manents
of glory, whether at the school corrmencerrent or in churdl. In
general there, :people whine when they are hurt and cuss when
they are kept fran follc:wing a whim. They do not like to take
their medicine, no matter hew good it may be for then~ they
dodge and hide fran as many of t~e ra.v facts of life as they
can. Tan seans to be all of thEm wrapped in a single body. 9
Like many of the tc:wn elders, Tan had aspirations to leadership.

It

was· this aspiration which kept Tan fran lighting out for the territory as
Huck was always threatening.

The whi te:.vashing incident inspired him to

managerial dreams in typical All-American Boy fashion.
. play while others did his work.

His ideal was to

Tan had dreams of pc:wer and wealth which

could only be realized for the rrarent in sleepy St. Petersburg.

His

greed, when all is said and done, is just as avaricious as the adults'.
He did not remain passive as most of the tc:wns:people; he acted and
managed to find some buried treasure--for he kne:.v the key to escape was
rroney.

By the end of the novel, Tan has becx:roe the success he so strongly

strove for:

York:

he had money, pc:wer, and in Becky a canpanionable future wife.

l9Harry Warfel, "Introduction to The Adventures of Tan Sawyer" (Ne;.,
Harper & Rcw, Inc., 1965) , p. xiii.
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If we look at the novel realistically, it can be said that in its pure fonn
it is a novel about success--a "hON-to" book.
closest parallel to Twain's

OtJn

success story.

thrOUgh Tom he meant to cling to his

OtJn

Tom's success story is the
Twain loves Tom; and

youth and innocence.

In every sense of the word, Tom is a nonnal boy--he may misbehave but
he is not intrinsically evil.
admits to Tom's goodness:

Even his surrogate nnther, Aunt Polly, readily

"He warn't bad so to say-only mischeevous.

just giddy, and ha:rum-scarum, you knOtJ.

Only

He warn' t any nnre responsible

than a colt.

He never ITBant any hann, and he was the best-hearted boy that

ever was. " 20

Tom, of course, plays this giddy role to the hilt.

'Ihroughout the pages of the book, in spite of his mischievous conduct, Tan
does nothing intentionally evil for which he can be held nnrally
responsible.

His behavior is the behavior of any normal, sensitive,

inquisitive child.
Since Tom Sawyer is a novel of a young boy's initiation into society,
there are often unpleasant aspects to deal with, such as violence, murder
and death.

Death, in sane fonn, is evident in aJroost every chapter--be it

Ibysical or symbolic.

The Ibysical death of Injun Joe and Doc Rcbinson

penueate the pages 'While the symbolic deaths and rebirths of Tom accent
the morbidity of the idyll.

'IWice 'Ibm is presumed dead; once when he ran

cway to Jackson's Island only to be "reborn" at his

OtJn

to be "reborn" after he leads Becky from the cave.

What starts out as an

funeral and later

innocent prank, soon solidifies the relationship between the boy and the
tc:Nm.

If Tom were really evil, the tOtJn would have been glad to be rid of

20Twain, Tau Sawyer, p. 9 3.
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him; instead, when he reappears, he is welccmed back with love instead of
ostracization.
Twain could not leave violence out of his stories just as he could
not stop breathing.

'As Leslie Fiedler so aptly described it:

"He is not

only a creator of childhood idylls but a great poet of violence; and,
indeed, his very humor depends upon a world in which t.:.l;.ere is neither a
stable order nor civil peace. " 21 All his books exhibit violence in sane
form; be it a brutal murder, a feud, a slave-beating or torture.

Twain

did not graN up in a sedate, genteel environrrent; he gre.v up in the lawless
Southwest which exposed

hL~

capable of camnitting.

He was raised in an atrnost:here where freedan was a

to every conceivable violence a man is

precious car.modity usually preyed upon by stronger and more lawless men.
,

He watched as his society took freedan away fran thousands of innoce.'1t
blacks and forced them into bondage.

He spent a lifetime railing against

these evils.
These scenes of violence cause Tom to mature rapidly; they help him
realize what it means to be an adult.
each ne.v social experience acts on him.

Tau's full personality unfolds as
Because violence is part of the

adult world, Tan cannot remain independent fran it.
Social exp:::!rience and initiation imply sane form of understanding by
the boy.

Once he reaches this understanding, his oonscience begins to

develop.

There ax-e many exarrples of Tan's struggles with his conscience.

He suffers under the drea:iful secret of the murder of [X)c Robinson

t.:.~at

he and Huck witnessed; he is unhappy when the revival brings religion
21Leslie Fiedler,
(March, 1960) 1 243 •

11

Duplii:::ito1.1S Mark 'IWain," Carmentary, XXIX, No. 3
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to everyone except

to hlin; and even God seems to be playing out the

thunderstonns solely for Tan 1 s discanfort.

His rroral dilemmas are the

causes for his nightmares; they cause him to wrestle with his conscience
as 'IWain did as a boy.

Tan eases part of his troubles when he makes a

midnight call on the lawyer and confesses that Muff Potter is innocent and
InjW1 Joe guilty.
At the trial, 'Ibm declares bravely that he was witness to the murder
by InjW1 Joe.

Before he can be taken into custody, InjW1 Joe manages to

escape through an open windav.

Nav Tom kncws what real fear is and lives

in mnstant dread that Injun Joe will seek him out and murder him also.

Here was a real adventure--not sanething out of Tom 1 s books.

Because of

his part in the trial, Tom became "a glittering hero ... -the pet of the old,
the envy of the young. "22

But no matter hav much admired he was during

the day, he dreaded the nights when he would dream about Injun Joe and his
revenge.

He wished a thousand times that his conscience would have left

him in peace and he would not have confessed.

"He felt sure he never

muld draw a safe breath again until that man was dead and he had seen the
corpse ... 23
Judge Thatcher orders the cave sealed up so no more children will be
tenpted to play in it.

When Tom heard this his sympathies for the dead

half-breed became aroused for he "knsv by his avn experience hav this
wretch had suffered.

His pity was moved, but nevertheless, he felt an

abounding sense of relief and security. " 24
22,. . .

.~.vval.n,

Tom Sa.vyer, p. 141 .

23 Ibl'd . , p. 142.
24
Ibid., ~- 191.

Never before had Tan felt pity
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for anyone; this was a sure sign of his moral and social maturity.

This

is ooe of the instigators of mange that Tan rmdergoes in the novel.
A].bert Stone analyzes this:

What begins as a "play adventure" for the boy in the graveyard
rnushrcx::ms into melodrama and turns, finally, into a moral
cr1s1s. For the insignificant event here is not 'Ibm's witnessing of a murder, nor even his brush with death in the haunted
house, but his decision to testify at Muff Potter's trial.
The torment Tam undergoes before he brings himself to risk
death issues is a triumphant vindication of Aunt Polly's
belief in Tan's essential goodness. 25
Tan's slavly auerging social conscience is also evident in the cave where
he and Becky have gotten lost.

When Becky has a total break-davn and

beccrnes convinced that they will never be found, Tam's streak of maturity
exhibits itself in the masterful style, the way he canforts Becky.
the cave, they both becx:me a.vare of new emotions:

In

mutual loyalty, trust,

and consideration; they have left the world of mildhood to enter the
realm of adulthood.

They

hav~

learned hav to behave in an adult world.

The love Tan and Becky share with each other is not a sexual love.
'IWain and other writers of the nineteenth century shied EMay from this

topic.

Sexual curiosity was for the older more mature adolescents that

'IWain did not write about, whim was one other reason why '!Wain kept his

youths in pre-puberty.

(t" \

Sexual maturity implies adulthood to '!Wain, and

·

\ lc · ·

''·
all the complex problEmS whim that subject entails.

So instead, he

d1ose to write about a more congenial age; and we are never revealed the
true ages of Huck or Tan or the other boys.

'!Wain stated his reasons for

this succinctly in the conclusion of Tan Sawyer:
So endeth this chronicle.

It being strictly a history of a
it must stop here; the story could not go on mum further
25

Stone, The Innocent Eye, p. 86.
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without becaning the history of a man. When one writes a novel
about gra.vn people, he kna.vs exactly where to stop-that is , with
a marriage; but when he writes of juveniles, he must stop where
he best can. 2 6
'Ihe only hint of dlildhocd sexual curiosity is when Tan catches Becky
reading the teacher 1 s anatany book.

In her haste to hide the book fran

Tan 1 s curious eyes , she tears a page.

What started out as a sexual

enoounter becanes mel laved into an heroic scene with Tan taking Becky 1 s
whipping fran Mr. Dcbbins.

Twain, if he would not have been such a prude,

oould have turned this into a channing natural childhocd event.
stone has noted that:

Albert

"Sex as a motive for hunan conduct in children,

crlolescents, or adults is almost entirely absent fran his (Twain 1 s)
fiction; ... he exhibited unusual myopia in regard to the sexual impulse. n 27

!I

'!Wain 1 s boys operate in a sexual vacuum; they exist in a sexually
passionless world.
oon~piscence

Any act of violence will be oondoned as long as

is not involved.

His boys lack the human euotion of passion;

if they had. it, the real flesh and blocd of childhocd would be ccmplete.
A world without passion is an unrealistic world.

'Ihe world Twain

'1!'

created for us in this respect is a myth; for ha.v can real children
unfold in a sexless and sterile world.
su~rstitions

Twain leads us to believe that

are more real than true human passion; and that children

are devoid of sexual curiosity.
all human errotions:

He creates an environment ena::rnpassing

greed, jealousy, hate, anger, sloth, and even love,

but neglects passion.
26

Twain, Tc:rn Sa.vyer, p. 208.

27stone, 'Ihe Innocent Eye, pp. 73-74.
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Tan was not totally alienated fran his environment.

At the

cxmclusion, it is evident that Tan was canpletely initiated into St.
petersburg's rigid conservative society.

He has left the play world of

children and approached the adult world of love, death, justice and
success.

We have thus, a book that gives a wann and loving backward

glance at childhood in the mid-nineteenth century small tOtm.

A book

that relates the exploits of typical children's moral dilanma such as:
sneaking a cigaret behind the barn, swirrming when forbidden, misbehaving
in dl.urch and school, and playing hookey.

It also takes in all the

dramatic violence of murder, theft, mutilation and slCM starvation.
violence makes the book sensational and exciting reading.
Tan

The

It ends with

as the tOtm hero, rich and admired, while Huck is suffering under the

"sivilizing" burdens of the WidCM Douglas and Miss Watson.
The personality of Huck is not fully developed in Tan Sawyer and it
is not until his

Otm

book that we can fully understand this enigmatic boy.

Huck enters the scene in Chapter VI of Tan Sawyer under the label of the
"t<:Mn pariah."

'Ihe description of Huck can best be seen in the passage

. where Tan meets Huck on his way to school:
Huckleberry was cordially hated and dreaded by all the mothers
of the t<:Mn, because he was idle and lawless and vulgar and
bad-and all their children admired him so, and delighted in
his forbidden society, and wished they dared to be like him ...•
Huckleberry was always dressed in the cast-off clothes of fullgr<:Mn men, and they were in perennial bloan and fluttering
with rags. . . . Huckleberry came and went, at his <:MD free will.
He slept on doorsteps in fine weather and in empty hcgsheads in
wet; he did not have to go to sdlool or to church, or call any
being master or c::bey anybody; he could go fishing or swirrming
when and where he chose, and stay as long as it suited him;
nc::body forbade him to fight; he cc:uld sit up as late as he
pleased; he was always the first boy that went barefoot in the
spring and the last to resume leather in the fall; he never had
to wash, nor p.1t on clean clothes; he could swear wonderfully.
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In a word, everything that goes to make life precious, that
boy had. So thought ev~ harassed, hamp;=red, respectable
boy in St. Petersburg. 28
since Tan was one of those "harassed, hampered, respectable boys,"
he idolized Huck.
dlagrin.

He cultivated Huck's canpanionship much to Aunt Polly's

'Ihe two of than paired up to create most of the havoc in the

novel; Torn has the courage--Huck the freedan; Tan has the education--Huck
has the loyalty and admiration.

They make a wonderful duo for Twain's

river idyll.
Twain, under the influence of other children's stories authors,
decided to try his hand at pure fiction with a genteel audience of
cultured children in mind.
'

This resulted in The Prince and the Pauper.

He left Tan and Huck in St. Petersburg and presented us with two new
characters, supposedly out of history, Prince Edward of England and Tan
Canty of London's Offal Court, a slum.

Twain abandoned the frontier social conditions of .America and concentrated on the shabby social conditions of sixteenth century England.

He.

traded in the vernacular beauty of Torn Sawyer for the innocuous language
of Elizabethan England--a srhere in which he was not as relaxed.

'Ihe

·Prince and the Paup=r was mainly written as a protest against the cheap
dime novels of Beadle and Adarns 29 which were exerting wide influence in

children's literature.

No matter hew much protesting was done by parents

and educators, children were still seeking escape in the pages of these
28
29

Twain, Tan Sawyer, p. 38.
I I

Adarns and Beadle published dime novels with lurid covers and
appealed to semiliterate adults and children. They anrhasized violence
and murder, and bad rren. 'Ihey made toughness and violence a virtue in
the 1870's. They were not stories about good boys and had a disparaging
effect on children's imagination.
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novels.

'Ihese novels were filled with violence and gore; they made heroes

oot of bad men, replaced ranantic knights with detectives and portrayed
wcm:m as less than the genteel ladies they were.
One reason attributed for the failure of 'llie Prince and the Pauoer
was that it was too closely rrodeled after Tan Sawyer.

Both boys are poor

and are narred Tan; Tan Canty, like Tan Sawyer, is nurtured on ranantic
literature and both dream about the princely life, and both acted out
royal fantasies.
books.

'Ihese are a feN of the parallels we can draw fran the

Tan Canty eventually becares a cousin to Tan Sawyer with enough

Huck Finn in him to becane disillusioned with the civilizing aspect of a

oorrupt society.
After Tan Canty switched roles with the Prince, it did not take him
long to adjust to court life; for he had abso:rbed well the courtly
ranantic tales of his reading.

Edward 1 s adjustment was more precarious;

he was dealing with the riff-raff of London, sanething wholly unfamiliar
to him.

He spent most of his time trying to avoid the clutches of Tan 1 s

evil thieving father.
When King Henry VIII dies, Tan 1 s first function as the supposed heir
apparent proclaims that:

"'Ihe king 1 s law shall be a law of mercy fran

this day and never more be a law of blood. "
good and kneN fran his

CNJn

30

Because Tan was inherently

experience the evils and hardships of life, he

kept his brief false reign as good as the wisest monarch.
Again, as in Tan Sawyer, what starts out as an innocent youthful
prank soon takes on darker overtones of justice and morality.
30Mark '!Wain, 'Ihe Prince and the Pauper (NeN York:
Library, Inc., 1964), p. 67.
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through his royal experiences, is developing a social ronscience.

He

shaved his wisdan by forgiving most prisoners who had ccmuitted minor
cr:i.rres; for he knav what drove than to this life.

He knav what utter

misery and poverty existed outside the palace walls.

While Tan is

receiving an education at rourt, Edward is receiving an education in the
sordid London life made up of thieves , beggars and other miscreants.
'Ihe Prince is not a sissy; he is an athletic agile boy who can hold
his avn in the fist-fights, ball games and cudgel games.

He is sensitive

and easily horrified at the squalor and cr.irre around him; he resolves to
do sanething about it when he is rightfully restored to

pc:Nler.

the usurper Tan, is both older and wiser than the years indicate.
Unlike Tern Sawyer who was an oq:han, both Edward and Tan have
fathers at the opening of t.l-le story.

Edward soon loses his father, with

whan he had a good relationship; Tan would like to lose the father that
makes his life intolerable.

It has always been difficult for 'IWain to \

CCltlfOSe a picture of an ideal family, with a kind laughing mother and a\
gentle loving father.

He suffered so under his avn father 1 s roldness that

.. he was incapable of expressing a nonnal relationship between father and
son.

One of the fav passages in any of 'IWain 1 s books that canes close to

dEmOnstrating a near nonnal relationship can be found in 'Ihe Prince and
the Pauper, in the passage where King Henry dies and Prince Edward sadly
remarks:
His narre brought only sensations of pleasure, the figure it
evoked wore a countenance that was all gentleness and affection. He called to mind a long succession of loving passages
between his father and himself and dvelt fondly upon than, his
unstinted tears attesting hcw deep and real was the grief
that possessed his heart. 31
3lsnvain, 'Ihe Prince and the Pauper, p. 108.
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Fortunately, Edward does not remain fatherless for long; he acquires
a surrogate father in t£~- i.r@g:~_of Miles Hendon.

Hendon shields him fran

the harsh realities of the precarious life that surrounds him.

When

EdWard claims he is the true prince, Miles merely assumes that the boy is
weak in the brain.

This only causes Miles to be more protecting and

caring for the little lost soul.
Tan also had a surrogate father in the figure of the kind old Father
AndrEW who is the refuge that Tan flies to when his real father's

cruelties bea:::rne unbearable.

Father AndrEW, in his patience, teadles Tan

to rea:l and write; he instruc+-_s him in Latin and lets him rea:l his novels.
M::>thers usually fare better in 'IWain's stories than fathers.

'IWain

idolized wananhood; his wanen are usually pictured as genteel and
sentimental ladies, misunderstood or misused by society.
would:

Tan's mother

" ... in the night slip to him stealthily with any miserable scrap

or crust she had been able to save for him by going hungry herself ... she
was often caught ... and soundly beaten for it by her husband. " 32

'Ihe

mothers or surrogates were always described as self-sacrificing and noble.
Tan Canty's mother plays a more cx:mplex role since she has the

specific function of recognizing the usurper as her son.
out to him fran the cro.vd, he denies knONing her.

When she calls

With this specific

act, Tan suddenly becx:mes avare of his awn callousness and evil:

"It

SITDte him to the heart to see her treated so; and as she turned ... she
seared so wounded, so broken-hearted, that a shame fell upon him whim
a:msumed his pride to ashes and withered his stolen royalty.
32,.. .

.~.wam,

.
The Pn.nce and the Pauper, p. 17.
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grandeurs were stricken valueless. " 33

Fran

nON

on he suffered urrler his

false role; his conscience forbade him to be worthy of his ideal rrother.
'!his was Tan's moral dilenma in the book.
Edward's rroral dilamna is different.
genuine persm but is living a sham.

He, too, realizes he is not a

Although he does not belong in

c

offal Court, he gradually assimilates the virtues and courage of the
rabble.

'Ihis environment conditions Edward for his future reign; he will

be a just and wise ruler.

He will free England fran tyranny and

despotism.
No study of childhood in 'IWain is o:::mplete without discussing his
greatest masterpiece:

Huck Finn.

Again, 'IWain makes a young boy his

hero and shows the maturation process and his eventual initiation into
society.

Huck's fresh supple speech invokes fond memories of one's own
: ;1<'-'
'~

youth; we bea:me eavesdroppers on Huck's private world.

\vith Huck as our

pilot we become fellow passengers on the raft and become participants to
his moral and social awakening.
Huck is not a rnerrber of any of the societies we meet along the river.
He has tried being "sivilized" at the Nidow Douglas' but rejected it for
its artificiality.

He is not a nanber of the world of social convention

to 'Which Tom belongs; instead he belongs to the world of simple nature.

Living on the fringe of society, Huck plays around the edge but refuses
to be drawn into that restricting circle.

For Huck, life is not ranantic

and illusionary, but is arbitrary and difficult.

'Ihrough his own fonn of

natural liberalism, he manages to resist the impulse to join a group.
33
.
.
'IWcun, 'Ihe Pn.nce and the Pauper, p. 182.
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'lhe journey davn the river is one of escape.

Jlin is fleeing the

bondage of slavery while Huck is fleeing his cruel father and the amneties
of the Wida.v Douglas' constraints.
Jim, and he plans his escape.

Miss Watson, in a greedy TI1C1Tent, sold

He wants to leave the raft at Cairo and

head for the free states so he can earn money to buy his family out of
slavery.
'Ihe climate of the raft is one of mutual affection.

Jlin gives the

affection to Huck that he cannot give to his absent f arnily.

Huck receives

the love he never got fran his o.vn drunken shiftless father.
At first, Huck is amused by Jim 1 s seEming ignorance.

Ha.vever, he

soon realizes that Jlin kna.vs more than what is learned in school.

In

school, Huck has picked up the rudimentary skills of education such as
reading, writing and ari thrnetic.

But Jim has not been to school, and

kno.vs more about real life fran personal experience, nature and social
habits.

He has learned unconsciously and in an infonnal learning

situation the fundamental skills of learning to survive in nature and
society.

Jim is laden with superstitions which only impress Huck that

much rrore.

For example, Jim kno.vs that certain flight patterns of birds

predict a storm, and the habits of snakes , and can even interpret Huck 1 s
cx::rnplex dreams for him.
Jim does not lie to Huck; he tells truths aboot nature and the
world.

Huck learns things from Jim that he never learned fran his

shiftless father.

Huck 1 s "Pap" plays a lirni ted role in the book in that

his presence is used to characterize the conditions of Huck 1 s childhood.
He represents all the evil that lines the river.

'/,
./

~
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'Ihe journey of Huck and J.lln begins with a crime.
o:;rrrnitting a legal wrong by helping J.lln to escape.

Huck kncws he is

His brief social

conditioning in St. Petersburg points out to h.lln his moral misbehavior.
'Ihe reader is fully aware of this wrong, but sends hlin on his way with a
blessing because slavery is repulsive to us.
This brings us to the dilEmUa of the South.
made slavery a good and legal matter.
to pick the cotton.

The law of the South

'Ihe South needed the slave labor

The slaves would have perished had not the plantation

o.vners taken care of than by feeding, clothing and nursing than.
not regard the slaves as hunan beings.
slavery, it did not make it right.

They did

Even though the church sanctioned

For the higher law states that all men

are created equal in the eyes of God.

But if you do not count the slaves

as hunan then they are not created equal and should not be treated as
equals, reasoned the average slaveholder.

According to the moral law,

slavery is wrong but the enacted law condoned slavery.

It was a vicious

circle that based its main premise on fallacious reasoning about the
nature of man.

'Ihe South was a finn believer in the doctrine of servants

should c:bey their masters.

Since the slaves happened to be the servants,

they had to obey their white masters.

'Ihe simple-minded Negroes looked

to their masters for wisdan and guidance.

'Ihey accepted their humble

role meekly for the masters kept rEminding than of their servitude.

With

this belief the Southerner was able to rationalize and delude himself
with a morally wrong situation.
Once Huck escaped fran the Widcw and Pap, he becanes a much happier

boy.

He can spend his days fishing, swimning and loafing, as opposed to

the much more constricting and methodical life at the Widcw's.

He no
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longer had to put "on airs" for the tavnspeople or be confinerl to a
classrcx:ro and learn about life fran a book.
his

Otll1

The wocrls , the river, and

simple nature teach him all he needs to knew to survive.

Huck had.

to leave the status of the Widc:w 1 s to find his c:wn identity.
Huck loves the world of nature, which is to him a benevolent society

and truly real society.
find elsewhere.

The stars in their twinkling majesty pranise him happi-

ness and o:::mpanionship.
riches.

The river gives him the oonsolation he cannot

Nature makes him aware of life and its unlimiterl

His sensitivity is brought out early in the book when he says:

"Well, when Tan and me got to the edge of the hilltop we lookerl CMay dc:wn
into the village and oould see three or four lights twinkling, where
there was sick folks, maybe. " 34

At another point he says about the

rascally DuJ<:e and Dautnin who have mistreated and exploited him:

"Well,

it made rre sick to see it; and I was sorry for them p:::>Or pitiful
rascals ' it seerred like I couldn It ever feel any hardness against then
any more in the world.

It was a dreadful thing to see.

Human beings

can be CMful cruel to one another. " 35
Henry Nash Smith sees three main elenents in the book:
of Huck and Jim 1 s adventures in their flight for freedan. • . .

"The story
The social

satire of the tc:wns along the river .... (and) the developing
characterization of Huck. " 36

The last one is the most important.

34
Mark 'IWain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (NEW York:
& Row, Inc., 1965), p. 8.

The
Harper
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Ib"d
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p. 201 .
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36 Henry Nash Smith, Mark 'IWain: The Developnent of a Writer
(Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 1962), p. 114.
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moral crisis that Huck. encounters when he has to decide whether to be
gcxx1 and return Jim or whether he will be "bad" and help him escape.
In a profmmd and moving section of the bcxik, aptly titled, "You

can't Pray a Lie" Huck exposes his vulnerability while reasoning his way
out of his rroral dilEmna.

He decides finally to write Miss Watson and

tell her where to find Jim.
feels.

But the more he thinks about it the worse he

He says :

The more I studied about this the more my conscience went to
grinding me, and the rrore wicked and lCMT-daNn ornery I got to
feeling.... And at last, ... it hit me ... here was the hand
of Providenre . . . letting ffi2 knCMT my wickedness was being
watched all the tlire . . . and ain't a-going to allON no such
miserable doings. . . . And I about made up my mind to pray, an
see if I couldn't try to quit being the kind of boy I was and
be better. . . . So I kneeled daNn. But the words wouldn't ccme.
It was because my heart warn't right; . . . I warn't square; ...
I was playing double. I was letting on to give up sin, but
away inside of me I was holding on to~e biggest one of all.
I was trying to make my mouth say I would do the right thing
but deep daNn in me I knowed it was a lie, and He knONed
it. You can't pray a lie-I found that out.37
Huck then precedes to write the letter and see if he can pray after that.
Instead of falling on his knees and praying, Huck mulled over the good
tines he had with Jim.

He remanbered Jim's affection and kindness.

glanced at the letter and fell to tranbling:
forever, beU.Vixt U.Vo things , and I kno.ved it.
holding my breath, and then says to myself:
hell '-and tore it up. "

38

"Because I'd got to decide,
I studied a minute, sort of
'All right, then, I' 11 go to

'Ihus with this last sentence, Huck decided not

to reform and stay the "wicked" boy he thought he was.

37'1Wain, Huck Finn, pp. 185-86.
38 Ibid. ' p. 187.
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thing for him to do new is to go to the Phelps' farm and rescue Jim after
the Duke and Daufhin sold him to Uncle Silas.
But before we delve into this final adventure which closes the book,
sane o::::mnents should be made about Huck's social encounters in the river
ta.vns which make up the bulk of the book.

After the raft is damaged by

the stearrboat, Huck and Jim dive into the water and lose each other.

Huck

swims to shore, not kncwing if Jim is dead or alive, and has his first

experience in the social milieu of the antebellum South.
He ventures into the Grangerford hane, a typical aristocratic planter
class.

Huck's description in elaborate detail provides an accurate

representation of the typical houses of that era.

The "aristocratic"

Granger fords are involved in a feud with the She}:herdsons.

Neither

family kncws the cause of the conflict but are feuding mainly out of
tra:::1i tion and to preserve their perverted sense of honor.
At the close of this episode, HuCk witnesses a bloody battle between
the two families.

After the blood-bath, Huck caT11'IBnts on the foolishness

and gore he witnessed:

"It made me so sick I almost fell out of the tree.

- I ain't a-going to tell all that happened-it would make me sick again ....
I wished I hadn't ever come ashore ....

I ain't ever going to get shut of

them-lots of tirl'es I dream about the:n. " 39
evils of pride can do to people.

He has just seen what the

The Grangerfords' and Shefherdsons'

pretentions of culture are perverted and their stupidity is evident to
the young boy.

After Huck returns to the damaged raft, he is reunited

with Jim and both agree:

" ... there is no hare like a raft, after all. " 40

39 m.,
.
HU ck F'll111, p. 102 .
J.waln,
40
Ib'd
_l_.'
p. 103 .
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Next they take two fugitive con men mto the raft who insist they are
royalty and prefer to be addressed as the Duke and Dauphin.

'lliey mistreat

Huck and force him to becxroe part of their "con" garres; their ultimate
slap is to sell Jim back into slavery.

The only reason Huck tolerated

thEm was because he did not \vant the tranquility of the raft upset and
there was no other way of getting rid of than.
hadn 1 t no objections ,

1

Besides Huck said:

"I

long as it would keep peace in the family; . . .

If

I never learnt nothing else out of pap, I learnt that the best way to get
along with his kind of people is to let than have their

OtJn

way. " 41

Huck

has becane wise to the vagaries of human nature and conduct.
With every step on shore by Huck, his social initiation develops;
he gains maturity and kno.vledge.

The foibles of the river ccmnunities

make him appreciate and understand the goodness he finds in nature.

He
I

I L

is wise in his river lore; but his intercourse with the societies are a
nav· experience.

These nevv experiences prepare him for the later arousing

of his rroral anotions.
Huck 1 s initiation is even more violent than that of Tan Sawyer or
Prince Edward.

Huck soon realizes that all the greed, pride and violence

of the "cultured" river folks spring fran me evil institution--slavery.
Slavery casts a suspicious shadav over the world--it even extends to the
raft.
Huck is of the river, not of the tONns.

His is a Rousseauistic

child of nature in the sense that as long as he stays on the river he will

remain good.

41Ib'd
l
•

Once he goes ashore he will be corrupted by the society he

,

p. 110.
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finds there.

As Rousseau stated in the Emile:

"Everything is gcx:rl as it ·

canes fran the hands of the Maker of the world but degenerates once it
gets into the hands of man. " 42

Huck is not the ccmplete Rousseauistic

child, hcwever, because his ancestry generating fran Pap rEmoves him fran
the garden of innocence.
father.

Rousseau claims:

" ... the right teacher is the

A mild will be better brought up by a wise father. • . .

'lhe man

who cannot fulfill a father's duties has no right to beca:re a father. rr43
Everything Pap has taught Huck has been bad; he instigated Huck to steal
food, lie, and break the laws of society.

He was a bad father so he was

even a worse teacher.
The dl.urning river is not the same as the innocent and gentle garden
of Rousseau.

Here one finds evidence of violence, terror, and even

death--subjects not found in Rousseau's idyll.
rount:r:y, for Rousseau wanted to keep him:
morals of the tcwns.
rorrupting. rr4 4

II

Emile grcws up in the
far fran the filthy

'lhe glitter of tcwn life is seductive and

Huck ID2ets this rorruption all along the river front; he

cannot escape it the way Rousseau let Emile escape it by putting him into
an innocent garden free fran social influences.

For Rousseau feels that

if he exposed Emile to these evils he would becane corrupt; but Huck
manages to transcend that corruption with his intrinsic goodness.
Cox writes:

James

"Huck is, after all, incorruptible and though his body is

finally captured by the society whim "wants" him so, it has not got his
na:rre affixed to it; as the novel ends, the real Huck who cannot die is
42 Rousseau, Emile, p. 11.
43Ib'd
__
l_.' p. 18.
4 4Ibid., p. 42.
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ready to :light aut for the territo:ry, to continue his restless flight
. 'l'1zati'on. n45
frcm "s1v1

Huck is a natural creature who instinctively knavs right fran wrong
no matter what is ascribed by the social ccx:1e.

Huck prizes above all else

the virtues of honesty, loyalty, candor and love.

These same virtues

rrocJ<Erl and undenninded by the river folks, the mock Duke and Daur:hin,
Colonel Sherburn and his Pap.

The only real and feeling human beings are

Huck and Jim for they possess the sensitivity to remain untainted.
the young and innocent rEmain pure.
this civilization.

Only

'Ihis is why Huck wants no part of

For unlike the tONDSpeople, Huck and Jim kna..v the

real meaning of truth.

As Lionel Trilling noted:

" ... Huck Finn has also

the truth of rroral passion; it deals directly with the virtue and
depravity of man's heart. "

46

In the opening passages of the book, Huck and Tan raid a "mc:b" of
"Spaniards and A-rabs" who turn out to be school mildren on a picnic.
Tan is totally caught up in this fantasy.

Huck, with his childlike

curiosity, goes along with the game because he wants to see the camels and
· elernants that Tan premises.

Huck becares disgusted with Tan • s ranantic

.linagination when he realizes that there were no camels , eler:hants or
diamonds.
In retrospect, the significance of these harmless anbushes have a

greater moral significance by the time Huck encounters real robbers and
45James M. Cox, "Remarks on the Sad. Initiation of Huckleber:ry Finn,"
Sevanee Revie.v, LXII (Surrmer, 19 54) , 39 7.

46

Trilling, "The Greatness of Huckleber:ry Finn," p. 45.
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falSe aristocrats.

He experiences real depravity and murder on the sunken

stearrboat and experienCEs a bloody feud.

Tan dreams his adventures while

Huck actually lived them.
Huck finally finds his way to the Phelps' fann where he is mistaken
for Tan Sawyer.

The Phelps' are related to Tan and are expecting him.

When the real Tan shews up he passes himself off as his brother Sid.
Huck relates his rescue plot for Jim to him.

True to his romantic nature,

Tan devises an elaborate plot based on the escapes of Henry IV, Casanova,

and "Benvenuto Chelleeny."

parts of the story.

This is one of the weakest and most foolish

It is also the cruelest for Tan knc.:ws that Jim has

been released by Miss Watson and the moral thing would be to tell Huck
and Jim.

But Tan insists on doing it by the books, so they plot Jim's

intricate escape.
Huck cannot understand why Tom wants to canplicate matters when all
they had to do was take the key off the hook and let Jim walk out of the
cabin.

Huck is so overaved by Tan's plot and personality that he

sacrifices his practicality to Tan's nonsense.

He is surprised that the

respectable Tan would incriminate himself by stealing a slave.

Huck

relates:
Tan was in earnest.... Here was a boy that was respectable
and ~ill brung up; and he had a character to lose; and folks at
hane that had characters; and he was bright and not leatherheaded; and kno.ving and not ignorant; and not mean, but kind;
and yet here he was, without any more pride, or rightness, or
feeling, than to stoop to this business, and make himself a
shame, and his family a shame, before everybcxly. I couldn't
understand it no way at all. It was outrageous, and I knc.:wed
I ought to just up and tell him so; and so be his friend, and
let him quit the thing right where he was and save himself. 47
47'IWain, Huck Finn, pp. 203-04.
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'!he irony of this passage is that Huck is attributing to Tan all the

dlaracteristics of which only Huck is worthy.

Tan is the op}X)site of

these virtues but bedazzles Huck enough to earn his respect.

'Ihis passage

also shews that Huck was more a part of St. Petersburg society than he
thought.
adults.

He admires the respectable o::rles of behavior prescribed by the
'Ihe paradox in Huck Finn is seen here.

Huck yearns to be a

respectable merrber but feels himself un.vorthy, yet, he also wants to
escape the same constraints that make that society respectable.
Huck's ultimate conclusions at the end., after witnessing the
depravity of the tcwns, is to "light out for the territory."

He has

totally rejected society by this point and the territory is the only salve
that will heal his wounds.
the journey.

He did not find the freedan he was seeking on

But his last statanent in the book is a final universal

grasp for that freedom; it expresses his fear of being "sivilized" once
again:

"But I reckon I got to light out for the territory ahead of the

rest, because Aunt Sally she's going to adopt me and sivilize me, and I
can't stand it.

I been there before. "

48

In 1893, 'IWain once again decided to return to his favorite thEme:
He presented the three heroes of his two most popular books :

childhood.

Huck, Jim, and Tan.

'Ihis resulted in Tom Sawyer Abroad.

Sawyer's imagination lands then in an adventure.

Again, Tan

'Ihis time they becane

captives of a mad baloonist who takes than out over the Atlantic.
balloonist falls overboard and the trio heads for Africa.

In the middle

of the Sahara, they meet lions, caravans ~d marauding "A-rabs."
48

.

'IWa111, Huck Firm, p. 214.

'Ihe
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'Ihe main thane of the book oonsists of dialogues and squabbles about
the time changes caused by the longitudes , pravess of fleas, mirages, and
even creation itself.

Tan insists on displaying his superior intelligence

over Huck and Jim 1 s practical carm:m sense.
Instead of a raft, the balloon becanes the telesoope for scanning
human life.

As on the raft, there are also dangers to overc:x::xre which the

boys do heroically.

'Ihis adventure turns into another escape exhibiting

'IWain 1 s avn symbolic desire to escape fran civilization.

saga of the trio 1 s reactions to adult experience.

'Ihe book is a

Albert Stone has

uenetrated
the rreaning of this book very succinctly:
...
'Ihe rising and falling of the balloon in response to the adult
activities davn on the ground represents the way childhood can
(and must) adjust to gravn-ups. The balloon 1 S perspective
constantly shifts, and the boys themselves make the adjustments;
but it is the threate.'1ing prescence of adults-the mad Professor,
brigands, soldiers-which make Tan, Huck and Jim hop. 49
The book is not only pure adventure; it is also a philosophic
adventure.

The three debate philosophic questions about the differenoe

between knavledge and "instink" and the reality of a mirage.
DeVoto sees the book as:

Bernard

"The exploitation of the provincial mind and its

prejudioes, ignorances, assumptions, wisdans, cunning.

It rrerrorably dif-

ferentiates three stages of that mind, by way of the familiar Tan, Huck,
and Nigger Jim. ,.so

In their dialogues between knew ledge and "instink,"

Tam represents the literary imagination while Huck and Jim represent the
provincial mind.

When Huck and Jim rebel against Tan 1 s "truths," Tan

49stone, The Innocent Eye, pp. 152-53.
50
Bernard DeVoto (eel.) , The Portable Mark 'I\vain (NEW York:
Viking. Press, 1946), p. 32.
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beo:rnes disgusted with them and asserts:

"I 1m lost in the sky with no

cx:mpany but a passel of lo.v-dCMn anllna.ls, that don 1 t kno.v more than the
head. boss of a university did three or four hundred years ago ... sl

In

spite of Tan 1 s bragging and maneuvering, he never is allo.ved to win a
victory over Huck and Jim's practicality and cxmnon sense.
This book, in a sense, is Twain's swan song; it is the last definite
statement he makes about childhood in a novel.

For as Stone said:

Placing the innocent eye of boyhood in the aerial persr:ective
of the high-soaring airship gave Twain a double filter, as it
were, against the baibarities of adult life belo.v. As a consequence death became a fonn of sand sleep, epistEmOlogically
prc:blEmS gre.v less r:erplexing as the three "erromorts"
derronstrated ho.v much more bearable life could be in a balloon
even than on a raft. To be sure, Tan S~er Abroa::i offers no
real solution to the questions it raises. 2
The debates in the

No prc:blEmS have been solved; no oonclusions reached.

balloon have been left to flounder in the desert, soon to be forgotten
and hidden by the sands.
Jim gets sent back to St. Petersburg in the balloon to pick up a
pir:e, leaving Huck and Tan situated on Jvbunt Sinai.

Aunt Polly catches

Jim an::1 tells him to infonn the boys to ccroe hane.

The ending is rather

abrupt and Twain seaned to be running out of further adventures for the
boys.
Once hane, Tan exploits his glory and Huck "takes a back seat" to
his idol.

~\hen

the village's interest in Tan wanes, Huck is disturbed by

Tan 1 s sad behavior.

Huck asks him:

5

~k Twain, Tan Scwyer Abroad (Ne.v York:
1935), p. 1035.
52Stone, The Innocent Eye, pp. 187-88.
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"
what was he in sum a state about, he said it'rnost broke
his heart to think hew tirre was slipping a.vay, and him getting
older and older, and no wars breaking out and no way of making
a name for himself that he oould see. New that is the way
boys is always thinking, but he was the first one I ever heard
a::rne out and say it. 53
'!he wise Huck, through Twain's :pen, again sees the oore of a young heart
yearning for adventure and glory.
Tan SaNyer is Twain's favorite literary dlaracter.

He is not only

the hero in the books in which he ap:pears , but Twain also incarnates his
personality in other characters sum as :
Yankee, Tan Canty, and Pudd 'nhead Wilson.
who is the author's alter ego.

Hank Morgan, the Connecticut
Twain identifies most with Tan,

Torn is the spirited boy and also the tcwn

"shew-off" whim Twain remained till his dying day.
the notoriety that Twain reamed.

Tan also achieved

Torn's imagination, self-dramatization,

and personality were an integral part of Twain's whole canposi tion.

He

could not shake Torn loose fran his imagination, for he was the
representation of the cantankerous old man's vision of a lost youth.
In Pudd 'nhead Wilson, the main maracters are not children but are
instead the innocent victims of the social systern that nurtured slavery.
Again, identities are switmed.

This tirre Roxy, a mulatto slave,

exmanges her white-skinned baby with her master's baby.

The mother of

the white baby died giving birth and the father is too preoccupied with
business to notice the swi tm.
victim of a cruel society.

Roxy did not want her son to be the slave

Hence, the true white baby is raised as a

slave and the slave is raised as an aristocrat.
5 .3.rwain, Torn SaNyer Abroad, p. 1004.
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Tan Drisroll, the assl.lrred white baby, is one of '!Wain's most

despicable characters.
society.

In him are all the evil traits '!Wain so hated in

Meanwhile, the true white boy gra.vs into a hurrble, rourageous ,

kind hero while enslaved to the wicked Tom.

M::>st of '!Wain's dlildren do

not change radically but graN and mature by a sla.v process.

Though '!Wain

did not believe in mild depravity' he still maintained that if a mild is
born to be bad he will usually remain so in spite of the outside influences.
He feels if a mild has bad heredity, environment will usually not alter
the predetermined actions.

He was too enraptured with childhood to

seriously believe this concept; but in his literature he often strained
his basic beliefs to ronfonn to the action and ronflict of the plot.

So

the dlaracter of Tom had to be made evil to provide a true antagonist and
introduce ronflict into the therre of Pudd 'nhead.

Tan was seen as a bad

baby by '!Wain and nothing rould be altered to change that roncept.
wrote:

"Tom was a bad baby from his usurption....

He

He would burst into

storms of devilish temper without notice .... he would claw anybody who
came within ream of his nails, and pound anybody with his rattle. " 54

He

- was a demanding spoiled baby and becarre even worse as he reached maturity.
All his evil finally culminated in his murder of his guardian.
As the two boys gra.v up, Tom mistreats and belittles the gentle and

courageous Charrbers whenever he can.
hit him.

One day Charrbers turned on Tern and

The Judge gave him a sound beating for it and Chambers there-

after "took Tom's cruelties in all humility •.. and made no more
54
Mark 'IWain, The Tragedy of Pudd' nhead Wilson (NEW York:
American Library, 1964), pp. 39-40.
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experiments." 5 5

Chambers has just learned his first rule for

survival in society.

Tom keeps on mistreating Chambers and

playing cruel pranks on him.

Tom's pranks are not innocent and

teasing, but they are performed out of maliciousness.

'ilhen one

of his pranks misfires, he becomes so enraged that he tries to
stab Chambers to death.
The boys of Dawson's Landing are like boys everywherei and
summertime is the best time of all for boys:
n.

In summer the pet pastimes of the boys of Dawson's Landing A.-' ,
was to steal apples, peaches, and melons from the farmer's c-.<
fruit wagons-mainly on account of the risk they ran of
,, J\··
getting their heads laid open with the butt of the farner's
whip. Tom was a distinguished adept at these thefts-by
proxy. Chambers did his stealing, and got peach stones,
apple cores, and melon rinds for his share.56
The climax of the story is a trial and Pudd'nhead Wilson
reveals the real identities through fingerprints.

Tom is

accused as the murderer and Chambers is restored to his rightful
place in societyi but it is too late.

For the:

••• real heir suddenly found himself rich and free, but in a
most embarrassing situation. He could neither read nor
write, and his speech was the basest dialect of the Negro
quarter. Ris gait, his attitudes, his gestures, his bearing, his laugh-all were vulgar and uncouth; his manners
were the manners of a slave. Money and fine clothes could
not mend these defects or cofer them up; they only made them
the more glaring and the more pathetic. The poor fellow
could not endure the terrors of ~he white man's parlor, and
felt at home and at peace nowhere but in the kitchen.57

SSrbid., p. 42.
56rbid., pp. 42-43.
57rbid., p. 167.
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Society had oonditioned the real Tom to be a slave; he cannot mange that
or break out of the rrold.

That is the real tragedy of the novel.

'!Wain's one child heroine was Joan of Arc.

With the exception of

Joan, all his main characters had been boys, for he oould deal easier with
them because they c::arre from his merro:ry.
loving adoration.

!:!£ 1 'IWain

sCM

Joan of Arc was written with

She was 'IWain' s vision of the ideal child.

In Joan of

a young girl pitted against his two most hated institutions:

the church and the crovm.

Stone writes that:

" ... the unique instanre in

histo:ry of the young girl whose innocenre not rrerely existed but acted in
the gross world of adult affairs.

She was the peerless human being, and

it was of the utrrost importance that she remain eternally a young girl. .. sa
'IWain had always had a partiality for young girls.

ovm three young girls.

He doted on his

He enjoyed c:bserving young girls mature

emotionally and intellectually and was happiest when surrounded by them.
'

He hel:ped fonn 'Ihe Saturday Morning Club whereby young neighboring girls
joined him and his daughters in discussing literature.

In his later

years after he had lost rrost of his family, he fonned the Angel Fish Club,
a group of young girls that kept a despairing old man company through his
darkest hours.
Joan does not tell her

Otm

sto:ry.

personal friend, Sieur Louis de Conte.
Mark 'IWain.

Instead, it is narrated by her
For Sieur Louis, one can read

In Joan, the historical perspective is lost since 'IWain used

his poetic license in errbellishing it to make it palatable.

Even though

he had done oonsiderable research, the descriptive scenes , especially
58

Stone, The Innocent Eye, p. 207.
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those of Joan's dlildhocxl, are manufactured entirely fran 'IWain 's
imagination.

'Ihis anbellishment causes the characters to appear in a rrore

realistic light and not rrerely as actors in a history book.
Again, the nature scenes are the rrost loving and gentle tines in the
young girl's life.

In the fields , joy and play prevail.

In the village

scenes, violence blots out the innocent manents of the fields.

Twain,

again, puts his children into the naturally gocxl garden of nature; and the
rorrupting villain is society.

Violence also penreated the pages of

Joan--even the innocent maid :must be confronted by the blocd and gore
always lurking in the background.

For Twain, the blocxl and gore that

children are exposed to is a necessary ingredient of everyday life--be it
in the sixteenth or nineteenth century.

They cannot flee for it is part

of their initiation into a violent society.

Joan's cxvn violent death at

the stake was a necessary stage in the gravth cycle of the girl's gcxxmess.
· The culmination of grief' and despair over the human race resulted in
'!Wain's last ccmplete major work:
surface it looks simple:

"'Ihe Mysterious Stranger. "

en

the

Satan's nefbew visits a small tavn in medieval

Austria (Assville) to team three young boys about the rigors of life.
He derronstrates his divine pavers to Theodor (the narrator), Seppi and
Nickolaus.
laughingly.

He builds miniature worlds for them only to destroy them
When the boys protest this brutal act, Satan explains:

No, it was a human thing. You should not insult the brutes by
misuse of that word; they have not deserved it. . . . It is like
your paltry race-always lying, always claiming virtues "Which
it hasn't got, always denying them to the higher animals, which
alone possess them. No brute ever does a cruel thing-that is
the monopoly of those with the fural Sense. ~vnen a brute
inflicts pain he does it innocently; it is not wrong; for him
there is no sudl thing as wrong. And he does not inflict pain
for the pleasure of inflicting it-only man does that. Inspired

:py that mongrel MJral Sense of his! . . •

A sense whose function
:i,.s to distinguish between right and wrong, with liberty to choose
\Which of than he will do. NON what advantage can he get out of
t::hat? He is always choosing, and in nine cases out of ten he
preferes the wrong. 'Ihere shouldn't be any wrong; and without
t::he }bral Sense there couldn't be any. 59
Here,

as no other work, is 'IWain's "pen wa:r:ned-up in hell" at its rrost

bitingJ" and devastating.
~t

first, the three boys are portrayed as innocent caricatures of

roodiev-al piety and ignorance; at the end they are aware of the rreanness

arrl Vt.Ilgari ty of the world which is destroying their innocence.

'IWain

sees o:>nly good things emanating fran childhood; all evil emanates fran
crlults •.
Ln another scene, Nickolaus' rrother is condermed to burn at the stake
after

the tc:wnspeople find her guilty of witchcraft.

turns

to the crONd with these words:

"We played together once, in long-

agone • days when we were innocent little creatures .
I forg_ -ive you. " 60

Before she dies, she

For the sake of that,

In the name of childhood, she forgives the mcb.

She

is car tent to die because she is tired of their society; she has left the
cx:rnfor---t of childhood and death is better than adulthood for her.
'!Wain'

Like

who was yearning for the blessed relief of death, she is also

tired ~f man's inhumanity to man.

Only in her long-past childhood could

she fin:::nd the refuge that '!Wain had been seeking in his children's

literat- ture.

It is in the adult world that the ultimate illusion is

apparen:::nt.

New

sa 9

. . ._ Mark 'IWain, 'Ihe Mysterious Stranger and Other Stories (Ne.v York:
Ame~erican Library, 1962) , pp. 192-93.
60
' . 9Ibid.' p. 231.
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'Ihe ultimate illusion is life itself.

At the close of the sto:ry,

satan callously states the aging author's "Gosp2l" of dissillusionrrent:
Life itself is only a vision, dreams.... Nothing ~sts; all is
a dream. God-man-the world-the sun, the m:x:m, the Wllderness of
stars-a dream, all a dream; they have no existence. Nothing
exists save empty space-and you!... And you are not you-you have
no bcx:ly, no blcx:xi, no bones, you are but a thought.... You will
remain a thought, the only existent thought, and by your nature
inextinguishable, indestructible.... Strange, indeed, that you
should not have susp2cted that your universe and its contents
were only dreams, visions, fiction! ... there is no God, no
universe, no human race, no earthly life, no heaven, no hell.
It is all a dream-a grotesque and foolish dream. Nothing exists
but you. And you are but a thought-a vagrant thought, a useless
thought, a haneless thought, wandering forlorn arrong the anpty
eternities. 6 l
After Satan finishes this provocative speech, 'Ihecx:lor is left stunned and
appalled; for then he realizes the tragedy of it all:

" ..• that all he

(Satan) had said was true. n62
For the last ti;rre, 'IWain is using children as vehicles for the
rat;ionalization of man 1 s existence.

'Ihrough the three boys, 'IWain conveys

his aging detenninism and pessimism.

Here he finally realizes that boys

will be boys and eventually grav up into lying adults.
helped.

They are predetennined to do so.

evecything is predetermined:

It cannot be

As far as 'l\vain is concerned,

behavior, goodness and evil; and society

merely conditions and reinforces the predetermined pattern.
It is aJmost unbelievable that the same man who gave us the beauty
and simplicity of Huck Finn and Tom Savyer was able to bitterly pen "'Ihe
Mysterious Stranger."

'IWain 1 s works are a reflection of his life.

His

early works are bright and fresh, written by the optimistic "Wild Man of
61Ibid., pp. 252-53.
62

.

Ibld. ' p. 253.
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the Pacific Slq:Je."

His later works reveal a tired, beaten man,

disillusioned by deaths of his loves ones and personal ills and failures.
Beauty has been covered with an ugly facade and satire has been replaced
with despair.
into a man.

In other words , the child has left the garden and gro.vn
In the follcwing chapters we see hew 'IWain 's view of

childhood created his views on education and schooling.

CHAPTER III
MARK 'IWAIN' S VIEWS ON EDUCATIOO
As with everything else, Mark 'IWain also had opinions and viewpoints

on education.

He was concerned about the educational prcblans of his day

and the future of the nation.
of his day such as

He did not follc::w the educational theorists

Henry Barnard and Horace Mann; instead, after

conteuplation, he arrived at sane startling views, applicable then and
also today.

He was in eve:ry sense of the word, an educational prq:b.et.

While he did not write his educational viEWs in any one source, Mark
'IWain' s ideas on education are found in his liberal insights and
prcx;JI"essive innovations, as well as his condemnations, throughout his
works, especially in his earlier ones as opposed to the detenninistic and
pessimistic later ones.
Even though he himself had a ve:ry limited fonnal school education, he
always recc:gnized the pc::wer of education.
is just another word for training.
Man?", he firmly states:

According to 'IWain, education

In his detenninistic essay, ''What is

"Training is potent.

Training tc::ward higher and

higher, and even higher ideals is worth any man's thought and labor and
diligence. ,l

Training was man's salvation.

It was the rrost _tX:M'erful tool

~k 'IWain, ;.What is Man?", in Charles Neider (ed.), The Cc:rnplete
Essays of Mark 'IWain (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963),
p. 359.
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in uplifting him to greater ideals.
training and education.

'TWain did not distinguish between

He used these tenns as synonyms .

For 'TWain, places other than the four walls of a class roan were
capable of educating a man.

Conscious teaching is a marvelous tool if

utilized correctly by the educator; but unconscious training is just as
important a tool in the educational process for 'TWain.

Active participa-

tion in life and the :r;::ersistence and endurance to strive to better oneself
is an acceptable systan for attaining one's goals.

'TWain was to a large

extent a self-made man and extranely proud of his acccrnplishments.
ruefully said:

He

"'Ihe self-rrade man is without the aristocratic graces

conferred by a college education. "
the Yankee boasts:

2

In his novel, A Connecticut Yankee,

"Self-made man .... they kno.v ho.v to talk.

They do

deserve rrore credit than any other breed of men, yes , that is true; and
they are among the very first to find it out, too. n3
· Justin Kaplan has ccmrented on 'TWain's informal training:

"His high

school was a village printing-office, and .... he made the world his
university. " 4

His training as a pilot was as grueling an ex:r;::erience as

working for a degree at any university.

'TWain's training delivered him

fran the cultural stereotypes prevalent among the academics.

He had the

unique freshness and E:dan that one does not usually learn in a fonnal
educational setting; his genius remained free of conventions.
2Hency Nash Smith, Developnent of a Writer (Carrbridge:
Press of Harvard University, 1962) , p. 151.

The Belknap

3

Mark 'TWain, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Nsv York:
Nsv American Library, 1963), p. 226.

4
Justin Kaplan (ed.) , Mark 'TWain:
Wang, 1967) , p. xiii.

A Profile (Nsv York:

Hill and

'
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At ·the age of twenty-three, 'IWain was .a professional pilot and
acrording to his biografher, Paine:

" ... it is not likely that any boy

ever finished college with the mass of practical infonnation and training
that was stored CMay in Samuel Clenens' 1}-ead, or with his kncwledge of
hunan nature, his preparation for battle with the world. ,.s While piloting,
'!Wain continued with his self-education that he had started in the print-

ing office.

He was mainly rernerrbered by his pilot friends as a great

reader and yarn spin.11er.
literature and science.

He read incessantly books about histo!".J, travel,
Always fond of foreign languages, he taught

himself French and a little German while on the river and continued with
these languages until he was an old man.
languages

t.~at

He became so fluent in both

he was able to write stories in then, such as his transla1

'

tion of "'Ihe Jumping Frog" into French . . He accxmplished the enormity of
this task brilliantly and later renarked:

"Kncwledge has to be acquired

by hard worki none of it is flung at our heads gratis. " 6
Because he had to work so hard to achieve his a-m knewledge, 'IWain
admired the 11iligence needed for an education.
through 'IWain, exclaims:
of education!

"My land, the p:::wer of training!

of influence!

It can bring a body up to believe anything. " 7

humorist could not be suppressed for long.
education by saying tilab

But the

In a laconic rocment he mocked

"Training is everything.

5Albert Bigelcw Paine, Mark 'IWain:
Brothers, 1912), Vol. I, pp. 145-46.
6

The Yankee, speaking

The peach, was once

A Biografhy (NEW York:

Harper

&

Ben1ard DeVoto (eel.), Mark 'TWain: · ·r.etters fran the Earth (NEW York:
Fcwcett World Library, 1962), p. 72.
7
.
.
l-f..ark 'IWa.J..n;
F4 ConrtectH:;ut
Yank
· ee, p. .1., 32 •
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a bitter almond; cauliflaver is nothing but cabbage with a college
education. " 8

But beneath the humor was a troubled mind groping for

answers to rrore profound educational prd:>lans.
Training and education are interdlangeable for 'IWain.
education or training we initiate people into society.

Through

Training is the

all important key to success or failure, good or evil, gravth or stagnation.

"Training," 'IWain said, "does wonderful things.

training cannot do.

'lhere is nothing

Nothing is above its reach or belav it ... it can

destroy principles, it can recreate them; it can debase angels to men and
lift rren to angelship. " 9
'IWain' s total belief and involvement with training is best exempli£ ied
by Hank Morgan, the Connecticut Yankee:
Training-training is everything; training is all there is to a
person. We speak of nature; it is folly; there is no sum thing
as nature; what we call by that misleading nart12 is mere opinions
of our avn; they are transmitted to us, trained into us. All
that is original in us, and therefore credible of discreditable
to us , can be covered up and hidden by the point of a cambric
needle, all the rest being atoms contributed by, and inherited
fran, a procession of ancestors that stretches back a billion
years to the Adam-clam or grasshopper or monkey fran whan our
race has been developed. And as for me, all that I think about
in this plodding sad pilgrimage, this pathetic drift betvleen the
eternities, is to look out and hl.IDlbly live a pure and high and
blameless life, and save that one microscopic a tan in me that
is truly rre: the rest may land in Sheol and welcane for all I
care.lO -

~k 'IWain, 'Ihe Tragedy of Pudd 'nhead Wilson (Ne.v York:
Arrerican library, 1964), p. 46.

Ne.v

9
Mcoovell Geismer, Mark 'IWain: An American Prophet (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1970), p. 376.
lO'IWain, A Connecticut Yankee, p. 114.
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'!his quote may be seen as a dire and pessimistic statenent made by a
bitter disillusioned man.

Havever, still 'IWain believed, in spite of all,

that education was the great arbitrator, the great savior and salve to
rrend the w0\.ll1d of "the damned human race."
both in his life and his writing.

'IWain was always contradictory;

In spite of the pessimism expressed in

connecticut Yankee and "What is Man?", he still adheres to the idea that:
"Inestimably valuable is training, influence, education in (the) right
directions. ,ll

On

one hand he cnnderrms the hunan race to Sheol and on

the other hand he firmly believes that there is hope for man's bettennent
through training.

Pessimism and optimism were an integral part of this

enigmatic man.
Havever, his optimism extends only so far as to acknavledge that it
is only gcxx1 training that will elevate and that bad training reduces man

to evil.

Bad training is a direct result of bad institutions and

influences.

'Ihe only way to change the situation is to take man out of

that evil environrrent or change the institutions radically.

Man is like

a chameleon who blends in with his background; once rerroved, he can becx:rne
whatever his heredity and training allav him.
'IWain substitutes the word temperament for heredity.

Training can

only lead a man as far as his temperament determines him to be led.
"TEmperam::mt," Train insisted, "is the disposition you were born with.
You can't eradicate your disposition nor any rag of it-you can only put
pressure on it and keep it davn and quiet." 12

His most pessimistic

thoughts culminated in the bitter cnnclusion that man is merely a
machine, as previously cited:
1

~ain, "What is Man?", Neider, p. 340.

12Ibid., p. 365.
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Man the machine-man the bnpersonal engine. \1hatsoever man is 1
is due to his make, and to the influences brought to bear upon

it by his heredities , his habitat 1 hls associations. He is
rroved 1 directed, ~ED, by exterior influences-solely. He
originates nothing, not even a thought.l3
Fortunately, this p:=ssimism was counter-balanced with 'TWain 1 s belief in
progress.

Roger Salorron neatly points out 'TWain 1 s simple theory of

prcgress:

"Man is shap:=d solely by heredity and institutions; his heredity

is a constant and his institutions are getting better; therefore man must
be getting better." 14
Therefore, according to 'TWain 1 s theory of progress , if we improve the
training institutions we will develop a better quality of man.

Sinoe the

school is one of the more important institutions, along with society and
the church, the school must be made adaptable to the man.
many faults with the .American public schools.

'TWain found

He accused them of

prcgressing too rapidly for most students; and held that they should
prcgress according to the child 1 s capabilities and readiness.

He deplored

the practice of over-educating students for a limited jc:b market.
dlarnpioned vocational training over acadenic training.

He

And lastly, he

thought the sd1ools were working the children too hard and not
Emphasizing enough play.
His rules for education were very pragmatic for the time.

He urged

teachers to accept the students as partners in the educational experience.
As he ccrnprehended it, students learn best by doing--not ruminating over

dry rules and facts.

13

Thid.

1

'Ihis dry and irnp:=rsonal fonn of education made mere

P• 337 •

14
. Roger B. Salorron, 'TWain and the Image of History (New Haven:
University Press, 1961), p. 138.

Yale
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fact-recitation madl.ines out of students.
and free:::lan to think for thEmSelves •

It squashe:::l their indeperrlence

'Ihe end result of this was an

imprdJable set of stupid answers on exams.

These answers, 'IWain a:mtends,

shew:
'Ihat the person uttering it was pushe:::l ahead of
... and ... proof that he had been put to the task
before he had had a single lesson in the art of
whim is the equivalent of dumping a pupil into
he has learned the progressive steps which lead
make its acquirerrent possible .15

where he belong~
of acquiring
acquiring it, ·
geanetry before
up to it and ,

He greatly admired Helen Keller for her triumphs over her multiple
handicaps.

He glc:wingly says of her:

"She doesn't knCMT merely things,

she is splendidly familiar with meanings of than.

\Vhen she writes an

essay on Shakes:pearean dl.aracter, the English is fine and strong, her
grasp of the subject is the grasp of one who knCMTs, and her page is
electric with light." 16

'IWain further postulates that if her tutor, Miss

Sullivan, had taught her in tf1e methods of American public schools, then
Helen Keller:
before. " 17

..Would be deafer and dumber and blinder then she was

He blamed the schools in their irrational way of teaching as

the cause for the e:::lucational prcblEmS.

He said of these methods:

In the public school, apparently, they teach the child to s:pell
cat, then ask it to calculate an eclipse; when it can read words
of hvo syllables, they require it to explain the circulation of
the blood; when it reaches the head of the infant class they
bully it with conundrtnns that cover the danain of the universal
knCMTledge.l8
15
Mark 'IWain, Follc:wing the Equator, Charles Neider (ed.), 'Ihe Canplete Travel Books of Mark 'I\vain (Garden City, N. J. : Double:::lay & Co. ,
Inc., 1967), p. 1026.
16
17

Ibid.
Ibid.

18--

Ibid., pp. 1021-22.
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He further railed against the anphasis of the professions being
stressed in acadEmic circles.

Twain was living in a scientific and

rrec::hanical age of discovery, and often wondered where the men would
receive an education to operate these magnificent machines.

He knsv they

were not cx:rning fran the public school, for he canrrented:
I once made a speech deploring the injuries inflicted by the
high school in making handicrafts distasteful to boys who
would have been willing to make a living at trades and agriculture if they had but had the good luck to stop with the
cxmnon school. But I made no converts. Not one 1 in a
ccmnuni ty overrun with educated idlers who were above
foll<»Ting their father's mechanical trades, yet could find
no market for their book kn<»Tledge .19
TWain did not agree that the present school systems were adept at
gathering and dissEminating kn<»Tledge.

'Ihe schools were approaching the

prcblems incorrectly with their over-emphasis on book learning and
neglecting vocational training.

Twain felt that those students who do not

shCM an aptitude for scholastic training should be allCMed to pursue
trcrles.

Again Twain realizes that not everyone's heredity or tEmperament

all<»Ts for academic training.

'Ihose with a conflicting tEmperament 1 but

still wishing to be educated, should have an alternative.
detennined to exercise their talents in other areas.

Sane are

Only when the

schools becane aware of this duality can real progress be made to equalize
education.
Twain had a strong distaste for the rote learning methods Employed by
educators and strongly advocated learning by association and doing.
satirically emphasized his point in 'Ihe Gilded Age, descriliing
19Mark Twain quoted in Robert T. Oliver, "Mark Twain's Views on
Education 1 " Education , LTI (October, 19 40) , 114 .
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rote-memorization:
'lhe dlildren were put to sdlool at least it was what passed for
a school in those days : a place where tender young humanity
devote::i itself for eight or ten hours a day to learning incanprehensilile rubbish by heart out of books and reciting it by
rote, like parrots; so that a finished education consistErl
sirnply of a penuanent headache and the abili~ to read without
stopping to spell the words or take a breath. 0
'Ihis type of learning is not meaningful to children's lives.
the facts but do not knav the meaning behind the facts.

'Ihey parrot

Rote-learning

eventually becomes a hodge-podge of irrelevant facts cravding young minds.
'IWain felt that childhood was a pleasurable time and since education
is such an integral large part of childhood, it should also be a
pleasurable experience.

He was totally against learning by threats or

punishrrent since he had experienced this type of learning himself and
despised it.

He remembered many instances in his short tenure at

Hannilial 's sdlool, of the whippings and thrashings he received fran his
teachers to make him learn h{s lessons.

'IWain realized very early that

this was not an acceptable way to teach or learn anything.

Whatever a

pupil aCXJUired under this duress was soon forgotten on the first fine day
of surrrrer vacation.

Since there was no retention, nor transfer of

learning, whatever gains were made the previous years were usually not
carrie::i over to the next year.

For 'IWain, there had to be scm~tl1ing else

besides the school to educate the populace.
'!Wain:

Training is , according to

"Study, instruction, lectures, serrrons. " 21

But that is not the

whole thing:
20
Hark '!Wain, The Gilded .Aqe, Charles Neider (ed.), The Conplete
Novels of Mark 'IWain (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1964),
Vol. I, p. 36.
21
'1\vain, ''What is Han?", Neider, p. 360.
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'lhat is a part of it-but not a large part. I mean all the outside influenres. There are a million of them. Fran the cradle
to the grave, during all his waking hours , the hurnai'1 being is
under training. In the very first ra'1k of his trainers stands
association. It is his human enviro~nt which influences his
mind and his feelings , furnishes him his ideals , and sets him
on this road and keeps him in it. If he leaves that road he
will find himself shunned by the people whcm he most loves and
esteems , and whose approval he most values . . . . The influences
about him create his preferenres, his aversions, his politics,
his tastes, his morals, his religion. He creates none of these
things for hirrself. He thinks he does, but that is because he
has not examined the matter. 22
It seaned to '!Wain that the things that remained most with a person
were the nnre valuable experienres he leatns frcm outside influences and
not the school.
roan.

Mudl learning goes on lmconsciously outside the class-

A student can learn fran personal experience, nature, custaTIS ,

superstitions, and encounters with society.
helpful as any sdloolbook.

The book of life ca'1 be as
'

'!Wain 1 s characters Tan Sawyer and Huck _Finn

epitanize the diverse areas of learning.

The romantic Tern who relived

his dull life in the pages of books did not change a great deal and
personal grONth was slight.

hi~.

Whereas Huck Finn, the natural child, lear_led

his m:::>st valuable lessons outside the classroan.
River were Huck 1 s classrocms and his books.

Nature, society and t>.e

Who is the wiser?

'!Wain is convinced it is Huck for he reveals Tern to be a ran&'1ticizer

and dreamer.

Tern is a stereotyped figure of public education.

contrast, Huck is the Ncble Savage, wise in the corrupt world.
learned well; Tan assumed that he has learned.
GeiSirer asserts '!Wain:

In
Huck has

For like Huck, Maxwell

"Had no use for this kind of schooling and

learning 1 and ,..,uuld rather put in his time loafing and playing, searching
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his soul, a."ld thinking his a.vn private thoughts. " 23

Twain had experienced

both types, a.'1d strongly asserted that it was the world of experience that
made him the wiser man 1 not the schoolroan.
'lhe building blocks of experience that shaped the young boy, Sam
Clemens, were almost fully fonned by the age of nine.

Sam was gro.vn up

at that age, as perceived by Paine:
'

and was full of knew ledge for his years ... he had acquired a great
number of things, mostly of a kind not acquired at school. ...
'Ihey were not always of a pleasant kind; they were likely to be
of a kind startling to a boy 1 even terrifying. . . . Once (he) sCM
an old man shot davn ... he savl two young men try to kill their
uncle .... he sCM a slave struck davm. and killed for a trifling
offense... He sa.v an abolitionist attacked by a m:b.... It is
not surprising that a boy would gather a store of human ~~owledge
amid such happenings as these.... He did not then regard thern as
an education.24
In his later literary career, Twain remEmbered these impressionable
incidents and inmrvxated them into his writing.

I
~

I
I
l

rapidly on the lawless frontier.

Children matun..'-d

They had to learn young that life is not

just made up of play but other aspects 1 such as violence and murder.
Twain detested school as much as Tan SEMyer did.
later caumer..ted:

His daughter Susie

"Grandma oouldn' t make papa go to school, so she let

him go into a printing-office to learn the trade.

He did so, and

gradually picked up enough education to enable him to do about as well as
those who v-rere more studious in early life. " 25
agreernent with her when he stated:

'lwain was in canplete

"I was educatEd not only in the

23Geismer, Art .Mterican Ptq:het, p. 109.

t

I

· 24Paine, r-t...ark '!\Vain: · A Biograthy, Vol. I, pp. 46....,48.
25
Charles Neider (ed.), The Autbbiografhy of Mark TWain (New York:
Harper & Brothers 1 19 59) , p. -- 214 •
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o::mron sdlool of Hannibal but also in my brother Orion's ne.vspaper
'
u26
o ff ~ce.

For 'l.Wain, one of the brightest Il'\OreJl.ts of his life was when

his rrother gave her pennission for him to quit school.

He became, in

every sense of the word, a successful drop-cut!
Besides the practical learning he acquired in school, the printing
office and the society of Hannibal, the Mississippi River becarre a great
teacher to Sam and the other children of Hannibal.

Paine reveals that the

river for Sam:
Was the path of adventure, the gat~1ay to the world .... its marvelous steamboats.... He would sit by it for hours and dream.
He felt its kinship .... its shifting shores, its depths,
its shadONs, its gorgeous sunset hues, its solann and tranqgil
entrance to the sea. . . . 'Ihese were all educational things. 27
'Ihe river carrying the steamboats introduced the children to a wide variety
of people they would not have met had Hannibal been more isolated.
country's grandeur and shame passed slONly on the river.

'Ihe

'Ib.e children

were exposed to garrblers, drunks, wicked wcmen and all that that
encx:mpasses.

'Ihey met and admired the pilots , and deckhands and the many

other travelers found on a steamboat.

All the children drearred of

sareday traveling on a steamboat; and es:r:ecially the boys had arrbitious
plans to be pilots.
'Ihe river became another extension of 'l.Wain' s education after he
left the printing trade.
stearrboat piloting.

He became a cub pilot and earned a "degree" in

"Undoubtedly," Paine asserts, "the river was a great

school for the study of life's broader r:hiloso:r:hies and hurrors:
26 Ibid., p. 83.
27 Paine, Mark '1\vain:

A Biografhy, Vol. I, pp. 49-50.
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Philosophies that avoid vague circumlocution and aim at direct and sure
results. " 28

In a short t.i.me, 'IWain learned to rea:l the river like a book.

He knew every danger and current between St. Louis and New Orleans; and in
his head he carried all these statistics to give him the ronfidence needed
for his majestic role.
Besides the statistical aspects of the river education, he also
acquired a vast knCMTledge of human character.

'IWain boasted one time:

"I got personally and familiarly acquainted with all the different types

I
I

of human nature that are to be found in fiction, biography, or history.
When I find a well-drawn character ... I generally take a warm personal
interest in him for the reason that I have knCMTn him before-met him on the
river. " 29

Huck gained this same knCMTledge about human nature as he

floated dCMTn the river on his raft.

'What started out as an escape fran

society, eventually turned out to be an educational experience.

I

I

· Like 'IWain, Huck became familiar with the geography of the river;
for example, as Huck's vernacular enlightens us on river lore:

"I

noticed sane pieces of lirrbs and such things floating dCMTn ... so I knCMTed
the river had begun to rise; ... of rourse I was where the current set in
closest to the shore; ... and I kne.v when night was over by the cool
breezes. "

I

I

30

While the river revealed its geografhy to Huck, Jim educated

Huck in the superstitions of the day.
28Ib'd
_l_., p. 128.

29Mal:k 'Th1ain, Life on the Mississippi (New York:
Library, 1961), p. 125.

'Ihe New .American

30
Mark 'IWain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (New York:
Row, Inc., 1965), p. 28.

Harper
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Eve:r:yone, 'IWain included, was kna.vledgeable in the superstitions that
directed the lives of the people.

'Ihrough Jim, Huck. was also made aware

of the spc:oky superstitions of the Negroes.

Huck., before the journey, was

avare that a dead spider rreant it would "fetch me sane bad luck." 31 and
that a dead cat could cure warts and it was foolish to look over your left
shoulder at the new moon.

One time he turned over the salt-shaker and

attempted to thra.v scrre of the salt over his shoulder for good luck, but
the pious Miss Watson discouraged him and Huck "just poked along la.v
spirited and on the watchout" 32 for the bad luck that would surely ccrre.
These and many more superstitions nurtured the impressionable boy.
On the river, Jim and Huck. 1 s conduct was based solely on superstitions
that folla.ved them to the raft.
and anxiety.

Every false move shrouded them in fear

The code of superstition ha:::l to be folla.ved at all cost if

they were to ream their destination.

For example, Jim warns Huck "not

to count the things you are going to cook for dinner, because it would
bring bad luck.

The same if you shook a tablecloth after sun:icwn. "

33

With all of these negative superstitions, Huck i...-1 a perplexing rnorrent
asked Jim if there were any good luck signs.
"dey ain 1 t no use to a bc:rly.
a-canin 1 for?

32 Thid.

1

p. 16.

33 Ibid., p. 41.
34 Ibid.

What you want to knav when good luck. 1 s

Want to keep it off?"

31Ib'd
_l_., p. 5.

Jim impatiently replied:

34
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'1

Huck is constantly being admonished by Jim to do everything according
to the rules of the superstitions:

to waver would be tragedy.

Huck

learned a valuable lesson when he did not heed Jim's warnings and played a
prank on the big black.

Huck rreant the prank to be harmless; he killed a

rattlesnake and put the dead snake under Jim's blanket.

When Jim laid

dam, the dead snake's mate had found him and bit Jim in the heel.

Jim

recovered fran the bite in a fEW days but warned Huck to listen to his
warnings.

Huck conceded that it would have been wise of him to ignore

the snake and avoid a tragedy and he would "druther see the nEW moon over
his left shoulder as much as a thousand times than take up a snakeskin in
his hands. " 35

Huck, in a mischievous manent, had also forgotten his

previous training, that a dead snake's mate would always cane looking for
its mate.
Huck's belief in superstitions is both an activity to forestall evil
and ·an attitude to explain it.

As Edgar Branch has noted:

To both Huck and Jim the reality of the supernatural has less to
do with Christian orthodoxy than with the portents , luck, and
magic formulas of a spirit realm. Jim ... is Huck's mentor in the
slippery discipline of superstitious ritual.... He is habitually
absorbed in fantasies shaped by his position in a society that
values slaves as mere ccxrm:x1ities or cbjects of wrath. To Huck,
also, the spirit world is a vast panorama upon which is enacted
the drama of his personal conflict .... the main force of superstition in the novel is to keep alive a sense of the malevolence
at the heart of things . In the supernatural realm the thanatic
conflict apparent in Huck's moral dilemma is re-created on a
mythical, fatalistic level. 36

35Ibid., p. 48.
36

Fdgar M. Brandl, "The 'IWo Providences: Thanatic Fonn in
Huckleberry Finn," College English, XI (January, 1950), 190.
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Huck soon realizes that nature is as unpredictable as the social world of
st. Petersburg.

His rroral decisions, shaped by superstitions, are even

:rrore profound on the river than in to;,m.

These same superstitions also

are his standard for coping with the violence and decadence of the
primitive life.

Through tha:n he rationalizes the goodness and badness

that darts across his path.

There always seems to be a superstition on

hand to explain eve:rything.
Huck and Jim have grandiose conversations on the raft.

They

encompass eve:rything fran the creation of stars to the value of monarchs .
Huck shews off sene of his book learning to Jim.

When Jim does not accept

all of the statanents based on white man 1 s schooling, he argues with Huck
and with his c:wn naive beliefs.

Huck thinks he is teaching Jim; but

actually Jim is teaching him much more about nature, life, and human
relations than Huck is aware of.

And Jim is doing all of this without a

single book, ruler, and trained teacher.

Jim 1 s book is the book of nature

and man; his ruler is cx:mpassion rather than fear, and his teachers are
his c:wn personal experiences culled from life instead of a classroom.
Huck "takes no stock in dead people" 37 and "no stock in
mathematics." 3 8 What rudiments of education he picked up in his short
stay at Mr. Dd:>bins 1 school, serve as only a backbone for the body of
kno.vledge he acquires through nature and social confrontations along the
To use Huck 1 s a.vn words :

river.

At first I hated the school, but by and by I got so I could
stand it. Whenever I got unccmm:::>n tired I played hookey, and
the hiding I got the next day done me gcxxl and cheered me up.
37

'J.Wain, Huckleberry Finn, p. 5.

38 Ib'd

_1_.' p. 15 .
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So the longer I went to school the easier it got to be •... but
before the cold weather I used to slide out and sleep in the
woods saretirnes and so that was a rest for me. I like the old
weys best, but I was getting to like the new ones, too, a
little bit. 39

At least Huck is trying hard to adapt to being educated; but as a child
of nature he cannot be confined too long to the strict society that he is
only enduring in order to establish his o.vn identity.
"When Huck is troubled, he responds to the longing in his heart and
finds a quiet spot and contemplates things in the serenity of the forest.
"He learns fran experience," according to Gladeys Bellamy, "but his
environment determined him only as his experiences develop what is
within.

Moral intuition is the basis on which his character rests. " 40

He knc:ws he must put up with sane discanfort because his conscience
dictates to him and holds him morally responsible for his actions.

If

fate rreant for him to attend school, then Huck will attend.
. At the beginning of the novel there are a few episodes 'Where Huck
flaunts his 'White "supremacy" over the black.

'

that is:

For Gilbert Rubenstein

"Huck's one fault .•. but ... quite understandable in any Southern

'White boy of that day but one 'Which-to his everlasting credit-he forces
himself to reject. " 41

Fortunately this prejudice does no hann to the

39 Ibid.
40
Gladeys Bellamy, "Road to Freedan," editor's title, quoted in
Claude M. Simpson (ed.), 'IWentieth Century Interpretations of Huckleberry
Finn (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 24.

~ilbert M. Rt.lbenstein, "The Moral Structure of Huckleberry Finn,"
College English, XVIII (November, 1956), 73.
4
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Negro for Huck soon realizes the hummi ty of the man and cannot do anything that would hurt him.

The society conditioned Huck's prejudices;

and since he is an appendage of that society he could not help his
feelings.
This behavior exhibited by Huck is a gcxxl example of 'IWain' s theory
of training a person for a higher ideal.

Huck has the potential for

gcxxlness and his training should cultivate and emphasize it.

Once he

changes his slave-holding environrrent, proper training will make him an
exceptionally fine adult.

Even though he does not urrlerstand the

perplexing world, he instinctively knavs hav one should behave in it.
Olarles Kaplan says:

"He has sanehav acx.ru:ired a code of ethics and a

I' ill

standard of values against which he measures mankind-including, mercilessly, himself." 42
Just as Huck was predetermined by his tenperam::mt to be gcxrl, Tom
Driscoll, the true black baby posing
Wilson, was predetermined to be bad.

a:s

the white baby in Pudd 'nhead

In spite of Roxy, the black boy's

mother, switching the two babies ' environrrent, she cannot change the
characters they were born with.

No matter what rutside influences work on

Tan, he does not change his tEmperament in the least bit.

He developed

into a scoundrel in spite of all his "aristocratic" advantages; while
Chambers, the true white boy, grew up into an upright and dignified
human being.
ancestors.

Tom's meanness is not necessarily inherited fran his Negro
'IWain makes it clear that Tan's evil nature was

t..~e

result of

his white father's genes.
42 Char les Kaplan, "Holden and Huck: The Oiysseys of Youth,"
College English, XVIII (November, 1956) , 77.
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I
"Tom was p3tted and

All of Tan's ruts ide influences were good:

indulged and spoiled to his entire rontent-or nearly that. "
was all in vain.

43

But this

The society that did the petting and indulging molded

his personality in a certain direction.

Twain

SCM

Tan's badness as a

result of the slave-holding environment's training and ronditioning.

A

bed. tEmperarrent ca:tbined with a bad envirorment ronclude in a bad human
being as far as Twain had reasoned.
Similarly 1 Charrbers turns out good 1 but not because he has achieved
this goodness.

Rather Charrbers is merely exhibiting the humility 1

strength and c:bedience that his tEmperarrent ascribed to him.
set out in a quest to possess these sterling qualities.

He did not

He came by thEm

through his reactions as an inferior person upon whan these qualities were
enacted and best<Med.

The social ronventions determine his reactions.

He has learned humility and obedience fran the beatings Tan and his
father inflicted upon him.

For Twain it is training and environrrental

factors that determine a man's life and character.
A white boy raised as a slave like Chanbers would prove to possess
the characteristics and traits of a slave.
would behave as a free man.

A black child raised free

Pudd' nhead Wilson epi tanizes this detenninis-

tic doctrine prevalent in the nineteenth century.

"Twain 1 ironically

sh<Ms 1 " acrording to Henry Nash Smith 1 that:
Training rorrupts both: the slave by destroying his human
dignity, by educati..r1g him to consider himself inferior 1 by
building up in him a ferocious hatred of himself as well as
of his rulers; the master by enrouraging cruelty t<Mard the

43Twain 1 Pudd' nhead Wilson 1 p. 47 .
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human beings he is taught to regard as animals, and thus by
blinding his sensibilities and fostering an 1.ll1Vlarrented pride
of place. 44
/
'!he boys' heredity (temper arrent) and their environment (circumstances)
gave Twain another chance to express his detenninistic J:hilosq:hy and his
disgust for slavery.

Tanperarnent gave the boys their dispositions while

circumstanoes caused than to act than out.

Twain maintains that:

Circumstance is IXJNerful, but it cannot work alone; it has to
have a partner. Its partner is man's tanperarnent-his natural
disposition. His temperament is not invented, it is born in
hi.TTI, and he has no authority over it, neither is he responsilile for its acts. He cannot change it, nothing can change
it, nothing can rncxlify it-except tanporarily. But it won't
stay modified. It is perrnanent like the color of the man's
eyes and the shar:e of his ears . 45
Circumstance caused the switdled identities, but it was the work of the
temperarrent which made Tan evil and Charrbers good.

When Charrbers finally

res1..lffied his place in the white world, he found that he could not cope with
freed.an since he was untrained in the white man's ways.

Circumstance had

influenced his training as a slave and had detennined that he woo.ld ranain
a slave.
In "The Mysterious Stranger," the three boys ask Satan if Gcd
detennines man's life and career.

Satan answers :

No. 'Ihe man's circumstances and environment order it. His
first act determines the second and all that follCMs after ....
He will never drop a link in his main. He cannot. .. (for) it
is made certain by the first act of his babyhood ..• he cannot get
c:May from the consequences of his first childish act. 46
44

Henry Nash Smith, Mark Twain: The Developnent of a Writer (Cambridge:
The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 1962), p. 174.
45
Twain, "The Turning-Point of my Life," Neider, p. 481.
46
Mark Twain, 'Ihe Mysterious Stranger and other Stories (New York:
New American Library, 1962), p. 214.
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'Vffien one of the boys thrCMs a rock at a wanan, Satan points out to him
that that act like all others are absolutely predetennined and inevitable.
In "The Mysterious Stranger," 'IWain ronveys clearly his grCMing
determinism and fatalism.

Again he is using children as vehicles for

rationalizing man's existence.
allegory

'IWain's fatalism is best seen in Satan's

of the bricks:

.Among you boys you have a game: you stand a rCM of bricks on end
a feN indl.es apart; you push a brick, it knocks its neighbor
over, the neighbor knocks over the next brick-and so on till all
the rON is prostrate. That is human life. A child's first act
knocks over the initial brick, and the rest will follON inexorably.
If you could see into the future, as I can, you would see everything that was going to happen to that creature; for nothing can
change the order of its life after the first event had determined
it. That is, nothing will change it, because each act unfailingly
begets an act, that act begets another, and so on to the end, arrl
the seer can look fonvard dONn the line and see just when each act
is to have birth, fran cradle to grave. 47
If 'IWain' s determinism and pessimism are applied to education as
str~ctly

as he wrote about than, educators would have an impossible task.

For education implies grONth and grONth is not possible in the confine of
a deterministic society.

Society would be educating an elite group of

geniuses sum as NeNton, Einstein or Edison.
part

It would ignore the large

of society who would benefit the most frau the training of a good

education.

'IWain, contrary as always, remained too danocratic and

prog:ressive to be beguiled by the sectarian role of· elitist education.
an optimistic marent, he stated:

In

"Education is a great thing" 48 and only

through a good educational systEm will the nation be able to adapt and
cope with the myriads of prcblans whim were being ushered in by the

47Ib'd
_l_., p. 213.
4 8.rwain, A Connecticut Yankee, p. 176.

':I
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industrial age.

A neN curriculum, based on progress , would have to be

instituted into the J.merican schools.

TWain wanted the schools to stop

teaching students with ancient rrethcrls and subjects.

Instecrl, the schools

should recognize that a ne.v world of science, rrechanics and discovery was
waiting.

'Ihe traditional Renaissance man llR.lSt bON to the ne.v scientific-

mechanical man.

Henry Nash Smith remarked of this phenaremon:

'Ihe pace and scope of industrialization placed unprecedented
strains on American society and American culture. 'Ihe traditional system of values, the beliefs about men, institutions,
and the universe that had guided the lives of earlier generations , were corning to seem irrelevant. Ne.v conceptions of
value, new ethics, a ne.v r:;hilosq::hy had to be created. 49
No one was ffiJre ay.,rare
TWain.

or: more admired these new concepts than Mark

In his satire, A Connecticut Yankee, he bitingly txJints out the

changes that have to be made and hON the txJpulace will have to drift with
the changes.

Hank Morgan, the Yankee, undertakes the task of educating

Arthur's kingdom for the ne.v ,industrialism.

'Ihe Yankee is determined to

put dONn superstitions, the church, the crONn and the feudal tyranny and
raise the irntxJverished CXJimlon people of Britain to the standard enjoyed by
the American people in the late nineteenth century.

'Ihe Yankee proposes

to accarnplish this by establishing a system of factories that will:
"turn groping and grubbing automata

into~· n 50

'Ihe Yankee, like TWain, kne.v the .importance of. a good education.

One

of the Yankee's first creations was to:

49 Henry Nash Smith, Mark TWain's Fable of Progress:

Political and
Econanic Ideas in A Connecticut Yankee (Ne.v Brunswick, N. J. : Rutgers
University Press, 1964), p. 7.
50

.

.

· TWcnn, A Connect1cut Yankee, p. 112.
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start a teacher factory and a lot of Sunday schools ... as a
result, I new had an a::lmirable systEm of graded schools in
full blast in those places, and also a complete variety of
Protestant congregations all in a prosperous and grcwing
condition. Everybody could be any kind of Christian he
wanted to; there was perfect freedan in that matter. But
I confined public religious teaching to the churches and the
Sunday schools , ~nni tting nothing of it in my other educational buildings. 51
The Yankee made sure that there would be separation of church and sdlool
in his danain because he had witnessed the dlurch 1 s role in debasing

Arthur 1 s serfs.

It is clear, that Twain is venting his snotions throogh

the Yankee 1 s dialogues.

Twain who highly disapproved of dlurch inter-

ference had seen the results in Hannibal.
'When the Yankee asked his teen-age protege, Clarence, why he had
selected only young boys for the role of defending the Sand Belt against
the knights, Clarence replied:
Because all the others were born in an atrnosrnere of superstition and reared in it. It is in their blood and bones ....
With boys it was different. Such as have been under our
training from seven to ten years have had no acquaintance with
the Olurch 1 s terrors, and it was among these that I found my
fifty-two. 5 ~
In other words , Twain is stating that it was the inadequate training that
-the populace had received fran the church in superstition and suprsnacy
that reduced thEm to the idiotic mush that the Yankee encountered.

Since

Twain felt that organized religion was a dismal failure, he thought it
best to keep young minds clear fran its more traditional beliefs.

For in

recollecting his youth, Twain was aware that even slavery was condoned by
the dlurch and therefore instilled in him no aversion to it.
51Ibid.

52

1

P• 64.

Ibid., pp. 100-101.
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he wrote:
I was not aware there was anything wrong about it (slavery) •
No one arraigned it in my hearing ... the local pulpit taught
us that Gcx1 approved it, that it was a holy thing and that
the doubter need only look in the Bible if he wished to
settle his mind-and then the texts were read aloud to us to
make the matter sure; if the slaves thEmSelves had an aversion to slavery they were wi~e and said nothing. 53
For 'IWain then, if the church oould err on slavery, it oould err just as
grossly in other facets of life, especially in the training of the young.
'IWain 's vengeance for the churdl is further illustrated through the
Yankee's remark:
In two or three little centuries it had converted a nation of
men to a nation of worms. Before the day of the Church's
suprenacy in the world, men were men, and held their heads up,
and had a man's pride and spirit and independence; and what of
greatness and :position a person got, he got mainly by achievement, not by birth ... she invented 'divine right of kings , ' and
propped it all around ... with the Beatitudes-wrendling then fran
their good pur:pose to make them fortify an evil one; she
preadled (to the ccmnoner) humility, c:bedience to superiors,
the beauty of self-sacrifice; ... and she intrc:d.uced heritable
ranks and aristocracies and taught all the Christign :populations
of the earth to bON dONn to them and worship them. j4
As a result, these were the traits the serfs had inherited, were indoc-

trinated with, and clung to and cbeyed like meek sheep.

'Ihe Yankee

inmediately perceived the prcblen and decided that he would have to
retrain them, for :
Inherited ideas are a curious thing, and interesting to cbserve
and examine. I had mine, the king and his people had theirs.
In both cases they flONed in ruts worn deep by time and habit,
and the man who should have pro:posed to divert them by reason
and argument would have had a long oontract on his hands. 55
5

~lton Meltzer, Mark 'IWain Himself (NE.W York: 'Ihanas Y. Cro.vell

Co., 1960)' p. 17.
54m..
. .Lwali1 1 A Connecticut Yankee, pp. 55-56 .
55Ib'd
_l_., p. 54.
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Nevertheless, he did try to refonn thEm; he wanted to free thEm fran the
sham of the Catholic Church, the divine right of kings, and the derelict
laws that regulated their training.

'IWain and the Yankee both agreed that

the only way to change the behavior was through sound education.
'IWain received a large part of his training fran his printing trade.
And according to Bernard DeVoto:
It was a surprisingly extensive education. By hventy he knsv
the English classics thoroughly, was an inveterate reader of
history, and had begun to cultivate his linguistic bent. The
trade eventually led him to newspaper re:pJrting but first it
took him on a series of Wander Jahre to;vard whim heredity may
have impelled him.S6
These Wanderjilllre provided the circumstances leading up to his literary
career.

These were all links in an intricate chain.

Life is like a chain

made up of links, according to 'IWain, and we have no control over these
links.

Every link that led up to 'IWain 's career was an ap:pJinted and

for~rdained

cbject.

Or as he put it:

Circumstance is man's master-and when Circumstance cxmnands,
he must <:bey; he may argue the matter-that is his privilege,
just as it is the honorable privilege of a falling bo::1y to
argue with the attraction of gravitation-but it won't do any
good, he must <:bey. 5 7
'IWain reasons that he became a printer because he hated school; his
printing jcb led to his reading a book about the .Amazon.

Although he made

elaborate plans to journey to the .Amazon, it was useless and he rEmained

in Keokuk in his brother's shop.

"A person may plan as mudl as he wants

to," he reasoned, "but nothing of consequence is likely to o:::m= of it
S6Bernard DeVoto (ed.) , The Portable Mark 'IWain (Nsv York:
Viking Press, Inc., 1968), p. 9.
57'1Wain, "'Ihe Turning-Point of :11¥ Life," Neider, p. 480.
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until the magician CiraJIDStance steps in and takes the matter in his
hands. n58

Fortunately for the young printer I circmnstance blew a fifty

dollar bill into his hands and he inrnediately starte:l out for the Amazon
via the Mississippi.

"Very well," he argue:l, "Circmnstance fUITJ.ishe:l the

capital, and my tEmperament told me what to do with it." 59
When the novice arrived at New Orleans, there was no ship and never
was one.

On the trip da.m the river, 'IWain had made the acquaintance of a

captain and being tanp::>rarily out of money, begge:l the pilot to teach him
navigation.

He became a successful pilot but not for long, because the

next link, the Civil War, force:l him out of his jcb.

Luckily, a new link

appeared soon on the horizon--a jcb with his brother in Nevada.

'Ihere

circumstance furnished him with the silver fever which resulted in failure
but introduce:l him to the Virginia City Enterprise and a rep::>rting jcb.
Circumstance forced him to California where he became a journalist and was
sent to the Sandwich Islands.' This trip made him "notorious" and
eventually led to his lecturing and traveling to Europe.
back fran Europe, the last link was canented in place:

~men

he cane

he wrote a book

and became a member of the literary guild.
As far as 'IWain rould see, his literary career was not the result of

his

ONn

actions; circumstance did all the planning for him.

"That was

more than fifty years ago, " 'IWain raninisced, "in all that time my
te:nperament has not change:l, by even a shade.

I have been punished many

... a time •.• for doing things and reflecting aftenvard, but these tortures
have been of no value to rre:
58Ib'd
._l_., p. 481.
59
Ibid. 1 pp. 481-82.

I still do the thing carmanded by
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circumstance and Terrperament, and reflect afterward."

60

AIXl so he claims

to not admire people anymore for their greatness that he so admired in

his youth.

For

nON"

he realizes that if SC'ireOne did a great thing, he was

not responsilile for it.

It was the work of Circumstance abetted by

Temperament that caused the person to act in that prescribed way.

Twain

further claims that if Adam and Eve would have been blessed with a better
temperament, they would not have been misled by the serpent and:

"'Ihe

apple would be intact to-day; there would be no hutBn race; there would be
no you; there would be no me.

And the old, old creation-dawn scherre of

ultimately launching me into the literary guild would have been defeated. " 61
For the millions of people who have enjoyed Twain's works, it was
fortuitous that Adam and Eve did eat of the apple.

The world would not

have enjoyed the actics of a Tan Sawyer or the humanity of a Huck Finn.
Twain, like Huck and Tom, became initiated into a society.
initiation was through the river as was Twain's.

Huck's

The river soon suppressed

the childish ignorance of the young pilot cub; the river trials educated
him in the knCNJledge of the world and wisdan of adulthood.

His struggles

in learning the navigation of the river can be compared to his struggles
in learning about the real life of the adult world.

The young Twain soon

learned that the river was not all it appeared to be; just as in life we
are often disillusioned by appearances.

Barriss Mills accurately

perceived the problems confronting the cub:

"The river (and the world)

are •.. in .fact almost deliberately deceptive at times, and that only an
6°Ibid., p. 482.
61Ib·d
_l_., p. 485.
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inner sense of reality, based on knc:Mledge and experience, can carry one
safely along. " 62

Mills further maintains that:

"'Ihe cub pilot does

eventually learn to read the river's rrost subtle signs.
has changed him.

But the knc:wledge

He no longer sees things the same way. 11 6 3

'l.Wain himself

admitted this in his novel Life on the Mississippi:
New when I had mastered the language of this water and had cane
to know every trifling feature that bordered the great river as
familiar 1y as I kne.v the letters of the alphabet, I had made a
valuable a<X!Uisi tion. But I had lost sc::met.rung, too. I had
lost something whic~ could never be restored to me while I
lived. All the grace, the beauty, the poetry had gone out of
the majestic river. 64
His education had cane at a dear price; beauty and enjoyrrent were
sacrificed for knc:wledge.

'Ihe man had replaced the boy and the river of

the outside world had been learned.
training \vhether he had:

He reflects at the end of his

11 ••• gained rrost or lost rrost by learning his

tr a d e.?1165
· In spite of these questions that haunted him for answers, he still
firmly believed that training was the better of the two choices.

'IWain

believed both in the benefits of conscious training and unconscious
training.

He exposed his daughters to wor ld-farrous visitors, because he

believed:

11 ••• the children unconsciously gathered sc::mething, little or

much, and it went to the sum of their training, for all irrpressions leave
effects, none go wholly to be wasted. " 66

He theorizes further:

62

Bar.riss Mills, "Old Times on the Mississippi as an Initiation
Story," College English, YJN (January, 1964), 286.
63
Ibid.
64'1Wain, Life on the Mississippi, p. 67.
65 Ibid., p. 69.
66-Caroline Thanas Harnsberger, Mark 'IWain Family Man (New York:
Citadel Press, 1960), p. 20.
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I
I
I

Mrs. Clemens and I, and Miss Foote the governess, were in our
respective degrees of efficiency and opportunity trainers of
the children-conscious and intentional ones-and we were reinforced in our work by the usual and formidable multitude of
unconscious and unintentional trainers, such as servants,
friends, visitors, books, dogs, cats, horses, CONS, accidents,
travel, joys, sorravs, lies, slanders, oppositions, persuasions, gocxl and evil beguilements , treacheries, fidelities,
the tireless and everlasting impact of character-forming
exterior influence which begin with the strenuous assault at
the cradle and only end it at the grave. Books, home, the
school and the pulpit may and must do the directing-it is their
limited but lofty and powerful office-but the countless outside
unconscious and unintentional trainers do the real work, and
over them the responsible superintendents have no considerable
supervision or authority.67
'IWain vlas correct in asserting that it is the Iey"riads of outside
influences working with heredity that eventually shape the child.
the advantages of a gocxl environment and was dete:rmined his
should have one.

~

He knEW

children

He deliberately created a climate conducive to both

learning and playing for he was convinced that children enjoy learning
rrore if it is a game.

Many of the games were educational; he put stakes

into the yard representing the years of the British rronarch' s reigns; he
dre." silly pictures of historical events; he acted out the classics in
amateur theatricals and memorized specific dates through guessing games.
When his daughter Clara ro.ade an exceptionally bright remark, 'IWain
proudly cxmrented:
I take pride

in Clara 1 s remark because it sh<:Ms that .•. her

fireside teachings were already making her a thinker-a bunker
and also an observer of proportions •... I furnished to the
children worldly kn<:Mledge and wisdom, but was not canpetent
to go hi9her and so I left their spiritual education in the
.. bands of .the rrother. 6 8
...

67.,-,:.;.•.d
37 •
-~-~_., p.
68
Thid o 1 P: o • 41 o
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He ilnplanted the seed for learning when the girls were still very young,

and watched it grOi/ and mature.

He created a warm learning envirol'llreilt;

he did not hinder them as he felt according to Dixon Wecter:

"that his

family sanetirrEs cramped his style. n69
Twain let his girls acquire their education in a free-wheeling
manner, for he explains :
A.s I have suggested before, mamma and papa and the governess do

their share-such as it is-in molding a child, and the servants
and other unconcerned circumstances do their share; and a potent
share it is. George (the butler) had unwittingly helped to
train our little people, and nOi/ it appeared that, in the mean
tirre, they had been as illl\vittingly helping to train him. We-one
and all-are merely what our training makes us; and in it all our
world takes a hand.70
So for Twain, education is not an isolated experience.

It is a social one.

Education becanes a reciprocal process; we learn fran sharing our
experiences.
A.s we can see, Twain placed greater emphasis on unconscious learning

than on conscious.

'
f

f

t
I

}

To him:

Conscious teaching is gcxxl and necessary, and in a hundred instances it effects its purpose, while in a hundred it fails and
the purpose, if accomplished at all, is accomplished by same
other agent or influence. I suppose that in rrost cases change
takes place in us without our being aware of it at the tirre,
and in later life we give the credity of it-if it be of a
creditable nature-to mamna, or the school or the pulpit. But
I knOil of one case where a change was wrought in me by an
outside influenc~here teac~g had failed,-and was profoundly
aware of the change when it happened. And so I knON that the
fact that for more than fifty-five years I have not wantonly
injured a dumb creature is not to be credited to home, school or
pulpit, but to a rrcmmtary outside influence. 71
69

Dixon Wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal (Boston:

Co., 1952), p. 135.
70

Harnsberger, Mark 'I\vain Family Man, pp. 113-14.
71Ib.'d
_l_.' pp. 37-38.
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He reveals tJ"l.at instance to us that took place on his uncle 1 s fann when he
was a young boy:
My rrother pleaded for the fishes and the birds and tried to

persuade me to spare them, but I went on taking their lives
unrroved, until at last I shot a bird.... It toppled fran its
perch ... and fell at my feet.... I had not needed that hannless creature, I had destroyed it wantonly, and I felt all
that an assasin feels.... One deparbrent of J:Tfi education,
therefore long and diligently and fruitlessly labored upon,
was closed by that single application of an outside and
unsalaried influence, and could take dcwn its si~ and put
CMay its books and its adrronitions pennanently. 7
Twain was cured of the hunting fever forever due to this one careless act.
It also instilled a love of anirrals in him and he carne to loath all forms
of violence and cruelty--be they directed at animals or humans.
Twain 1 s biting short story, "The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg, "
reveals that the tcmnspeople, in spite of their naivi te, knEW the value of
gocd training.

The tcwn had prided itself on its reputation as being the

most honest tcwn in the vicinity.

'Ib perpetuate that honor, the

'

t.oNnspeople:
... began to teach the principles of honest dealing to its babies
in the cradle, and made the teachings the staple of their culture thenceforward through all the years devoted to their
education. Also, through the formative years tenptations were
kept out of the way of the young people, so that their honesty
could have every chance to harden and solidify, and become a
part of their very bone.73
Twain believed that if these children were not so p,rotected, another
scx::iety could easily corrupt them, just as the river ta-ms in Huck Finn
had the potential to corrupt him.

Twain maintained that if you keep the

72 Ibid., p. 38.
73
Mark Twain, "The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg," Charles Neider
(ed.) , The Carp1ete Short Stories of Mark 'I\vain (New York: Doubleday &
Co., 1971), pp~ 351-52.
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children in an honest and pure environrrent, they will grCJ# up to be
honest.

'Ihe elders only think that they themselves are incorruptable;

when in fact, a stranger exposes their shallCJ#ness and greed.

'Ihe children

have inherited these temperaments fran their ancestors so they cannot
possibly turn out better, according to 'IWain 1 s thinking.

No matter what

type of protective training they receive--their heredity will disoourage

it.
It is by accident of birth where we are born--in Hadleyburg, in
Hannibal, or in the royal palace of London.

As 'IWain illustrated in

The Prince and the Pauper, one boy born into the slums of London and the
other born into a palace, was the entire result of an accident of birth
which detemined hCJ# each boy would grCJ# up.

'Ihe boys are identical in

appearance and presumably intellect, except for Edward's advantage of
having had a better education.

'Ihe Prince v1ho received his education

solely fran books was shielded fran real life.

In contrast, the pauper,

Tan Canty, received his education fran the diverse humanity that groveled

in the London slums.
After they change identities , it beCCl11es apparent that social classes
are but accidental and superficial.

Tan, because of rj_s intense reading

of ranantic novels, adapts quickly and easily to the princely role.
Edward has a harder ti.rre but eventually, by his proximity to the slums,
becanes aware of the human suffering and squalor.
experiences , he develops into a fine rronarch.

Through his dismal

He avers :

When I am king, they shall not have bread and shelter only.
But also teachings out of books, for a full belly is little
worth where the mind is starved, and the heart. I will keep
this diligently in my remembrance, that this day 1 s lesson be
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not lost upon rre, and my people suffer thereby; for learning
softeneth the heart and breedeth gentleness and charity. 74
NeW that the Prince is wise

in the ways of the world, he has sturrbled upon

the realization of what his reign can do to dispell poverty, vice and
suffering.

Education is the salient solution to these pressing problems.

The Prince had learned his lessons well and as Robert Regan says :
" ... his long educational journey has brought him to its destination. " 75
Mea.rwhile, back in rural America, there are also pressing problems .
During the 1880's, Maxine Greene states:
the farmers spoke al:x:)Ut teaching that would be relevant to fanning and to rural corrmunity life... 'Ihey asked, through their
organizations and newspapers, for 'useful' knewledge, curricula
geared to the understanding of farming, teachers equipped to
initiate children into the lives they would actually live.76
Like 'IWain, the farmers were disgusted and weary of all the book-oriented
courses at school; they were searching for a rrore meaningful type of
education.

'IWain saw their arguments clearly and could understand the

uselessness of knewing the classics when one did not knew hew to work the
It was up to the schools "to keep the boys dcwn on the farm" instead

soil.

of striking out for the territory like Huck.

Schools must develop the

capacity to change the curriculum and flavor it with scientific-rrechanical
courses instead of just humanities.
7

~k

'Ihe training must be rrore practically

'IWain, 'Ihe Prince and the Pauper, p. 29.

75Rob

. .
. and h'ls Characters
ert Regan, Unpranlsl11g
Heroes : lv1ark 'IWal.!1
(Berkeley, California; University of California Press, 1966), pp. 149-50.
76Maxine Greene, 'Ihe Public School and the Private Vision: A Search
for America in Education and Literature (New York: Randau House, 1965),
p. 137.
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oriented.

While theory is fine in the books, practical

rore ilnportant.

kn<»~-h<»~

is even

Because of these factors, Maxine Greene feels that:

"Educators neglected the plight of those on the 'middle border' and on the
far frontiers; their continuing lack of interest in the rural schools made
their dedication to industrial developrrent appear altogether singleminded. " 77

She further maintains that:

"Given the lack of encouragement

and the long-time rural suspicion of 'book-larnin' , country schooling
developed on an abysrm.lly

1<»~-level,

and gains in literacy lagged far

behind the East's. u78

Education then for 'IWain, is made up of IIDre than just book learning
in a classrCX)ffi.

Education is unconscious learning we absorb frau our

environment, nature and social confrontations.
:rreaningful and wisest.

The latter is the IIDre

He feels that mankind can be saved through the

process of training in the right direction, with the right influences and
associations.

Through training we can achieve anything we want to as long

as we do not aim past our hereditary capabilities.
social process and a pleasurable experience.
environment is all inportant for 'IWain.

We

Education should be a

The right learning
are constantly surrounded by

stimulating experiences and we should take advantage of these in the
educational process.
In the

foll<»~ing

For him, education is everything.
chapter we will discuss the sChooling during the

1880's in IIDre depth to arrive at a deeper understanding of this turbulent

time in our country's history and of 'IWain's reaction to it.
;:,

'

77Ib'd
--2:._·, p. 131.
78Th.id., p. 132.

CHAPTER IV

SCHOOLING IN MID-NINEI'EENTH CEN'IURY AMERICA
AS REFLECIED IN MARK 'IWAIN

Mark '1\-;ain has often been referred to as the chronicler of
Border, a distinguishing mantle he wears well.

t...~e

Middle

'IWain' s writings provide an

accurate picture of the social, political, and educational envircnment of
the mid and later nineteenth century.
and schooling in his writings.

'IWain accurately portrayed education

His juvenile novels such as Tan Sawyer and

!fuckleberry Finn are true representations cf mid-nineteenth century .American
schools.

Not only are these descriptions present in his works but they are

also found in his personal recollections of his o.vn schoolboy days.
The ca:rrnon school in .America had its beginnings in the early
nineteenth century.

The whole pericd fran 1830 to 1860 \vas one of rapid

educational advancement as the country moved away fran the inherited
colonial type of education.

'lhe carrnon school rnovernent was formed to exterrl

and improve facilities for popular education.
~.arm,

Under the aegis of Horace

Henry Barnard and others, the public school systems were being

revitalized and given an effectiveness they did not possess in the past.
'Ihe carman scho::>l rnovrnent originated in New England, which was traditionally
the seat of educational progress in the early days of the Republic.

In

other areas of the country, the errphasis was shifting fran private to
128
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public support of education.

Teacher training was being irrproved, curri-

cula were being expanded and enriched, and :rrost inportant of all,
educational institutions were receiving :rrore financial support to insure
their progress.
To help win f.XJPular support, the educational reformers and innovators,
Greene believes:
linked them (the ccmnon schools) to the ancestral Pranise and
to the images of the Arrerican Dream. Not only would the
schools , they said, provide a cc:mnon experience and comron
heritage for the diverse children of the nation, they would
also equip the young for the responsibilities of freed an, insure
universal equality, and guarantee prosperity through the years
to cane. In sum, the reformers were telling the world, free
schools would provide the bricks and mortar for the Heavenly
City on earth.l
The schools, therefore 1 became the vehicles for the Puritan society to
attain eternal salvation, with kno.vledge of more earthly things as an added
benefit.

The appeal to the religious conscience was very effective,

especially in the Bible-belt states of the Southwest and along the frontier.
Much of American life at that time was culturally interwoven with the

I
'

religious life.

Religion was a seven day cycle that permeated the entire

life style of the settlers.

If the schools hoped to reach a level of

success 1 they must first succeed as disseminators of morals and then worry
about rudimentary skills.
Up to and even into the early part of the nineteenth century,

education was based on the strict and limited colonial curriculum.
Colonial schools were direct descendants of European schools.
...

.

.

······

The types

1 r-1axine Greene, The Public School and the Private Vision: A Search
for Arrerica in Education and Literature (New York: Randan House, Inc.,

1965), p. 3.
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of schools established in the colonies were the dame school, writing
schools, and. the Latin gramna.r school.
also irrported fran England.
schools they would attend.

Textbooks and teaching :rrethcxls were

Class status directed the people to the
Derrocratic education was not instituted until

the carrnon public school movement.

The basic colonial schools were

primarily concerned with teaching of reading and writing to the masses.
Schools were not always conveniently located so attendance was not
ccmpulsory and at most tirres sporadic.

Where the schools did exist, they

were designed to teach the children of the carm:::m people to read, to
grasp the principles of sane religious sect, and to confonn to the existing
principles of social organization.
Once people became aware of the limitations of this two-class system
of education, steps were taken to .irrprove this dreary situation.

Spelling

was one of the first subjects to enter the curriculum of the conm::>n school
with' the publication of Noah Webster's textbook in 1783, 'Ihe First Part of
a Grarrmatical Institute of the English Language.

It soon proved to be a

popular book and it became even more obvious hew poor the schools were in
educational resources.

Textbooks began to be published in great quantity

in America suited for American education.

Webster's book, in revised

editions, became a durable backbone for spelling lessons for more than a
century.

It was still around when 'IWain was .irrpressing his teachers with

his pro:ligious spelling.
But the most influential of all the educational paraphernalia being
intro:luced was the McGuffey Reader.

'IWain and his fello.v classmates were

nourished on these moralistic little books.

When McGuffey published them:

"He could not have foreseen ... the extent to which they would becate
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symbolic of the ideals o£ a parUcular society-the .American Midwest of the
nineteenth century. " 2 R.ebecca Shankland theorizeS.

The books presented

everyday noral fables to inculcate the children with religious sentiment
along with reading skills.

Since :rroral conventions were the style of the

day, McGuffey prospered with the popularity of these miniature "Bibles."
His Readers daninated the educational scene fran their first publication in
1837 until 1900.

They daninated the entire Middle Border section schools.

Though they reached a wide group of pupils, their end result may have been
self-defeating.

The pupils remembered the characters quite well, but often

failed to connect the character with t."'le rroral lesson the McGuffey was
trying to teach.
The Readers were perpetuating the artificiality and narravness of the
cultural life of the Southwest.

'IWain satirized this false gentility

emanating fran the Readers in such works as Huck Finn in the character of
Emueline Grangerford and in Tan Sawyer as the prissy Model Boy.

These two

insipid C'.haracters epitomized the vapidity presente:d in the Readers.
In Hannibal and other such small Southwestern towns , the pious
tnllbrella of the Protestant Church covered a schoolboy's days and nights.
Dixon Wecter observed:

"Book learning and piet-y, day school and Sunday

school, went hand in hand through the \veeks. • • •
Hanniba.l tightly .L."1 :lt.s gr:Lps. " 3

The Puritan Sabbath held

'.IWain as a young boy rese.11ted this

spiritual attitude tlut :r?€Imeated the very air of Hannibal.

It made every

.... -- .2Rebecca. H~ Shankla.11d, "The McGuffey Readers and Moral Education,"
· liarvard lliucational Revier.-r, XXXI (Winter, ]_961}, 60.
3

nixon Wecter; Sam ClE!'tens of Ha.rtrlibal (Boston:
19521, p. 85.
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act, gesture and anotion a moral one; in everything there was a moral
lesson to be learned and remanbered.

The CO'IliTDn school provided a moral

frarnavork which the Sunday school carpleted.
'Ihe schoolroans were not architectural wonders in 'IWain 's schooldays.
Tcx1ay, sane of them would probably be condemned as uninhabitable.

The

teacher, often times, was as unfitted as the physical setting for the
educational process.

"'Ihe teacher," Greene describes:

might be the local sexton or bellringer, or the wastrel son of
sane local family. Or there might be a school mistress selected
fran among the spinsters in a tam or fran the young girls with
poor prospects of marriage, in need of nothing more than
pittances to keep themselves respectable and alive .... or ... the
teachers were university graduates, very often filling in the days
until they found the openings they sought; or they were young
theologians awaiting ordination, no more concerned than the wouldbe businessmen about the children they taught. Teaching was not
a respectable occupation for adult IT\E!n: and in any case it seerred
to demand only disciplinary skills.4
In the pages of Torn Sawyer, 'IWain describes Mr. Dobbins, a person for
wha:n·teaching was merely a serondary interest.

In the book he is described

as:
The master, Mr. IX:lbbins, had reached middle age with an unsatisfied
ambition. The darling of his desires was to be a doctor, but
poverty had decreed that he should be nothing higher than a village
schoolmaster. Everyday he took a mysterious book out of his desk
and absorbed himself in it at times when no classes were reciting.S
Dobbins felt that his only real job as teacher was to be on the receiving
end. of a long and boring recitation by a pupil.

He would rather be

absorbed in his anatauy book than in a lesson book.

PunishiT\E!nt seerred to

be the only enjoyment and relief for his frustrations.

Dobbins braced and

4Greene, The Ptili1.ic Sch()()l and thePrivate Vision, p. 14.

~k 'IWain,

p. 122.

The Adventures of Torn Sawyer (Harper & Rcw, Inc., 1965),
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insured himself by establishing a multitude of rules begging to be broken
by mischievous pupils liRe Tan Sawyer.

Any minor infraction of these

rules called for an immediate reprimand with a switch.
One of Tan's more merrorable whippings was received when Tan

SCM

Becky

tear a page of the anatany book and took her pnnishment for her because he
was in "love" with her and did not want Dobbins to shame her in front of
the others.

The incident is described in Tom Savvyer thusly:

A whole hour drifted by, the master sat ncxlding jn his throne,
the air was dro.vsy with the hum of study. By and by, Mr. Dobbins
straightened himself up, yawned, then nnlocked his desk, and
reached for his book. . . . Then took it out and settled himself in
his chair to read. The next moment the master faced the school.
Every eye sank nnder his gaze. There was that in it which smote
even the innocent with fear. . . . Then he spoke: Mlo tore the
book ... the master searched face after face for signs of guilt ....
Tan shouted, I done it. He took without an outcry the most
merciless flaying that even Mr. D::>bbins had ever administered;
and also received with indifference the added cruelty of a oammand
to remain two hours after school should be dismissed. 6

'I

Not only does this passage describe the whipping, but it also gives a
perfect example of the average school in the mid-nineteenth century.

It

conveys the attitude of the teacher who is bored by the students and by the
classroan situation.

It also portrays the fearful feelings of the students

to.vards such a teacher.

'IWain has described the whole educational

environment in a glimpse.
'IWain depicts D::>bbins as "sitting on a throne. "
"throne" was not a figment of 'IWain's .i.rnagination.

The use of the word
In the classroom, the

teacher was the ruler and the students were his subjects.

Schoolmasters

were to be exalted and a,dored figures to the students and the most irrposing
object in .the classroan wa,s a raised platform or teacher's "throne."
6m.~~~,
.t.wa..wl

m
... an

sawyer,

pp. 123- 25 .
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Every t.:i.ne an impish eye looked up they were confronted with this

spectacular authoritaria,n figure,

'Ihe "throne" also served a practical

purpose fran the teacherts point of vie.v; it gave h.im a periscopic view of
the classrcx::rn and enabled him to entrap the culprits as they planned
mischief.
Examination Day or Comnencerrent was the shining m:::rnent of glory for
the teacher.
and

parents~

He could

nCM

shCM-off his students before the adulating tCMn

To remind the students that he demanded almost perfect

I

perfection fran them, he became rather handy with his switches.

For

A.s the great day approached all the tyranny that was in him also

came to the surface; he seemed to take a vindictive pleasure in
punishing the least shortcanings. The consequences was, that
the smaller boys spent their days in terror and suffering and
their nights in plotting revenge. They threw away no opportunity
to do the master mischief. But he kept ahead all the tine. 7
The children finally did

achi~ve

justice on Examination night when they

lCMered a protesting cat onto his head; the cat frantically clutched at
Dobbins 1 head and yanked off his toupee, revealing a shiny dare.

'Ihe sign-

painter 1 s son, in whose hane Dobbins lived, had gilded the dane while the
ma.ster was sleeping soundly.

One can almost hear 'IWain audibly sighing:

Ah, the sweetness of revenge!
But before this coup by the boys, let us return to what transpired at
''-~·.....
.

--

the Examination Night Cererronies.

'Ihe master had taken up his place on the

throne surrourrled by his out:3ta,nding students and adoring parents.

The

girls giggled and the boys fidgeted as they waited for their turn on the
dais to dazzle the eager parents with their "schooling."
7 rn..

'
.~.waln,

Tan Sawyer, p. 126 .

Child after child

~-
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gave his little speech_ or reading and l:x:Med or curtsyed cutely and
mechanically after it wap executed.

Some

of the rrore "exciting" pieces

were recitations of "Mary had a Little Lamb, 11 "Give rre Liberty or Give rre
Death, 11 "The Boy Stcxxl on the Burning Deck," follo,...red by "The Assyrian came

])c:Mn," "and other declamatory gems. " 8
With tongue in cheek, 'IWain puckishly describes the other "gems" heard
that evening, especially the "original" canpositions presented by the
blushing young girls:

j

l

Each in her turn stepped forward to the edge of the platfo:rm,
cleared her throat, held up her manuscript and preceeded to read,
with labored attention to "Expression" and punctuation. 'Ihe themes
were the same that had been illuminated upon similar occasions by
their mothers before them, their grandrrothers and doubtless all
their ancestors in the female line clear back to the Crusades.
"Friendship" was one; "Herroirs of Other Days"; "Religion in History";
"Dream Land"; "'Ihe Advantages of CUlture"; ... "Melancholy";
"Filial Love" , etc. , etc. 9
Quite clearly these were vapid canpositions and 'IWain had a right to mock
them for the girls were not sho,...ring anything ne.N.

'Ihey were rrerely

regurgitating prose as old as the hills and as senile.
Actually, the girls should not be blamed for their triteness.
were products of the school system of the day.

They

'Ihey were trained and

educated by the Bible and the McGuffey Readers and nothing is older than
the Bible and more rehashed and rephrased.

For as 'IWain irately observed

about these canposi tions ;
, •. a peculiarity that conspicuously marked and marred them was
the inveterate and intolerable sennon that wagged its crippled
ta.iJ ~t the end of each and every one of them. No matter what

8_JJJ_l_.
....... "d

1

p. 128.
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the subject might be, a brainracking effort was made to squirm it
into some aspect or other that the ITDral and religious mind could
contemplate with edification. The glaring insincerity of the
sennons was not sufficent to carpass the banishrrent of the
fashion fran the schools, and it is not sufficent today; it never
will be sufficent while the world stands, perhaps. 'Ihere is no
school in our land where young ladies do not feel obliged· to
close their canpositions with a sennon; and you will find that the
sennon of the ITDre frivolous and the least religious girls in the
school is always the longest and the ITDst relentlessly pious.
But enough of this. Hanely truth is unpalatable.lO

It is easy to picture the discomfiture of a talented sensitive boy like
rrwain enduring these amateur theatricals in the name of education.

With

these rernembered m:ments, Twain became aware of the inferior education he
and the children after him had received in these small country schools.

The schools were not praroting and nurturing original minds but were

'I

reducing them to mediocrity.

The scholars came out as stereotypes of the

children in the McGuffey Readers.

The "original" canposi tions needed more

than Daniel Webster 1 s elo::ruence and Noah Webster 1 s spelling lists.

'Ihey

needed a whole new anthology of carpositions, preferably penned by them.
It can be seen that creative expression was discouraged in such
schools.

Conformity to prescribed procedures was the desired outccrne.

Later in the nineteenth century, reformers such as Colonel Francis Parker
would challenge the routine of the conventional school.

I

Tan Sawyer and Huck Finn are resplendent with many anecdotes of
"schooling" on the fringes of the frontier.
had done a masterful job.

'Ihe Middle Border chronicler

His writings have preserved sare of those golden

and not so long ago m:ments.

In Tan Sawyer, Twain provides a picture of

the ccmnon school, and also one of his favorite scapegoats, the Sunday
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school. · For exa"'tple, the children of the Sunday school received a Bible

as a prize i.J:; they merrorized two thousand verses of the Bible. It does

i

not matter that the children cannot interpret their mechanics; the main

emphaSis is that they have memorized and can parrot back.

Kna.ving two

thousand verses will not ma..l<.e them better children or adults.

It will only

establish that they have a good memo:ry and can be used as tools to sha.v-off
the "learning" of the Sunday school.

This points out that the early

ninetee..!th century concept of education was based on the memorization of
bodies of literature.

It did not seek to develop prable.rn-solving or

creative skills.
I

Tan did not want to learn these verses but he did want the distinction

1

and glory of receiving the Bible as a prize.

He connived to get the
,

correct nurr'ber of tickets fran his friends and when the big day
received the Bible and the adulation.

cam2,

Tan

'Ihe J?CIIPOUS judge made the folla.ving

hollav speech as he bestcwed the "wonderful" Bible on Tan:
'IWo thol sand verses is a great many, ve:ry many, ve:ry great many.
And you never can be sorry for the trouble you took to learn
them; f0r knavledge is worth rrore than anything there is in the
world; it 1 s what makes great men and good men; you'll be a great
man and a good man yourself, some day, Thanas Sawyer, and then
you' 11 look back and say, It's all av.i ng to the precious Sundayschool privileges of my boyhood-it's all CMTing to my dear teachers
that tc1.ught me to learn-it's all a.ving to the good superintendent
who encouraged me, and watched over me, and Cfave me a beautiful
Bible .•• it's all ewing to right bringing up!....._l

I

l

For all its eloquence, we can detect 'IWain wri tin.g these lines with a wide
gr;i.:n or smi):'k on his ;t'a,ce

tor

he knew- the hypocrisy of the Sunday school.

In the next paragraph., be quickly shatters the illusion with Tam's remark
\

,,

to a questi'On •.
'

'\

.'

~

.

.

'

'

'

..

'

.

'

J-lrui.d-. 1 p. 29.
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'Ihe judge asked Tan to sho.v him sore "of the things he has learned"l2

in the Sunday school by naming Jesus' first two disciples.

Since Tan had

not actually merrorized the verses, he had no idea of the answer; he popped
the first thought that entered his roving mind--DAVID AND GOLIATH!

This

answer is not as funny as it ma.y appear; actually, it shavs hav easily
deceived the teachers could be by a creative, ingenious child like Tan.
The answer was meaningless and was indicative of the sham and stupidity of
the whole process.

The children did not learn the verses in the true

sense of the word; they learned facts and events but could not associate
them.

They only knav these things to the point where they would win a

Bible and prestige for them.

This contest only exhibited the shallavness

of the Sunday school and day school education.

When sorre child does

actually merrorize the verses, TWain tells ho.v:

" ... the strain upon his

mental faculties was too great, and he was little better than an idiot fran
that-day forth." 13
Tan had the same distaste for school that 'TWain did.
found Tan Sawyer miserable.

"Monday rrornings

Monday rrornings always found him so-because

it began another week's slo.v suffering in school.

He generally began that

day with wishing he had no intervening holiday, it made the going into
captivity and fetters again so much more odious. " 14

Tom, TWain, and all

boys of that age alleviated their worry by playing hookey or begging their
rrothers to stay hane. because of sane pretended illness.

The river and the

12 Ibid.
13Jbid., p. 24.
14 Ibid., p. 35.

1,,
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wcxrls were too much of a tenptation to young boys to be confined to the

'
i

l
I
f

classrcx:rn.

For their day of freedan carre a dear price:

the sanctimonious school teacher.

a whipping fran

It was considered .inm:>ral to play

hookey, not because you missed a day 1 s lessons, but because the ccmnuni ty
frc:Mled on it.

In this case, the camruni ty 1 s conception of morality and

not education was the central issue.
Children then, as tcday, anxiously await recess t.irre for respite fran

J

the rigors of school.

~
(

brought ... games like fox, three-cornered cat, hide- 1 n 1 -whoop, spinning of

~
'(

to be on one side of the schoolyard away fran the ro.vdy boys.

1

I

J
!.

{
j

l

l

In Hannibal, Dixon Wecter observed:

" ..• recess

tops and shooting marbles, and playing catch, as well as the swapping and
eating of apples, gingerbread, and molasses candy. nl5

'Ihe girls preferred
If a fight

was challenged, it was usually reserved for after school, for the master
woulq whip both boys if he caught them.
Ho.vever, fights were not the only distractions for the children;
there were other exciting happenings to revel in and plan for.

One of

events in 'IWain' s time was the May Day ceremony, described by Wecter:
All the school resplendent in clean shirts and starched pinafores, preceded by the municipal brass band, led by the May
Queen, and shepherded by their teachers , marc..'"led in solemn
gaiety to a grove north of the old grave yard. They gathered
round a May pole ... singing songs in praise of spring, their
Gcrl, and their country .16
Only the noisy Fourth of July was anticipated more anxiously by the
children for the excitement and dazzle it always brought.
Many of the pages of Tcm Sawyer and Huck Finn are dramatizations of
schools 'IWain attended in Hannibal.

'Ihe scrapes that Tcm gets into at

1 5wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannlbal, p. 135.

16Ibl·d., pp. 84- 85 .
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l
'
i
I

I

1
.~

~

l

school are often factual representations of little Sam's.

'IWain, like

Tan, would often get lost in his cwn dreamy thoughts and not pay attention

to the droning voice of the teacher.
the boys searched for sane diversion.

When the boredom got overwhelming,
'Ihey would errpty their pockets and

reveal their small boy "wealth" of fishhooks, bird' s eggs, knives ,
gazoos, marbles and bits of wire.

If the boys had the misfortune of being

caught by the teacher, they received a sound thrashing.
teachers, Miss Newcomb, later reflected:

A.s one of 'IWain' s

" ... he ('IWain) was slo.v of

speech, but certainly not slo.v about thinking up ways of getting out of
studying."

17

'Ihe description of Miss Newcomb by Dixon Wecter could easily be a
stereotype of any female teacher of that period:

"Flat-bosaned, prim,

and angular, Miss Newcanb was a perfect desiccated specinen of the

'village schoolmarm type' who appears failingly in Mark's retrospect. nl8

I

She,' ho.vever' was not Sam Is only teacher.

(

Florida to Hannibal, Sam was enrolled at the tender age of four and a

t
~

Shortly after they rroved from

half, in the small log schoolhouse of Mrs. Horr.

"Mrs. Horr, " according

to Wecter, "taught a dame school expounding the virtues of piety and
diligence, good manners, and in the custan of those days always made the
boys take off their hats and bo.v to her when entering the schoolroan. " 19
Mrs. Horr had hoped to establish sane type of genteel decorum arrong the
primitive and crude students of the lawless wilderness.
17

Ibid.' p. 84.

18 Thid.
19 Thid., p. 82.

Training the free

'

'

-
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spirits of the unrestricted. society was not the most facile of jobs.

I
II

After Sam finished at Mrs. Horr 1 s school, he '.Vas prcm::>ted to Miss
Newcanb 's side of the classrcx:rn, who was in charge of the older students.
Since the school was only a small log cabin, all the classes were held in
the sarre roan with various teachers presiding over the different grades.
Because Miss Newcanb had the older children, she had the good luck to
inherit mischievous Sam fran Mrs. Horr.
entirely female daninated.

'IWain 1 s ear1y school days were

Later in life, he recalled that he did not

actually learn much in these classes.

The only thing he was grateful for

was that Miss Newcanb had taught him to read and enjoy literature.
'Ihis female danination of education ended for Sam when he was
enrolled in Mr. Cross 1 "good corrmon school for boys and girls. " 20

'IWain

once started to write a story revealing the pedagogical methcxls of
Mr. Cross:

'Ihe schoolmaster ... opened the day with a prayer and a hymn.
Then began the multiplication class and t.l-}e arithmetic class,
and next came the grammar class of parsing parrots, who knew
everything about granmar except hON to utilise its rules in
corrmon speech. 'Ihen follONed the spelling class ... and an
exercise in Latin for t.he handful whose wents fancied their
offspring upon the pinnacle of learning. 1
This then was a typical schoolday in the rnid-1900 1 s.
enterprise was based on merrorization.

The whole educational

In many nineteenth century schools,
.

intelligence was defined as the pupil's capability to automatically parrot
back the lessons.

'Ihis conception of learning made the recitation the

central phase of schooling.
20n.,..d

_..u..J_l_.' p.

21 Ibid.

132.

!!
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When in the. spring of 1847, a Mr. J. Dawson opened his schooldoors,
Sam was pranptly enrolled.

t

''J. D. Dawson, a veteran of fourteen years 1

pedagogy, as he announced himself, offering instruction for young ladies

1

II

and a few boys of good morals, and of ages under 12 years. "

22

Claiming to

accept only good boys and girls, Dawson nevertheless accepted in reality
anyone who could afford the srrall tuition.

Dawson 1 s school went on to

becane inmortalized in the pages of Tan Sawyer and Huck Finn, as Dcbbins '
school.

Dawson became the frustrated and vengeful Dobbins, tonnenting

Tan as Dawson must have tonnented Twain.

For Twain was also not the Model

Boy of the village for which Dawson had advertised.
Ma::lel Boys in Hannibal, Twain once said:

If there were other

"We never had but one" and he

was the teacher's son, "detestably good ... I would have drONned him if I
had had a chance. " 23

"Youth is the prig-time of life. " 24

that:

!
I
1
I

'Ihe Mcxlel-Boy-Son was a prig and Twain wryly noted
Dixon Wecter reports an

article in the Hannibal Gazetter of December 24, 1846, describing the
Model Boy of the mid-nineteenth century:

"For the Boys:

avoid corrpanions

who disobey their parents, profane the Sabbath, use 'filthy language,'
'play truant,' 'are of a quarrelsane terrper,' 'addicted to lying and
stealing, ' maltreat insects and rob bird' s nests. "

25

Needless to say, there were not too many boys in Hannibal who could
live up to this deploring description.
'22Ib.d

_J..:_.'

23

p. 132.

Ibid.' p, 133.

24 Thid.
25Ibid.

It appears that the village elders
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were resorting to the old Puritan doctrine of making little children into
miniature adults.

'Ihey tried to suppress all the excitement and ranance

of childhocd and produce sterile personalities lacking in any warmth or
childish mischief.

It is a depressing description of a mechanical robot,

not a warm, pulsating child.
J

I

1

'Ihis robot can answer lessons autc:matically;

it is never tenpted by childish errotions; and m::>st of all, it autaua.tically
accepts everything with which society, the church, and school innundate
him.

Neither 'IWain, nor Tan, nor Huck fit this m::>ld.

through all the false piety and artificial m::>rali ty.

They can see
They cling to their

youth, enjoying it as a wonderful fleeting ti.rre of life irregardless of
the consequences.
Twain was neither a Model Boy nor a model pupil.

He never won any

prizes for intellectual brilliance except for his spelling achievements.Since reading and spelling and multiplication were the m::>st emphasized
subjects, 'IWain at least had corquered one of them.

'IWain rerrerrbered about

sixty years later during one of his torrential bursts of recollection:

I
1
'

that ... we had two prizes in our school. One was for good
spelling, the other for amiability. . . . 'Ihe holders of these
prizes hung them about the neck wit.~ a string-and those holders
were the envy of the whole school. There wasn' t a pupil that
wouldn't have given a leg for the privilege of wearing one of
them a week. . . . The Friday-afternoon session always closed
with 'spelling dCMD. '... I slaughtered both divisions and
stood alone with the medal around my neck when the campaign
was finished. 26
Tan Sawyer's one piece of brilliancy was also spelling.

He lost the

precious medal only once, when he was so absorbed in Becky that he missed
the 1rost. sinple words and had to concede his medal to a sissy.

26Charles Neider (ed.}, The Autobiography of Mark Twain (NEW York:
Harper & Brothers, Inc., 1959), pp. 202-03.
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'!Wain did not excel in the other subjects, nor did they .interest him

as mum as spelling.

In his Autobiography he admits:

"When I was a boy

there was not a thing I could do creditably except spell according to the
book. n 27

He did not feel that he had been "taught" hew to spell

correctly in the schools, rather he believed:

" ..• the ability to spell

correctly is a talent, not an acquirement. " 28

He was rerrorseful at times

that he had not been a better student for he admired the intelligensia
and liked to "hob-ndJ" with them on occasions.

He wished that he had

applied himself better in the subjects that were not inherited and
smacked of talent and called for hard work.

For 'IWain felt:

'Ihere is sane dignity about an acquirement, because it is a
prcduct of your cwn labor. It is wages earned, whereas to be
able to do a thing merely by the grace of Gcx:1 and not by your
cwn efforts transfers the distinction to our heavenly hornewhere possibly it is a matter of ~ride and satisfaction but
it leaves you naked and bankrupt. 9
Basically, 'IWain is saying, that he had inherited the ability to
spell but not the ability to master other subjects.

His terrperament

ordained his spelling skills and circumstances allewed him to shew them
off; but it was this same temperament that also held him back fran
mastering other subjects.
Huckleberry Finn des.cribes sane of the current ideas about schooling
and the attitudes of sane people tc:M'ard education.

{

Huck Finn, that

vagrant boy, was for a time forced to attend Dobbins' school with his
friend Tan Sawyer to be "sivi.lized."
27 lhid,' p. 109.
28

29

Thid.
Ibid.

In that wilderness society, the
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school was the most relevant agent of civilization besides the church and
hane.

At school, Huck picked up the ru<:lirrentaxy skills such as reading,

writing and arit.hrnetic, interspersed with piety and fear.

Sunday school

was mandatory and Bible reading was the accepted practice in the heme.
The Widcw, "Who had taken Huck into her heme to "sivilize" him,
cared for his bodily, intellectual and spiritual needs.

Huck shares one

of his Bible instructions with us:
After supper she got out her book and learned me
the Bulrushers, and I was in a sweat to find out
but by and by she let it out that Moses had been
considerable long time; so then I didn't care no
because I don't take no stock in dead people.30

about Moses and
all about him;
dead a
more about him,

Huck could not see any reason in learning about great and exciting people
if they were dead; his Bible instructions were totally meaningless to him.
For Huck, the only worthwhile education is a practical one.

It is one

that will relate to his young mind and will be more pragmatic for life.
' It did not take Huck long to realize the hypocrisy of the situation

in which he found himself.

All that he had been learning revealed this to

him and made him more anxious and fidgety to "light out" for the territory.
Despite his efforts, he cannot see the sarre things that the other people
see in this kind of life or education.

In his desire to see life as the

tcmnspeople see it, he restrains himself fran "lighting out" and atterrpts
to sane degree to acclimate himself to St. Petersburg's society and
conventions.

Huck realizes that his ideas are different fran those of the

Wida.'i and Miss Watson.

He wants to see the results of his activities

and not in the -hereafter,

nON

He wants experiences that will help him to

30
Mark -Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Nav York:
& Raw, Inc., 1965}, p. 4.

Harper

r
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1

l

survive in the wilderness.

He cannot grasp the abstract ideas of the

Widav; he takes everything too literally.

When the Widav tells him to

seek and he shall find, he takes her at her word and prays diligently for
fishhooks.

When they do not materialize he becanes disillusioned and

argued that the Widcw must have another Gcx1 than his because he was:
" ... so ignorant, and so kind of lavdcJtm and ornery."31

j

While TOm can see a make-believe caravan with camels and elephants,
Huck 1 s pragmatic mind sees what is actually there--a pri.rrer school class

l

picnic.

He is not as easily deluded with the rClTla.I1tic nostalgia of books

as is Tom.

Though the books create illusions, Huck still respects their

basic knavledge.

For Huck, if a book says that this is hav sc:mething is

done, Huck literally believes it for:

I

I~

" ... if the books say that is hew to

do it that is hav it shall get done ... and of course that's what we've got

to do. "

32

Books, to Huck, represent the intelligence and character that

he felt he lacked.

'Ihey represented a. sphere of life that Huck felt he was

unworthy to be a part of because of his lowly place on the social ladder.
Tbm could always get Huck to participate in his pranks by quoting lines

from a book even if Huck knew better.
Huck 1 s Pap is an accurate representation of sc:me of the midnineteenth century ideas about "book-learning. "
finds out that Huck had been attending school.

Pap is furious when he
He threatens Huck:

, • ,looky here you drop that school, you hear? I 1 11 learn people
to bring up a boy to put on airs over his o.vn father and let on
to be better 1 n \mat he is. You lerrrre catch you fooling around

.i

31

Ibid,
32. " .
. Ibld.

1

p. 12.

1

p. 10.

i

,.1.1
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that school again, you hear? Your rrother couldn't read, and
she couldn 1 t write, nuther, before she died. None of the
family couldn't before they died. I can't; and here you're
a-swelling yourself up like this. I ain 1 t the man to stand
it-you hear?33
Pap seems to be boasting that he cannot read or write.

But in spite of his

t

boastful manner, in the follaving paragraph he shavs his admiration for

I

reading, by asking Huck to take a book and " •.. lerrme hear you read. " 34

t

I
'

Huck obliges.

Suddenly the irate Pap knocks the book out of Huck's hands

as he realizes that Huck had admitted the truth of really knaving hav to
read.

I

In Pap's twisted mind, learning is equated with sissiness.

A real

man, according to Pap, does not need the added frills of an education.
His standards are based on hard-drinking, stealing and "cussing. "

He is

afraid that the school will destroy his standards and that Huck will turn
into a sissy:
frills .

"Nav looky here," he warns, "you stop that putting on

I won't have it.

I' 11 lay for you, my smarty and if I catch you

about that school I' 11 tan you good.

l
1
1

too.

I never seen such a son. " 35

First you knav you' 11 get religion,

Pap's big fear is that Huck will shav

him up and turn out to be a better man than he.

Which is exactly what

This ego-deflating thought made Pap furious enough to try to

Huck does.

force Huck back into his servitude.

But Huck ignored the Bully' s threats,

and went to school ", .. just the same and dcx:'lged him or outrun him rrost of

the time.

I didn't want to go to school much before but I reckoned I'd

33 Ibid, 1 p, 19 •
34 Ibid,
35Ibid.
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go nc:w to spite Pap. " 36
Fortunately for the ccmron school rrovernent gathering inpetus arormd
this t.irre, rrost of the people were not as narrON'-mi.nded or scared as Pap

I

j

was.

The public schools finally did overcome rrost obstacles and

prejudices.

Schools were often regarded as institutions that instilled

fine airs and dandified manners to the rough fanners on the fringes of
the frontier.

What these fanners needed were strong backs, meek spirits,

and unintellectual minds to clear the land, build the houses , and raise

.,

the crops.

I

They felt that th.e children had to be trained to survive in

the rugged wilderness and not be fed with ranantic nonsense applicable
only to the big cities of the East.

Schools must confonn to the environ-

ment and answer the needs of the people.

The carmon school rroverrent had

to convince these individualistic people that the education they were
presenting would augment rather than weaken the present life-style.

No

progress could be made rmtil the schools were willing to provide concrete
examples to the farrrers of the success they could achieve by supporting
the rrovement.
The period frc:m 1830 up to the Civil War was a formative one for the

I
j

~

ccmron school rroverrent.

A large number of schools were established all

throughout the United States.

There was a tendency to nove frc:m

privately or religiously controlled

s~ools

to public ones.

The

inadequacies of teacher preparation carne rmder severe criticism, and
nonnal schools were established to rerredy the situation.

'lhe curriculum

was expanded and enriched to meet the demands of the new emerging society.
36Ib'd
. _l_._.' p. 22 •
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Facilities for secondary arrl higher education were expanded and improved

i

wi:th the establishment of Land Grant colleges along the frontier.

T.he

gears of legislation were being oiled to pave the road for establishment
of non-sectarian state-controlled schools.
H<::JNever, all of these accorrplishrnents did not come over night, but

I
I

I

involved a long legal battle.

As the noted educational historian, Adolph

Meyer, has noted:
The grizzly dogma that education was not the seemly business of
govern:rtr2nt still persisted. . . (and the opponents of the corrmon
school) insisted that learning, like dreams of love, was an
entirely personal rratter and that for a state to undertake to
give free instruction to everyone at public expense was an
invasion of privacy.37
The appeal by the ccmron school rrovement was to the pocketbook.

T.he

people would be taxed to subsidize the schools, and the states would levy
and collect these taxes .
and govern the schools.

Therefore, the state could also make the rules
This, was the only logical route to take if the

school systems were to be truly democratic.

Charity and tuition

institutions catered to only a select fevv and did not meet the needs of a
large mass of ignorant farmers and laborers.

Children of the masses were

l

workers.

t

for them; their workers would becane rrore productive and easier to train

l
t

receiving only a minimum of education.

Proponents of crnmon schooling

pleaded to the wealthy factory <::JNners to see to the education of their
They pointed out to them that education would only be an asset

to run the rna,chinex:y •
37Adolph E. Meyer, An Educational History of the American People
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1 1967) 1 p. 172.
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The masses had to be reached.

Horace Mann and Henry Barnard pointed

out that they would loosen the shackles and fetters of social 1 political
and econanic oppression if there was an educated populace.

The only way

to reach econanic independence was through public financed schooling
since the working classes could not afford private academies.

The

awakening of the masses to the opportunities of education was a slCJN 1
laborious process; it was not easy to bring them out of their lethargy or
\

t

to convince them to accept the nEW doctrines.

On

the outset 1 the cornnon

school rrovement awakened the masses to the possibilities.

It was not

until after the Civil War and Reconstruction that real Il'easurable progress
could be seen.

The ccmron school rrovernent before the War was like an

embryo waiting for birth.
'l'wain was disgusted with the education of the mid-nineteenth century.
He railed against the silly pedagogical Il'ethods such as rote Il'eiTOrization 1
insipid essays, and rroralistic indoctrination.

He shunned learning by

fear 1 as rrost of the teachers tried to "beat" education into the child.
He welcCITB:l the cornnon school m:::>vell'ent because he saw it as a Il'eans to
derrocratize the school system and offer universal education.

He enjoyed

his childhood immensely and deplored. the school's habit of robbing

being related to the children and their individual interests.

The

teachers were ill prepared and samolent figures 1 who comnanded rrore
rest:ect and authority than they were worthy of.

In the concluding chapter

we try to shCJN hCJN 'IWain t s ideas can be applied to present day learning
situations.

I

'

CHAPIER V

I

cx:>NCUJSION AND IMPLI-cATIONS FOR EDUCATION

l
l

Educators and historians

ONe

a deep debt of gratitude to Mark '!Wain.

He was the chronicler of the Middle Border, revealing life and. education

,

on the fringe of the retreating frontier.

'Ihose rugged and lawless days

care to life in his bcx:>ks, sketches, letters and speeches.

For the

historian, his writings contain a reservoir of wealth on the inportant
social, cultural and political movements that shifted across antebelll..UTI
.America.

Fran '!Wain, we inherited an inti.rrate glirrpse into the events

shaping our future history.
int~llects

His works expose the human errotions and

that precipitated .the country's schism.

about the attitude tONard Negroes.
"Good

gracious~

He bitterly wrote

For exarrple, in Huck Finn he wrote:

anybcdy hurt?" asks Aunt Sally .. Huck replies:

"No'm.

I

Killed a nigger. "

l

depth glance at the errotional the intellectual cl.irna.te of the mid-

l

And Aunt Sally sighs :

sanetimes people do get hurt . .,l

"Well, it's lucky; because

Fran this brief exchange, we gain an in

nineteenth century South and Southwest.
'!Wain's great novel, Life on the Mississippi, painted a descriptive
picture of the pre and post Civil War South.

kk 'IWain,

I

I

'Ihrough this and other

The ..Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Ne.v York:

Row, Inc., 19651, p. 193.
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novels such as Huck Finn, Tern ·Sa:Yer, Pl.idd 'nhead · Wilson, · and nu:rnerou.s
short sketches, he became the chronicler and historian of the Mississippi
valley.

As

Heward Wilson said of 'IWain' s value as an historian:

"He is

worth Irore than a trunkful of hallONed state documents or even an attic
full of yellc:wing newspapers. " 2

'IWain was a reflection of his times and

as a probing journalist reported life as he encountered it, both at hane
and abroad.

'IWain was at the crux of nationalism in America; he partook

of the nation 1 s colorful birth pangs.
'IWain querulously

op~~m.;l.ted

on every subject conceivable, fran the

innocuous state of the weather to the passionate tirades against King
Leopold of Belgium for his mistreatment of the Congolese natives and. even
the United States intervention in the Phillipines.

Wit.~

his fiery tongue

and pen he was quick to pounce on any radical Iroverrent, be it religious,

social, or political.

.!

l

1

In his later praninence, every word he spoke was

printed by an adoring press.

He was contrary and controversial and in his

ini:rni table way helped to influence and shape American thought.
Though 'IWain sluffed off humanity with banbastic sarcasm and the
epithet "the da.ll!'led human ra.ce" he nevertheless remained until the end
sensitive to the foibles, fear arrl dreams of condemned humanity.

In

Huckleberry Fin11 and Pudd 'nhead Wilson, .we can share his e.rrpat."ly for the
Negro slaves.

The derrocratic 'I\"''ain is exposed in his two novels of Iroral

derrocro.cy 1 A Con11ecticut Yankee and 'Ihe Princ-e and the Pauper.

Joap of Arc

J$. a. tr:ea.tise on justice a,nd revengeful p0t1er as lt has been wrongfully

.2Hcw_ard E. Wilson, "'Ihe Historian 1 s Mark 'IWain," 'Ihe SoCial Studies,
XXVI, No. 8 (Decarber, 1935).,., 505.
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distributerl throughout histo:ry.

Tan ·Sawyer becares a manual for hew to

becane a success and ·'Ihe ·Innocents Abroad shattererl the prevalent theory

of the time of the superiority of European culture over American culture
as perceiverl by the Innocent fran Missouri.

Twain observerl men and their

affairs with the same enigmatic keenness of an Indian scout or a Daniel
Bcx:>ne forging through the wilderness .

Twain's hurrorous but sarcastic

style cut voraciously across many social strata and rrores, policies and
religions.
Not many things escaperl the critical eyes hcx:rlerl by the white bushy
eyebrc:ws.

He rhapsodizerl over the physical environment and cautiously

dissecterl the emotional and psychological make-up of its inhabitants .
'Ihrough his characters we can grasp the pulse of the nation; they enliven
the pedestrian villages and tams.

His works becane an intimate rrap into I

the crossroads and highways of the nineteenth century.
· Twain has also left a rich legacy for the Erlucators.

He has left

for us a wealth of personal "inside" information about the physical
classroan and perlagogical methods of that time.

He re-createrl in his

.works and his Autobiography the learning process currently in vogue.
Twain exposerl the school teachers as farces for their lack of dedication
and methods.

It often appearerl that the teachers only neerled two things

to run an efficient classroan:

an unlimiterl supply of switches and an ear

to listen to the boring recitations.

'Ihe methods and tools of Erlucation

were primitive, and a teacher was a mechanical rrachine who assigned
boring lessons and then yawningly listenerl to them after the children had
rnarorizerl them.

in teachers.

Twain presenterl us with the epitane of rrediocrity fourrl

None of his teachers containerl the creativity or versatility

r
'
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to be effective educators.
'!Wain felt that i.nforrnctl learning is nore valuable than forrnctl
conscious learning.

He is rrost irrpressed by· the things learned outside the

classroa:n; the things we pick up fran nature, social encounters, superstitions, and survival in the wilderness.

He finnly believed that for

pupils to mature intelligently they must be exposed to a variety of
experiences usually not found in the typical classroa:n.
Many of 'IWain 's educational ideas can be traced back to his avn
childhood and training.

His physical envirornnent on the outskirts of the

frontier with the river and woods for a backyard were a great influenCE on
his early development.

'Ihe infonnal education that he received fran his

surroundings inspired much of his later thinking and writing.

He reveled

in the freedan fourrl in the wide unlimited expanse of nature.
'Ihe country was at that time experiencing great upheavals caused by
the westward migration and the over-population of the big cities.

'Ihe

nation was perched precariously on the edge of the Industrial Revolution
and people were having prc:blerns adjusting their lives to this ne.v way of

t

I,

·~

living.

'Ib alleviate these prc:blerns, educational reforms had to be

instituted.

It was a hard struggle for the ccmron school to gain

recognition and support because people were not willing, even if out of
Christian charity, to dig into their avn pockets to educate other
children than their CMn.
'Ihose "radicals"

woo

favored universal education worked actively in

the cause of the enlighternnent of the masses on rational and unsectarian
lines, and advocated carpulsory elerrentary education for all.

j

'Ihey felt

that the only gocd government should be one that governed by consent;

\
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hence the people must be educated to elect their representatives.

'Ihey

saw education as an essential concanitant that depended upon the upper
classes an:1 the church.

'IWain arbraced these views d::Irpletely.

He did

not approve of the two-track system inherited fran colonial times.
saw the need for the re-adjustlnent of the goals of education.

He

Education

would have to be derrocratic if the needs of society are to be fulfilled.
Another goal should be the expanding of the curriculum to make it IIDre
meaningful to the sttrlents it serves.

Education must develop citizens who

can cope with the problems of living in a mechanistic society.

And

according to 'IWain, the goals of education should include the creative
\

child and allc:w for expression of his ideas , interests and instincts to

t

form a well-rounded person.

l

1

Though 'IWain advocated canpulsory education, he nevertheless still
preferred nature as the great educator and teacher.

'Ihe teaching pc:wer of

'

nature never ceases; day and night, stmner and winter, its silent
influence steals into your soul.

He felt that all children receive

influences fran nature unconsciously and informally.

It is through the

mechanics of formal education that we learn hew to cope with nature.

The

schools are fine institutions for teaching mechanical rudimentary skills
such as reading and arithmetic; but to survive in a canpeti tive society,
nature is the best educator.
'IWain can be carpared to Rousseau to sare extent.

'IWain maintained

that schools should be IIDre like gardens and the teacher nurtures the

young plants an:1 guides them through the right experiences.

'IWain

deplored the de-personalized attitude he found in the schools.

They were

canparable to robot mills expulging identical little minds with no
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Wividuality.

Twain was also disgusted with.. the schools because they

stifled the creative :i.naginations of children, as was indicated in
Chapter IV's description of the "original" ccmpositioris given on
Examination Night.

For Twain, a good school system canbined the academic

disciplines with the aesthetic ones.
Through his writings, Twain obviously wished to give pleasure, gain
recognition, and earn money.

His deeper motives were to uplift and

enlarge human sensibilities and awareness of their enviro111Tel1t.

He gave

speeches, wrote articles and letters concerning the plight of education.
His most powerful sources for expressing his ideas were his boy-books.
Here he was able to reveal his ideas under the guise of fiction.

I

By

dwelling extensively on childhood and schooling, he was able to vent his
anotions and present problems in a hurrorous fashion with serious
undertones.
Twain did not write treatises on education, but we must give him the

recognition for the contributions he did make.

While he did not have

ideas of a starkly radical or original nature, his ideas were pragmatic
_arrl synthetic.

He deserves credit for championing universal education so

eloquently, hurrorously and sympathetically.

He blended his errotions with

his art to point out the humaneness of a more natural creative education.
He attacked artificiality and hypocrisy of nineteenth century schooling

with vigor.

He was i_rate because education was not progressing at the

rate he felt it should and could.

His innovative ideas were ignored by

the majority, as they' still are to a large extent today.

possess a "heM-to-do" manual.

He did not

He only had salient, pragmatic ideas to

help the schools out of the mire that they had been stuck in for such a

I,
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long time.

His greatest contribution was that he, like Charles Dickens,

was able to deflate ponposity and to point out the weaknesses in the
educational system.
'!Wain can rightly be balled an educational prophet.

He recognized

the dangers even in his o:.vn day of indiscriminately handing out degrees
and glutting the job market.

He warned against this practice and in

typical fashion educators have ignored it.

He deplored the mediocrity of

having students graduate based on mere physical attendance rather than on
intellectual pro;vess.

'IWain sCM the public high school as the culprit

and source of many of these problems.

,

He strongly advocated vocational

training for the dCMning industrial age.

He railed against the lack of

manual arts classes and the over-po;vering influence of college preparatory
courses-a cry that is still heard quite audibly today.

He reasoned that

not everyone had the mental aptitude or capacity to attend academic
institutions.

There were

SOI'IE

types of terrperament better sui ted to

working with their hands than ruminating over classics.
want these students to be neglected.
. the human race.

'IWain did not

He sCM education as the savior of

'Ihe only way these "surplus" students could be saved was

to train them in the skills in which they were talented and capable of
performing.

There should be an alternative for these neglected students.

'Ihe goals of education must be altered and expanded to make them rrore
acceptable to the society they are trying to save.

'!Wain was a profound thinker for his day.
educational problems developing.

He saw all of these

We must remember that he was far ahead

of ht,s time in defending and advocating these changes.

We hear about

these problens today and have heard about them for a long time.

But we

'

'
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nrust not forget what this must have sounded like in the latter half of
the irl.neteenth centm:y. · Seen in that perspective, they are truly radical
and innovative.

'IWai.n saw and reasoned well.

He imagined open creative

classroans while others were still entrendled in the rrediocrity of the
m:mitorial system and the little one rcx:rn countcy schoolhouse.

'IWain

had great visions, and in spite of his fatalism and detenninisrn still
held a profound hope for the betterment of man through education.
In many aspects he can envision 'IWain as the forerunner of some

mxlern educational theories such as the open classrcx:>m methods favored by
pragmatists and existentialists.

'IWain saw the constricting effects of a

conventional structured classroom on the child's development and
l

l

l

maturation.

The schools of the last century did not stress self-

exploration, self-developnent or individualization.

'IWain was highly

advanced for those times when he noticed that children progress at their
CMn

·rates and that the classrOc:rn should be structured to cater to these

needs.

He disliked the rapid pace established in the schools and the

teaching of materials when a child was unready for them.

Teachers did

not beCCll)2 involved with the pupils; they were fact dispensing machines
without ever relating to the children.
In 'IWain 's idea of infonnal education, there was roam for selfexploration and individualization.

He felt it was vitally inportant for

children to be able to camrunicate with the teacher and establish a
congenial abrosphere in the classroom.

The teacher must beCCll)2 a guide

and diJ:'ector of the self-exploratory process.

'lha.t knewledge which

children discover for themselves is the best quality possible.

In the

self-explorative process, the teacher hints at the facts and the children

I

·I~
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search out the rooani.ngs and relevancies to suit their

CMn.

specific

capacities and needs.
One of the key words in education for 'IWain is relevancy.

'IWain

shc:Med the importance of relevancy in Huck ·Finn· when Huck becares
disenchanted with his Bible lessons and he discovers that Moses, whan he
wished to emulate, is dead.

Huck, in his sinple wisdan, rebels against

learning about Moses when he cannot apply this teaching to evecyday life.
Once Moses is exposed, Huck wants nothing rrore to do with him.
This allegory can also be applied to education.
thing happening in the classroom.

'IWain saw the

Sa.rtlE!

Olildren were being taught obscure

facts and evasive events without knaving the reason for learning them.
Such education was not relevant to the child's experiences or develop:rrent.
Effective education is a reciprocal interaction between learner and
teacher.

Unfortunately, the teacher does not always realize this when

face-to-face with the pupils.

Too often the teacher sees the classroom

as one aggregate bcxiy of pupils rather than a roan of individuals.

And at

times, the teacher, himself, does not have a rationale that justifies his
teaching.

For this reason, teachers must be well versed in subject

matter, rrethcds, theories and principles.

They cannot be, as they were

so often in 'IWain's days, frustrated people who would rather be doing
sare.thing other than teaching.

For 'IWain, training was all inportant and '

he la.rrtE!nted the inadequacy of the teachers entrusted with this noble but
precarious task.
Educa,tion can sunnis.e

'.IWain •s writings.

a. variety of pedagogical irrplications fran

®hinted at open classrocrns in his writings in which

teachers were to strive for rrore personalism and involverrent with the
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(·

students.

'Ihe schoolrocrn must not consist of the rigid desk on the

platfonn and the rONS of desks bolted-to the· floor arrangement.

Rather a

nnre free arrangement, such as a science corner, reading section, and art
exhibit should be inprovised.

Students should be encouraged to gravitate

to the sections that satisfy their interests.

The teacher should not

occupy a thronelike desk but should be nobile and fit in with the new
arrangement.

The students' desks fonning a circle prcm::>tes more intimacy

and camrunication.

'Ihe teacher who undertakes this new style must be

versatile and flexible.
of facts.

'Ihe educational process changes to a more pleasant and natural

environment.
other.

He becanes a participator rather than a dispenser

Children and teachers will be rrore open and trustful of each

'IWain always maintained that the educational experience should be · ·

a pleasant free exchange of ideas between teacher and students.
calls for a change in the present classrocrn structure.
threatening if it is not voluntary and gradual.

'Ihis

Change can be

But if the change is for

the better it will facilitate adaptation and adjustirent.

'Ihe at::rrosphere

will becxxre rrore harrronious and trusting.
There must be mutual trust between teacher and students.
can be instilled in the pupils through individualization.

This trust

When the

students grasp that the teacher is their friend and not just disciplinarian, they will respect the teacher and be willing to trust him.

'Ihe

teacher, to encourage this trust must respect students as individuals

with. individual interests., strengths and weaknesses.

This can only be

accanplished if the teacher values individual differences and perceives
childr~

for their uniqueness instead of seeing them as problems.

'Ihe

teacher must realize that students have other interests besides those
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embraced by him.

He must realize that these interests are both legi tirnate

and worth. his recognition.

This means that the starting point for the

educational process are the child's interests.

Once the interests of the

individual students are recognized, the teacher must give the children
the freedan, and opportunity and support to explore them.

There must be

a finn foundation of trust to let the students make their cwn choices and
take responsibility for their actions.

Teachers must possess a genuine

trust in the student's desire and capacity to learn through his

am

explorations if the kncwledge gained is to lead to grcwth and fulfilhent
of the pupil.
If we are to train students for higher ideals as envisioned by 'IWain,
then education must take on new meaning.

Education millrt go beyond mere

mechanical skills and emphasize upon socializing skills.

'IWain reminds us

over and over again that there is nothing training cannot do.

As

educators we must heed that sirrple bit of wisdan and never lose faith in
it.

Our who1_e future world depends on the training students receive in

the schools.

If we wish to instigate change for a better world, this

c._hange must have its foundation in the schools.

'IWain saw that

nineteenth century schools were direct descendents of previous mediocre
ones.
Twain probably would have embraced the modern theory of pragmatism,

for he, l;l."'<.e William James, saw that man is the measure of all i:.l'..i.ngs.
For Twa.tn. the reality of th.ings is ma.de meaningful through change.
Educa,tor~

must be flexible to adapt to c..hange and must. be prepared for

nerti changes,

constantly

oo

'Ihe goals of education must not be static •. They must
adapting to

t:he

environment, society, and studer1ts.
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Education bea::mes a rreans to higher and higher: ideals, and it is also an
end

in itself--a.s it betters man and

society~

'IWain believed that Since reality iS created by

a perSOn IS

inter-

action with his environment, the child nrust study the world as it affects

him.

'Ihe child cannot be considered apart fran the environrrent in which

he is existing, so the school cannot be separated fran life itself.
Conscious training should be linked whenever feasible to the .inmediate
problems that the student faces and that he is concerned about solving.
'lWain reasoned that change is possible as far as a person's natural

teuperament allo.vs it to happPJl.

to a certain extent.
enough.

Children are impressionable and plastic

'IWain did not carry his progressive theory far

In one instance he says that man is capable of reaching

"angelhcx:::d" and then contradictorily criticizes his

ONn

that man's success or failure is pre-ordained at birth.

fatalistic view
But in spite of

'

his 'pessllnism, 'IWain gives adequate evidence that he finnly believes that
the child is flexible and changeable.

to dispute his

ONn

pessimistic theory.

His characters are plastic enough
They are active participators in

_life, continually involved in reconstructing and interpreting their

ONn

experiences.
One of 'IWain 's strongest beliefs is that children learn through
associations wi.th nature and society.

It is through a child's associations

that he is finally initi.ated into society, learns to live co-operatively,
and adapts himself as bes.t he can to social needs and aspirations.

Even

the vagabond Huck Finn acquiesced for sane time to the "sivilizing" of

St. Petersburg.

Huck knew that in order to find his identity he had to

be in sane way connected with a society, no matter hON much he was

r
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repulsed by their decadent conventions.
'IWain held that values are relative.

He eould only grCJN in a society.
'Iherefore, educational values

should not be stationary but change in response to social and cultural
change.

Teachers must be alert to these changes and construct learning

situations which will lead pupils to a better understanding of their
social and physical environment.

'Ihe pupils and teachers should engage in

activities which are useful in problem-solving situations.

'Ihe subject

rratter should be so constructed that the rraterials bea::me relevant and
meaningful.

This makes it easier for the pupils to learn the basic

precepts of mathematics, English, geography, reading, and other core
courses.

Students will learn better the things in which they display an

interest.
'Ihe teacher should stimulate the child's natural curiosity to explore
the environment.

'Ihe teacher should guide the students in becaning rrore

interested in the basic tool skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic.
He must present these skills in an interesting and exciting manner to
arouse the children and make them see the value in learning them.

HCMever,

this does not mean that the teacher should indulge the pupil's every whim
and fancy; this would be irresponsible on the teacher's part and

detrimental to the child.

'Ihe open classrCXJITl requires that teachers have

control of the learning environment so that all of its educative
possibilities can he exploited.

The children should be aroused to pursue

their interests, but not at a loss to the other illportant subjects.
Children's curiosity must be directed very skillfully in the right
direction.

;[;I
,I
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'!Wain, like Rousseau and Pestalozzi, firmly believed in the worth of
the child.

He helped to destroy the prevalent myth of child-daimation.

He, like the others,

SCM

a child as a respected entitY of intrinsic worth.

Children should not be regarded as miniature adults, for they are humm
beings in their

CMn

rights and worthy merrbers of society.

'IWain advocated

a thorough study of child psychology and behavior, as did Pestalozzi
before him.

Twain was convinced that learning for the child was vi tally related
to the envirorunent in which it took place.

Such an envirorunent had to be

carefully considered and specially prepared by the educators.

Children

considered as individuals rather than abstract aggregate masses obviously
learned at different rates of speed and had different needs and interests.
'Ihe educator had to take all this into consideration to successfully
carry out his mandate.

'IWain felt that this demanded an increased
'

sen5itivity and appreciation of child-nature by the teacher.
According to 'IWain, the schools of the nineteenth century were
attuned to an American society that no longer existed.

'Ihe shift was fran

an agrarian society to a highly carplex industrial culture and the schools
were sirrply ignoring the new errt::'!rging America.

'IWain progressively

advocated the refonn of the schools to cope with the realities of the
present life.

'Ihe pioneers and reformers of the carm::m school seerred to

be the only ones interested in the new society and were willing to change
the structure to vastly enlarge the school population and curriculum.

Hanogeneous, sleepy villages l_ike Hannibal and St. Petersburg were
being replaced by the diverse American city.

Waves of imnigrants and

ethnic enclaves were isolated fran the native American citizenry of
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'lWain ~ s Middle Border.

For many of the imn.igrants. as well as the laver

socio-econanic classes,·· traditional schooling in the context of the
Protestant ethic was simply inadequate.

'IWain and other progressive

thinkers envisioned an educational system that would meet and solve these
prd:>lerns of dE!l'OCratic orientation and assimilation.
The changed attitudes tc:Mards the child, the learning process, and

the curricula eventually led to the transfonnation of the school.

'IWain

thought that the school should be a pleasant place wherein the physical,
mental, and social grc:Mth of the child could flourish.

School for him was

to be a graving place, an adventure in learning, be it academic or
vocational.

Twain dreamed of the ideal classrocrn as one transform::rl from

a dull, m:motonous, and depressing place of forced confinerrent into a
place of light and beauty.

Such a natural school would be a healthy place

conducive to the exploration of eager young minds.
be an expedition.

The classrocrn was to

'IWain did riot see the need to fill childish heads with

dry and lifeless facts when the child is surrounded by a pulsating nature.

Education must keep nature as one of its rrost important perspectives or it
would became lifeless and devoid of any interaction with the learner.
Twain sanctioned an education that would properly and adequately
equip a youngster for his journey through life.

This must consist of the

basics, reading, writing and arithmetic, but it must also encx::npass
problem solving and using the acquired knc:wledge as a lever to learn about
nature and life.

The schools must produce free thinking and feeling

in:.ii.viduals, not the rd:>ots that schools were turning out at an alanning
rate.

'IWain wanted the schools to expose students to the m:::xles and

processes of an industrial society.

If the education is to be useful, it

1I (

\.
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nn.ISt first be practical.
For 'IWai.n, one of a teacher's nost irrportant goals is to tum out
individuals, not parrots.

'Iherefore, the teacher

must

be trained or

transfonred fran a rrere fact rna.chine to an experienced, educated guide.
The teacher must becane a professional in his field--not a frustrated

doctor-schoolteacher like Dobbins irt Tan Sawyer.

'!Wain resented the

procedure of selecting the village schoolteacher fran the ranks of
wastrels, spinsters 1 or theology students.

For a viable education, the

teacher must have a grasp of more than subject rna.tter; he must be wellrounded in the fields of child psychology, learning theory, and
behavioral problems.

In short, 'IWain felt that the teacher must bec:x::rre

an educator before he is entrusted with the learning process.
Twain has been dead for more than sixty years but his books are still
being read in libraries and hanes.

While reading 'Ibm Sawyer and

Huckleberry Finn, we are for one brief m::rnent transposed to a quieter and
calmer time in our nation's history.

We are privileged to eavesdrop in

that simple era when freedan meant the terri tory 1 an island, or a trip
dCMn the river.

We are reminded of our childhood even if we have never

seen the river or the frontier.

'IWain builds in our imagination

startling pictures of what it must have been like to grew up in a
Hannibal, St. Petersburg, or a Dawson's landing.

When looking back 1 we

sean to rerrsnber only the good things; our hane tONil always basks in
eternal sunshine; the people all laughing and smiling and the problems
minor co:npared to present ones.

Reading 'IWain's boy-books, we can find the kernel of universal
childhood.

Since childhcx:xi is universal, 'IWain' s books are not limited to
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soil; he is read and loved all over the world.

He wrote in a
I

universal tongue.

He is not limited to a specific tirre and place.

His
I

hurcor arrl satire is as fresh today as it was when he first wrote it.
Each new reading of his works points out a new bit of infonna.tion or

wisdan that may have been overlooked in a previous reading.

His scope is

unlimited and for this reason it can truly be said that Mark 'IWain is a
Man for all Seasons.

l
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